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The Lantern is a journal of Chinese medicine and its related fields with an emphasis on the
traditional view and its relevance to clinic. Our aim is to encourage access to the vast resources
in this tradition of preserving and restoring health, whether via translations of works of past
centuries or observations from our own generation working with these techniques. The techniques are
many, but the traditional perspective of the human as an integral part, indeed a reflection, of the social,
meteorological and cosmic matrix remains one. We wish to foster that view.

the pulse

During the late Ming dynasty (1358-1644), first in the
1580s and then in the 1630s and 1640s, a series of
devastating epidemics swept through China. Historians
estimate a mortality rate of up to 20 per cent. If correct,
it means these epidemics were about 20 times more
deadly than the current covid-19 pandemic. Against a
background of repeated bad harvests caused by flooding
and unseasonally cold weather, locust plagues and
other natural disasters, as well as social unrest and civil
war in the lead-up to the Manchu invasion of 1644, the
population of China decreased 35 to 40 per cent over the
period 1585–1645.1 These, too, are almost unimaginable
numbers for us today.

I

T IS HARDLY surprising that in the
face of these disasters and the apparent
inability of anyone to do much about
them, physicians began to doubt the usefulness of established treatment regimes. In
17th century China, the go-to handbook for
treating feverish disorders was the Treatise
of Cold Damage (傷寒論 Shäng Hán Lùn).
Summing up observations made during the
epidemic of 1641, Wu Youxing (吳有性 1582–
1652, zi-name Wu Youke 吳又可), a scholarphysician from Lake Taihu near Suzhou, put
into words what many others also were thinking: that the Treatise might have outlived its
utility as a resource for treating epidemics.
During the initial onset, the [typical]
practitioners of the time erroneously
used Cold Damage methods to treat it.
[I] never saw [a case of] theirs that did
not get worse. Some patients and their
families mistakenly heeded [claims that]
by the seventh day it would heal itself, or
otherwise, it would heal by the 14th day.
Because of this they were not treated and
some died from not being treated in time.
Others wrongly took drastic formulas, and
by not following the normal sequence for
attacking and then replenishing, died.2
1. Frédéric Obringer: “Wu Youxing et les épidémies
pestilentielles: Une figure d’expert médical à la fin
des Ming”, Revue de Synthèse. p. 348.
2. Quoted in Hanson, Marta E. (2011) Speaking of
Epidemics in Chinese Medicine: Disease and the
Geographic Imagination in Late Imperial China.
Milton Park: Routledge, p. 208.

Although a Han dynasty text, most late
Ming physicians would have read and used
the Treatise on the basis of interpretations
formulated during the Song dynasty, roughly
between the 12th and 14th centuries.3 In the
wake of the late Ming epidemics, the obvious
failure of these interpretations in clinical
practice led to a fundamental re-evaluation
of the Treatise and its place in the history
of Chinese medicine. The ensuing debates
endure into the present and continue to
shape the field of East Asian medicine as we
know it today.
The initial reaction to the obvious failure
of cold damage treatment strategies was
not to dismiss the Treatise out of hand but
rather blame the way it had been interpreted
by Wang Shuhe (王叔和 201-280) and his
Song dynasty followers for any clinical
shortcomings. The most influential of these
“return to the Han” critics was Fang Youzhi
(方有執 1522-1599), a scholar-physician
from Anhui province whose writings circle
again and again to the traumatic loss of both
parents and four children from acute feverish
disorders for which physicians had found
no cure. In response, rather than seeking to
understand the Treatise with the help of other
Han dynasty canonical texts as the Song
dynasty interpreters had done, Fang Youzhi
elevated its status from a treatise dealing
with a specific subject (i.e. cold damage) to a
foundational canon (經 jïng) of medicine that
needed to be understood in its own right. To
this end, he elevated the concept of the six
domains/divisions/conformations/warps
(六經 liù jïng) from a tool for following the
progression of fevers to fundamental rubrics
for understanding any kind of pathological
process. Further refined through later
commentators like Ke Qin (柯琴, no dates)
in China and Yoshimasu Tödö (吉益東
洞 1702-1773) in Japan, this reading of the
Treatise dominates its modern reception
and continues to underpin current jingfang
styles of practice. With hindsight, Fang
Youzhi’s response to a crisis that might well
have spelled the death knell for the Treatise
as a clinical manual for epidemics ended up
vastly extending its influence.4
3 . For summaries of how these readings were
formulated see Goldschmidt, Asaf Moshe (2009), The
Evolution of Chinese Medicine : Song Dynasty, 9601200. London; New York: Routledge.
4 . For a more detailed discussion of these
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That is to say, they
carefully distinguished
clinical situations
in which the use
of formulas and
strategies from
the Treatise were
appropriate from
those where they were
not, developing their
argument from the
minute examination of
clinical evidence.

This very real threat to the status of the
Treatise was exemplified by critics like Wu
Youke. They argued that its limitations
needed to be accepted as an empirical given
and that novel solutions therefore had to be
found for treating those problems for which
the Treatise ostensibly was unable to offer
effective solutions. For Wu Youke this meant
pushing the understanding of causation of
externally contracted disorders far beyond
conventional conceptions of climatic factors
like wind, cold or heat, towards specific
disease vectors that could be passed on
from person to person. Wu Youke was not
a Chinese Robert Koch,5 however, because
he still had to fit this new conception of
disease vectors into existing imaginations
of anatomy and pathophysiology. But he
drew on long-established clinical strategies
in the formulation of his novel clinical
interventions and it was precisely this
continuity that allowed others to relate to his
radical innovations.6
Wu Youke’s most important populariser
was Yu Chang (喻昌 1585-1664), a scholar
turned monk turned doctor, through whose
writings Wu Youke’s ideas gained popularity
among a later generation of Suzhou
physicians that included Ye Tianshi (葉天
士 1667-1746) and Xue Shengbai (雪生百
1681-1770). Both physicians are commonly
depicted today as the inventors of the
warmth disorder current (溫病學派 wënbìng
xuépaì) in Chinese medicine whose ideas
and theories stand in opposition to those
of cold damage therapeutics. They are also
classified as users and authors of “modern
formulas” (時方 shífäng) as opposed to
the “classical formulas” (jïngfäng) of the
Treatise. Even a cursory reading of their
historical developments see Scheid, Volker (2015),
“Transmitting Chinese Medicine: Changing
Perceptions of Body, Pathology, and Treatment in
Late Imperial China.” East Asian Medicine: Tradition
& Modernity 8, No. 2: 299–360.
5. Robert Koch, a main founder of bacteriology,
identified the disease-causing organisms in
many infectious diseases including cholera and
tuberculosis.
6 . For a brief synopsis see the “Commentary” section
to Wu Youke’s Reach the Source Drink (Dá Yuán Yǐn) in
Scheid, Volker, Andrew Ellis, Dan Bensky, and Randal
Barolet (2009), Chinese Herbal Medicine: Formulas
and Strategies, Seattle: Eastland Press, pp 137-139.
My research indicates that the key components of
this formula are borrowed from strategies for treating
malaria documented as far back as the Tang dynasty.
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actual writings demonstrates this to be a
rather willful distortion of the facts, accurate
only in as much as they did, on occasions,
compose new formulas. Even then, however,
they would build these formulas up from
classical precedents rather than inventing
them from scratch.
A more realistic assessment of the
innovations of Ye Tianshi and Xue Shengbai
would therefore try to understand them as
accepting the need for formulating new
conceptions of and responses to clinical
problems ostensibly not addressed effectively
by the Treatise. These problems included
epidemic disorders (瘟疫 wënyì), disorders
caused by the direct contraction of heat (新感
熱病 xïngân rèbìng) or damp-warmth (濕溫
shïwën) from the exterior, and disorders due
to lurking pathogens (伏邪 fúxié). However,
in each case their conception of these
disorders and their strategies for treating
them was formulated in direct conversation
with the Treatise. That is to say, they carefully
distinguished clinical situations in which
the use of formulas and strategies from the
Treatise were appropriate from those where
they were not, developing their argument
from the minute examination of clinical
evidence. Another way to put this would be
to say that their conception of fevers included
all of the Treatise while adding a range of
new tools to it.
However, partly because this challenged
the status of Zhang Zhongjing as the apical
ancestor of Chinese herbal therapeutics from
whom all clinical methods were descended
(which conservatives could not accept)
and partly for localist political reasons
(which pitched southern warm disorder
therapeutics against a presumed northern
cold damage tradition), the 19th and early
20th centuries witnessed the emergence of
an antagonistic opposition between cold
damage and warmth disorder currents.
This was only resolved by the creation of
“Traditional Chinese Medicine” (TCM) as
a style of practice that accorded both the
Treatise and key texts in the warm disorder
tradition an equal status of foundational
canons (經典 jïngdiân).
These are the historical facts.
For reasons that still await analysis by
future historians, however, in the early
21st century this accommodation was
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once again challenged. Proponents of a socalled classical/canonical (jïngfäng) style
of Chinese medicine claimed access for
themselves to an authentic understanding of
“ancient” Chinese medicine that “modern”
interpreters lacked and that, by implication,
was clinically more effective. The term
“modern” in this reading can mean almost
any period after the Han even though, as
shown above, the very idea that the Treatise
is a canonical text that contains solutions to
all imaginable diseases is itself a product of
the 17th century and not the Han.
From a historical perspective, the
emergence of the various jïngfäng styles of
practice is therefore but a reminder that the
intrinsic tension between an always changing
empirical reality and the pull of tradition
in Chinese medicine that was so starkly
highlighted by the late Ming epidemics
remains, as yet, unresolved.
It is also a clinical problem, however, and
one that deserves to be discussed frankly
and openly at a historical moment during
which we are finding ourselves in the grip of
a new pandemic to which Chinese medicine
practitioners may perhaps make a positive
contribution. With respect to this problem
the editors of this journal have three specific
concerns.
First and most importantly, we believe
that addressing clinical problems should
be guided by clinical evidence and not by
a priori ideological commitments to any
specific tradition/lineage/style of practice.
Put another way, given that we do not yet
know how precisely covid-19 disorders will
present in the West and what treatment
strategies will prove to be most successful,
we need to be open to the fact that it might
be anything. It may or it may not fit into
existing diagnostic and therapeutic schemes.
It may respond to what we think we know or
it may not.
Evidence from China, confirmed by the
small number of cases we have encountered
ourselves to date, suggests that dampness
plays an important part in how covid-19
disorders manifest. We also know that
covid-19 is an epidemic disorder and therefore
not a simple cold-damage or warm pathogen
illness. This would suggest that any approach
must transcend both cold damage and
warmth disorder approaches and even more

so their artificial and clinically meaningless
opposition.
Second, in order to employ the resources
available to us within the toolbox of East
Asian medical tradition as well as we possibly
can, it is important to study them in relation
to their intended use. Unfortunately, this
is not always the case as ideology and the
search for quick fixes often override careful
clinical reasoning.
To give some concrete examples, we have
noted, for instance, that in response to the
covid-19 pandemic some proponents of
jïngfäng styles of practice have integrated
“modern” formulas
like Three-Seed
Decoction (Sän Rén Täng) and Reach the
Source Drink (Dá Yuán Yîn) into their
clinical repertoires. While such openness is
to be welcomed, the assumption that the six
domains/divisions/conformations/warps are
the only tool necessary for understanding
and treating all diseases under the sun then
requires some rather problematic reverse
engineering.
Three-Seed Decoction (Sän Rén Täng), for
instance, is a formula designed to resolve
damp-warmth pathogens in the exterior
presenting with symptoms like headache,
body aches, a fever that gets worse in the
afternoon, a stifling sensation in the chest
and lack of appetite. Its composition is based
on Ye Tianshi’s adage that in such conditions
unblocking yang must focus on facilitating
the fluid metabolism and not on warming.
This is very different from resolving the
exterior by means of sweating as advocated
in the Treatise for cases of cold. Ye Tianshi
furthermore
carefully
distinguished
this manifestation pattern from taiyang,
yangming, taiyin and shaoyang patterns
with which it might be confused. What, we
must ask, is gained by forcing the use of the
formula back into a six domain/division/
conformation/warp system of diagnosis into
which it was never meant to fit, rather than
extending one’s own clinical repertoire to
encompass Ye Tianshi’s conception of dampwarmth?
A related example concerns the adage
promoted by some advocates of jïngfäng
style practice that pathogens in the exterior
must always be resolved through sweating
because that is what it says in the Treatise.
That is clearly wrong. In fact, the dangers of

n Volker Scheid combines academic research
as a medical humanities scholar with clinical
practice and teaching of
Chinese medicine. He has
published two influential monographs on the
development of Chinese
medicine from the 17th
century to the present:
Chinese Medicine in
Contemporary China:
Plurality and Synthesis
(Duke UP, 2002) and
Currents of Tradition in
Contemporary China
(Eastland Press, 2007)
as well as over 30 peerreviewed papers in academic journals. He is the
main author of Formulas
& Strategies, 2nd ed.
(Eastland Press, 2009)
and of the Handbook of
Chinese Medical Formulas
(Eastland Press, 2016).
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Although historically
epidemic disorders
have often been
classified as belonging
to the class of warmth
disorders, many
commentators have
pointed out that
this is a mistaken
classification
stemming from
the creation of
problematic
equivalences between
the similar but
different terms wenyi
and wenbìng.
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sweating in seeking to resolve dampness in
the exterior are consistently highlighted by
authors in the warmth disorder tradition.
Instead, as well as facilitating the fluid
metabolism as outlined above, they advocate
fragrant aromatic openers like Huò Xiäng
(Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba) and Pèi
Lán (Eupatorii Herba) that unblock the
pores but do not promote sweating.Vice
versa, advocating the use of formulas like
Yín Qiào Sân (Honeysuckle and Forsythia
Powder) because epidemics are believed to
always be warmth disorders, or even worse,
because viral diseases are interpreted as
warmth disorders, is equally problematic.
Although historically epidemic disorders
have often been classified as belonging
to the class of warmth disorders, many
commentators have pointed out that this
is a mistaken classification stemming from
the creation of problematic equivalences
between the similar but different terms wënyì
(瘟疫 pestilence) and wënbìng (溫病 warmth
disorder). The same is true for lurking
pathogen disorders or those caused by
toxins (毒 dú) which, although manifesting
with patterns dominated by heat, are not to
be defined simply on that basis as warmth
disorder.
To sum up, we strongly believe that East
Asian medicine may be able to make a
valuable contribution to resolving the
unfolding covid-19 pandemic. However, to
do so we need to draw on all the resources
available to us in the historical archive of our
tradition and do so without prejudice. What
is at stake, after all, is not the confirmation of
our beliefs but the very lives of our patients.
To this end, this special edition of The
Lantern brings together a range of resources
that we hope will facilitate this common
endeavour. Based on the assumption that
covid-19 is an epidemic disorder with a
strong dampness or, indeed, toxic dampness
component, we have focused on classical and
modern texts that address themselves to this
problem. This does not imply that we do
not value other resources, too, including the
Treatise. We simply have made a judgment as
to what practitioners in the West may have
easy access to and what not, with the goal of
addressing possible deficiencies.
Steve Clavey’s translation of extracts from
Wu Youke’s Treatise on Epidemics introduce

one of the key texts in understanding and
treating epidemic disorders in the history
of Chinese medicine. We believe they are
not merely of historical interest but helpful
in understanding why SARS-CoV-2 is
producing the symptoms it is.
Jin Zhao’s paper “Approaching covid-19 as
Damp Toxin” follows on from an interview
he recently gave on Qiological [qiological.
com/epidemic-disease]. The paper discusses
the treatment of covid-19 as a damp toxin,
synthesising discussions from the classical
literature with his own experiences of
treating covid-19 patients in China.
A paper by Dr Ma Shouchun seeks to lay
out an overall structure for thinking about
covid-19 that might guide our clinical
practice. A renowned expert in the Treatise
on Cold Damage and Essentials of the Golden
Casket with almost 50 years of clinical
experience, Dr Ma will demonstrate how
ideas from different traditions can flexibly be
integrated into an emergent way of thinking
about new clinical problems.
This entire Lantern journal is published
on an open access basis. Further papers as
well as case histories will be added on The
Lantern’s website as our experience with the
pandemic develops.
Soon to come are my translation of Xue
Shengbai’s Writings on Damp-Heat Disorders
as a resource for documenting how new
clinical strategies for the treatment of dampwarmth disorders were crafted historically
in conversation with methods of diagnosis
and treatment as outlined in the Treatise on
Cold Damage. Although not all of the text is
strictly relevant to the potential presentation
of covid-19 patients, its careful study teaches
us how the differentiation of symptoms and
signs leads us to a clear understanding of
disease processes and, from there, to their
successful treatment.
Craig Mitchell’s translation of a section from
Lu Cheng’s Treatise on Toxin will introduce
a modern take on the treatment of toxic
disorders. A famous contemporary physician
from Zhejiang, Lu Cheng created a fourfold diagnostic scheme for understanding
the progression of toxic disorders that, in
the case of Lung illnesses, are exemplified
by pneumonia, and is therefore of potential
value in treating not merely the acute stages
of covid-19 but also its sequelae.

feature

The difference between
passing and lurking pathogens
From the Treatise on Warm Epidemics by Wu Youke, 16401

Translation by Steve Clavey

Two types of pathogens lodge in the body: passing pathogens
and lurking pathogens (伏邪 fú xié). This is why there are
treatments that are difficult, those that are easy, those that take
a long time and those that are cured quickly.

A

PASSING PATHOGEN (行邪 xíng
xié) such as a normal cold-damage
pathogen will first strike taiyang and
it may pass to yangming or shaoyang, or go
from any of the three yang into the Stomach
[and Intestines]. It is just like a traveller going
along the road, passing different places without setting down roots in any of them. And
because of this rootless tendency, even if the
shape of the illness is serious, all you need do
is to cause a sweat if it is in the channels or use
a purge if it is in the Intestines, and it will be
cured. As soon as the patient takes the herbs
it will work.
If, however, there is a lurking pathogen that
begins to move, this is what is called a warm
epidemic pathogen. A pathogen lurking in the
membrane source (膜原 mó yuán) is like a
wild animal in a cave, or a bird perching in its
nest; it has nothing to do with the nutritive qi
or the defensive qi, herbs and minerals will not
reach it. Once it emerges, the pathogenic toxin
gradually builds, internally invading the fuorgans, externally seeping into the channels,
and with this damage to the nutritive and
defensive qi all the symptoms gradually
become manifest. After this point one can get
a grip on the different patterns and treat it.
In the very early stages of its encroachment,

1. Wen Yi Lun 溫疫論 by Wú Yoŭxìng 吳有性 (aka 吳又可 Wú Yòukě).

the pathogenic toxin is still in the membrane
source, so you must wait until it either comes
to the surface or enters into the interior [eg
the Intestines]—only then can you guide
it to leave the body. When the pathogen is
exhausted and finished, only then will the
patient be cured.
In the early stages of its emergence, the toxic
tendency incrementally grows and there is
nothing you can do to control it. At this time
not only can’t you cure it, but the symptoms
grow worse day by day. The patient’s family
sees this and wants to change doctors, the
doctor himself is shocked and doubts his
abilities. Bear in mind though that if the
pathogen they catch in the beginning is severe
then the illness will be serious, but if the
pathogen they catch is mild the illness will be
mild: it has nothing to do with the doctor.
But the life and death of the patient do
depend completely upon the medicine. So
in those early stages when the epidemic
pathogen is growing and the force of that
growth is un-opposable, your main aim is to
make the pathogenic toxin quickly leave the
membrane source and that’s all. All the key
work of treatment will be in the later stages,
recognising whether the exterior or interior
is empty or full, being precise about what is
mild or serious, gradual or rapid, and making
no error when you deploy your prescriptions.
If you can do that, you will save all your
patients and won’t lose a single one, even
the ones with the most severe pathogenic
exposure.Yet there will be those with longstanding illness who are weak or have
weakened themselves with overindulgence
in wine and sex, and the already old and
feeble—this is a different story; they will be
very difficult to stabilise.
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Early stages of
a warm epidemic
From the Treatise on Warm Epidemics by Wu Youke, 16401

Comments
Bing Lang (Areca Semen) can disperse
and it can grind away obstructions, so in
eliminating lurking pathogens it is a dredging
In the early stages of a warm epidemic (溫疫 wēn yí) there is
and facilitating herb that also gets rid of the
first chills and then fever; in the days that follow there will be
miasmic qi associated with the semitropical
only fever and no chills. In the first two to three days the pulse
south. Hou Po (Magnolia officianalis
will be neither floating nor deep but it will be rapid. Fever will
Cortex) breaks up perverse knotted qi. Cao
continue day and night, but the evening will be worse with
Guo (Tsaoko Fructus) is intensely pungent
and aggressive in eliminating the base that a
headaches and body aches.
lurking pathogen occupies.
The power of the three combined can
T THIS TIME the pathogen is occu- penetrate directly into the hidden nest to
pying the space in front of the spine defeat the pathogenic qi and vent it rapidly
but behind the Stomach and Intes- out of the membrane source (膜原 mó yuán).
tines, and despite the aching of the head and That is why the formula is called Reach the
body, the pathogenic heat has leapt over the Source.
Fever damages the body fluids so Zhi
channels (浮越於經 fú yuè yú jïng) and cannot be regarded as a cold damage exterior Mu (Anemarrhenae Rhizoma) is added to
pattern, so you cannot just strongly force a nourish yin. Heat damages the nutritive
sweat with formulas such as Gui Zhi Tang qi so Bai Shao (Paeoniae Radix alba) is
(Cinnamon Twig Deocoction) or Ma Huang added to harmonise the blood. Huang Qin
Tang (Ephedra Decoction). The pathogen is (Scutellarieae Radix) cools any residual
not in the channels, so forcing a sweat will drying heat. Gan Cao (Glycyrrhizae Radix)
only damage their exterior protective qi and is used to harmonise the middle.
These four herbs are there only to
the fever will not diminish.
You also cannot purge them, because harmonise the intense actions of the three
main herbs, like giving a
the pathogen is
Reach
the
Source
Drink
bit of water to one who
not gathered in
is thirsty; these latter
the Intestines, so (達膜原飲 Dá Mó Yuan Yǐn)
four are not there to
purging will only Bing Lang
6g Areca Semen
uproot the pathogen.
damage
their Hou Po
3g Magnolia officianalis Cortex
Also if the epidemic
Stomach qi and Cao Guo Ren 1.5g Tsaoko Fructus (kernels only)
pathogen has seeped
their thirst will only Zhi Mu
3g Anemarrhenae Rhizoma
out into the channels
get worse. What you Bai Shao
3g Paeoniae Radix alba
then you should make
should use is Reach Huang Qin
3g Scutellarieae Radix
adjustments depending
the Source Drink (達 Gan Cao
1.5g Glycyrrhizae Radix
1. Wen Yi Lun 溫疫論 by Wú
upon the channel in
膜原飲 Dá Mó yuán Decoct down to 80% and take warm after noon.
Yoŭxìng 吳有性 (aka 吳又可 Wú
order to lift it outward
Yîn).
Yòukě).
Translation by Steve Clavey

A
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or drain it away. For example, if the patient
has pain in the flanks, deafness, chills and
fever, nausea and bitter taste in the mouth,
then this is pathogenic heat seeping into the
shaoyang channel: just add 3g of Chai Hu
(Bupleuri Radix) to the original formula.
If the patient has pain in the back and
neck, this is pathogenic heat seeping into the
taiyang channel: just add 3g of Qiang Huo
(Notopterygii Rhizoma seu Radix) to the
original formula.
If the patient has pain around and in the
eyes, the bone of the eyebrow hurts, the sinus
is dry and they can’t sleep, this is pathogenic
heat in the yangming channel, add Ge Gen
(Puerariae Radix) 3g to the original formula.
Patterns are not all the same, they can be
fast or slow, mild or severe. Herbs, too, are
different: many or few, gentle or intense.
Each should be used at the proper time and
in the right situation. So those doses are just
guidelines, do not get stuck on them.
Some patients will have a mild exposure
and their tongue coats will be white but
thin and their fever will also be low without
a rapid pulse. When in these patients the
pathogen does not turn toward the interior,
then one or two bags of Reach the Source
Drink will resolve the illness.
For those in whom the exposure is stronger,
when they take the Reach the Source Drink
they will sweat the epidemic pathogen out
through the surface. But if they do not or
cannot sweat, this shows the pathogen has
set up camp in the membrane source (膜原
mó yuán) and has cut off from each other the
interior and the exterior. The interior cannot
reach the exterior, the exterior cannot reach
the interior. In this situation you cannot force
a sweat. Some patients or their families see
dispersing herbs in the prescription and they
insist on using thick clothing, heat packs or
steaming to make the patient sweat. This is
really not the right method.
So in this situation when the interior and
exterior are cut off, at this time there is no
pathogen roaming around in or seeping
into the channels, so you do not need to use
the “three yang channel method” described
above. Just use the Reach the Source Drink by
itself and that will be enough.
When the exposure is more serious, the
tongue will be covered all over in a thick and
white coat. In cases like this, when they take

Reach the Source Drink they will not sweat
the pathogen out, but instead the pathogen
will drop into the interior.
When the root of the tongue turns yellow
and the yellowness reaches the middle of the
tongue, the pathogen is gradually entering the
Intestines. At this point it becomes a pattern
for Sän Xiäo Yîn (三消飲 Three Dispersing
Drink—see Separate transmission to the
exterior and interior, Page 10).
If the patient is feverish, thirsty, sweating
profusely and the pulse is long, tidal and
rapid, this means the pathogen is preparing
to leave the membrane source and head
toward the exterior for release. This is a Bai
Hu Tang (白虎湯 White Tiger Decoction)
pattern.
If the tongue coat is pure yellow and the
patient also has symptoms showing that the
pathogen has gathered in the Intestines, then
this is a Cheng Qi Tang (承氣湯 Order the Qi
Decoction) pattern.
In some cases the pathogen will break out
and leave the membrane source within two
or three days; in other cases even after two or
more weeks there may be little change in the
symptoms, showing that the pathogen is still
in the membrane source.
In still other cases, patients have few if any
symptoms for four or five days then suddenly
on day five or six it turns serious.
When the source qi (元氣 yuán qì) is strong
the toxin will transform easily and will leave
the membrane source; when the source qi is
weak the pathogen will not easily transform
and leave the membrane source, i.e. it will
not turn and pass [either outward or inward
so that it can be expelled through sweating
or stool].
If the patient also has another illness or
long-term weakness, even if they have a mild
exposure the pathogen does not easily leave
the membrane source, and so how can the
illness be resolved? Without an exit route,
the pathogen remains and the illness cannot
resolve. It goes on for days, the pathogen
knots and clumps ever more deeply and
the illness worsens.These cases are often
mistaken for deficiency patterns so tonifying
herbs like Ren Shen (Ginseng Radix) or
Huang Qi (Astragali Radix) are used, but
the more tonification the worse the pathogen
becomes, right up until they die.
So we need to be careful.

Lei Feng'sfeature
adjustment of
Da Mo Yuan Yin
This variation on Wu
Youke’s Reach the Source
Drink by Lei Feng could
be even better suited to
the very damp-oriented
covid-19.
Damp obstructing the
membrane source
(from the Shi Bing Lun (時
病論 Treatise on Seasonal
Diseases by Lei Feng)
If the patient has alternating chills and fever
resembling malaria with
a tongue coat slippery
white, this is a pathogen
obstructing the membrane source (邪遏膜原
xié è móyuán) and the
Vent and Disseminate
the Membrane Source
Method should be used.
Vent and Disseminate the
Membrane Source Method

達膜原法 Dá Móyuán Fă
Treats damp malarial-like
disorders with severe cold and
mild heat, aching body with
sweat, heavy limbs and
epigastric fullness.
Hou Po

3g Magnolia
officianalis
Cortex, prep
with ginger
Bing Lang 4.5g Areca Semen
Cao Guo Ren 2g Tsaoko Fructus
baked (kernels
only)
Huang Qin 3g Scutellarieae
Radix soaked
in wine then
dry-fried
Gan Cao 1.5g Glycyrrhiza
Radix
Huo Xiang 3g Pogostemonis/
Agastaches
Folium
Ban Xia
4.5g Pinellia
Rhizoma, prep
with ginger
3 slices of raw ginger as guide.
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Separate and simultaneous
transmission to the
exterior and interior
From the Treatise on Warm Epidemics by Wu Youke, 16401

Translation by Steve Clavey

In warm epidemic when the tongue coat is white it means the
pathogen is in the membrane source. When the root of the
tongue gradually turns yellow and reaches the middle of the
tongue, this is the pathogen gradually entering the Intestines.
If you see manifestations of any of the “three yang” patterns,
then you use Reach the Source Drink with whatever of the
three “additions for the yang channels” is appropriate.

B

UT BECAUSE THERE are also symptoms of transmission into the interior
[ie the Intestines], you further add Da
Huang (Rhei Radix et Rhizoma) and then
the name is San Xiao Yin (Three Dispersing
Drink). “Three dispersing” refers to dispersing the exterior, dispersing the interior and
dispersing that which is neither exterior nor
interior.
This is a complete formula for treating an
epidemic, as it deals with a toxic pathogen
that [has left the membrane source] and is
going to both the surface and the interior [ie

the Intestines] but also has some residual
pathogen still knotted in the membrane
source.
Sān Xiāo Yǐn

三消飲 Three Dispersing Drink
Hou Po
Magnolia officianalis Cortex
Bing Lang
Areca Semen
Cao Guo Ren
Tsaoko Fructus
Bai Shao
Paeonia Radix alba
Gan Cao
Glycyrrhiza Radix
Zhi Mu
Anemarrhenae Rhizoma
Huang Qin
Scutellarieae Radix
Da Huang
Rhei Radix et Rhizoma
Ge Gen
Puerariae Radix
Qiang Huo
Notopterygii Rhizoma
Chai Hu
Bupleuri Radix
Decoct with ginger and red dates

1. Wen Yi Lun 溫疫論 by Wú Yoŭxìng 吳有性 (aka 吳又可 Wú Yòukě).

ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO TREATING COVID-19
This compilation is offered free to practitioners
of Chinese medicine via The Lantern website,
offering an informed, comprehensive
approach to the worldwide pandemic as a wen
yi 瘟疫 epidemic pathogen.
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If you find this work valuable, please consider
supporting us by becoming a subscriber.
Our hard-copy journal for subscribers will be
published for May, as usual.
www.thelantern.com.au/subscribe/
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Comments from an
introduction
Chace wrote for
the translation

Extracts on
damp-warmth

From the Treatise on Warm-Heat Disease (溫熱論 Wen Re Lun) by Ye Tianshi

Translation by Daniela Van Wart
and Charles Chace

On white powder-like tongues
If the tongue coat is white, powder-like and
slippery, and all four sides are a purplecrimson colour, this means that a warm
epidemic disease has begun to penetrate the
membrane source and is not returning to the
Stomach bowel. One must immediately evict
and resolve the pathogen.
Do not wait or it will shift and penetrate
more deeply, becoming an ominous
condition.
Moreover, when one observes this tongue
coat, the disease is inevitably grave, and one
must take great care in administering proper
therapy.
Purging in Shang Han versus
purging in damp-warmth
Now, if a disease of the Triple Burner cannot
be treated through exterior resolution, then
interior binding will inevitably develop.
Where does interior binding occur?
The stool will become bound up with the
pathogen in the yangming bowels of the
Stomach and Large Intestine.
Here, too, as in cold damage, one must use
purging methods. One cannot use the fact
that one has adopted the four-aspect model
of qi and blood as a reason for not purging.
The difference is, when there is cold
damage transforming to pathogenic heat in
the interior that plunders and torches the
fluids, then purging should be vigorous.
But in Triple Burner interior binding it is
usually pathogenic damp fighting internally,
and purging should be gentle.
Sticky loose stool that occurs after purging

in cold damage indicates that the pathogen
is gone and purging cannot be administered
again.
Sticky loose stool in damp-warm diseases
indicates that the pathogen is not completely
gone and one must continually purge until
the stool is formed. At that stage, one is
cautioned against further purgative attack.
Once the faeces are dry there is no more
dampness.
Take care with yang qi
In the case of heavy drinkers who are prone
to an exuberance of internal dampness, once
an external pathogen enters the interior it
will combine with the interior dampness.
Stomach damp is common in those with
yang effulgent bodies, and Spleen dampness
also occurs frequently in yin exuberant
bodies, although they may both eventually
transform to heat.
Moreover, for those of us from the Southern
Provinces, harm from pathogenic dampness
is most extensive, so if our facial complexion
becomes pale, one must attend to the yang qi,
because the dampness has become prevalent
and the yang has consequently declined.
Hence, while the appropriate method in
such conditions is clearing and cooling,
when 60 or 70 per cent of the heat is gone,
one must not persist in making excessive use
of cold and clearing methods, lest one lose
the success one has attained thus far.
Why is this the case? Because when
dampness and heat are expelled together, the
yang also declines.

n Previously published in The Lantern
Vol 3, Nos: 1, 2, 3.

T

HE differences and
similarities between
damp-heat pathogens
and cold damage are discussed in Liu Guo-Hui’s
Warm Diseases, A Clinical
Guide (Eastland Press
2001, pp 43-49).
Ye Tianshi’s assertion
that cold damage patterns
transmute while warm
pathogens tend to stick to
a “single channel” merits
discussion. From Ye’s point
of view, cold damage presents in the exterior and
readily transforms to heat
where it enters the interior,
shifting to the shaoyang,
yangming, or deeper into
the yin channels.
By contrast, the fuming,
cloying nature of dampheat pathogens causes
them to linger in the qi
aspect with little movement elsewhere. From this
perspective, damp-heat
pathogens do indeed present in a “single channel”.
Subsequent writers such
as Yang Xuan (1784) and
Wu Tang (1798) developed
the notion of the transmission of damp-heat from
one burner to another in
greater depth. “Single
channel” may also be
interpreted simply as the
location of the pathogen.
Liu Bao-Yi, on the other
hand, interprets “single
channel” differently. He
believed that while cold
damage moved from outside inward through the
channels, warm disease
moved from the inside
out, and so the pathogen
could be based in one
“channel”, such as the
shaoyin, while its influence
raged throughout the
body, manifesting for
a while then lying low
before flaring elsewhere
with different symptoms.
The Lantern
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Usual and unusual changes
with epidemic pathogens
From the Treatise on Warm Epidemics by Wu Youke, 16401

Translation by Steve Clavey

The way an epidemic pathogen works as an illness, there can be:
a) resolution via a shuddering sweat (戰汗 zhàn hàn),
b) resolution via spontaneous perspiration or nightsweats,
c) resolution via delirium and sweating (狂汗 kuáng hàn),
d) in some cases no sweating but instead a direct transmission
into the Intestines,
e) resolution via a shuddering sweat, but only after a dripping
spontaneous perspiration which instead of reducing the fever
or thirst seems to make the fever and thirst worse until the
breakthrough comes in the form of a shuddering sweat,
f) in some cases the Intestines are clogged and pent up, and only
after using a purge will the shuddering sweat occur that allows
the illness to resolve,
g) in some cases the exterior is resolved through sweating,
but there is residual pathogen in the interior and so the
illness recurs after three to five days, even though there is no
apparent reason for it to do so,
h) in some cases with jaundice they will be cured through
purging,
i) in other cases with jaundice, when you purge them mottled
spots and maculae appear (斑 bān); in some cases the illness
will resolve with the spots coming out, but if there is an urgent
Intestinal pattern then even though there are spots you still
must purge them before they recover.

1. Wen Yi Lun 溫疫論 by Wú Yoŭxìng 吳有性 (aka 吳又可 Wú Yòukě).
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E

VEN THOUGH IT may take complicated twists and turns, an epidemic
pathogen comes down to resolution
through the surface with sweating, or elimination through the bowel with purging:
these are the two standard routes [after the
pathogen leaves the membrane source].
However, some changes have nothing to
do with either of these routes. For example, a
male gets exposed immediately after having
sex, or who is constitutionally empty and
weak in his lower source (下元空虛 xià
yuán köng xû), in which case the pathogenic
heat can drop directly into the lower jiao
and cause urinary obstruction with lower
abdominal distention and fullness, and
every evening he becomes feverish. When
you try formulas such as Dao Chi San (Guide
out the Red Powder), Wu Ling San (FiveIngredient Powder with Poria) or Wu Pi San
(Five Peel Powder) they do not work at all.
But when he takes a single dose of Cheng Qi
Tang (Order the Qi Decoction) and the urine
pours out, and then he is cured.
Or in other cases there is pre-existing
illness that has weakened some organs, so
the pathogen flows toward the weak spots.
For example, a woman with heavy bleeding,
or vaginal discharge, or irregular periods
is vulnerable to the epidemic pathogen
invading the uterus. Or people with preexisting chest pain, hernia, or asthma from
phlegm-fire will be subject to changes and
transmission of the pathogen in ways that
are different to all those described above.
Think of the epidemic pathogen as being
like water: it will pour into whatever will

feature

receive it. So when the changes in the
illness are unusual, this is because every
patient brings their own complications to
the situation. When the epidemic pathogen
brings on an old long-standing illness, don’t
worry about which channel or which illness
it is, just treat the epidemic pathogen and the
old illness will go away by itself.
Urgent patterns need
urgent purging
[Here is an illustrative case:]
In warm epidemics, after one or two days
with a fever, the white tongue coat looks
like thick flour, and in the morning a dose
of Reach the Source Drink (達膜原飲 Dá Mó
yuán Yîn) is taken.
Before noon, the tongue has turned yellow
and soon after the chest and diaphragm are
full and painful, there is intense thirst and
restlessness; this shows the lurking pathogen
about to break and the pathogenic toxin will
turn to the Intestines. Reach the Source Drink
with Da Huang (Rhei Radix et Rhizoma)
is used to purge, the thirst diminishes
somewhat and the fever goes down by 30 to
40 per cent.
But by after lunch the restlessness and
the fever returns and goes higher, and the
tongue coat turns black and grows prickles.
Furthermore, the nostrils have turned black
as coal. This is the pathogenic toxin at its most
virulent, again stagnating in the Intestines.
An urgent purge is given with Da Cheng
Qi Tang (Major Order the Qi Decoction).
Around evening the patient passes a lot of
stool, and by midnight the fever recedes. The
next morning the black nostrils and tongue
prickles appear to have gone.
So here in a single day there are three
changes. Methods that usually would be
spread over several days are applied in the
space of a few hours. This is because the
toxin is intense and the changes are rapid:
the herbs absolutely must be spot on.
If in this situation the patient takes no
herbs or the herbs are too mild, the patient
would be lucky to survive for two or three
days. Even if they don’t die, the herbs they
take will be no use.
So often have I seen in warm epidemics
how it can turn bad within two or three
days and the patient dies, and it is always a
scenario like I’ve described above.

Epidemic while pregnant:
Da Huang as a foetal calmer

I

F A WOMAN while pregnant
catches the epidemic, and
if she needs to be purged
with one of the Cheng Qi formulas, you should go ahead
and treat her exactly as the
pattern demands. Don’t get
confused by the idea that you
have to use “foetal calmers”
such as ginseng or Bai Zhu
(Atractylodes).
Sometimes the family of the
patient will see the prescription for Da Huang (Rhei Radix
et Rhizoma) and object even
before the patient has taken
the script, or vacillate, or
prevent the doctor from going
ahead. All this is really bad for
the patient.
This is because if she needs
to be purged but she is given
tonifying medicine instead then
the pathogenic fire will become
pent up and constrained until it
becomes toxic heat that flares
and disturbs the foetus.
If that pathogen transmits into
the qi level and/or the blood
level, what is going to nourish
the foetus?
This is why the ancients had
the “hanging bell” analogy: if
the beam from which the heavy
bell is suspended becomes rotten, then the bell will fall down.
This describes the importance
of the digestion in supporting
the foetus with qi and blood.
When needed, only the use of
the Cheng Qi formulas to expel
the pathogen will allow the
toxic fire to disperse and bring
cooling to the flaring blaze.
Once the normal qi has recovered the foetus will have a solid
foundation.

So in the right circumstances,
Da Huang surprisingly becomes
one of the best foetal calmers:
every time I use it the results
are good, both the baby and
the mother benefit.
For example if [in the context
of epidemic] there is stabbing
abdominal pain and splitting
lower back ache, these are
signs of impending miscarriage and the usual herbs
haven’t helped. In this case only
Cheng Qi Tang (Order the Qi
Decoction) will cure the illness
and restore the mother.
The ignorant think that this
will abort the foetus and all the
blame will be on the doctor.
But if you look into it, I say that
this is a problem of stagnant
heat in the Intestines of the
pregnant women, whereas the
foetus is in the uterus close to
the spine [ie. nourished by the
Du, Ren and Chong extra channels]. The herbs will first arrive
in the Intestines and unblock
them, and that is precisely
when the foetus can begin to
relax and be nourished, so this
is actually promoting the good
and eliminating the bad, you
need not worry.
Once you have cleared 80 per
cent of the pathogenic obstruction you can stop: the rest will
clear itself; do not overdo it.
Of course this applies only to
healthy pregnancies; if they are
particularly weak you have to
remedy the weakness.
All this goes for postpartum
women as well.
But if they aren’t weak and
you mistakenly tonify, you could
kill them.

The Lantern
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Approaching covid-19
as damp toxin
Wu Youke and Xue Xue take us back to school

by Dr Jin Zhao
with Chris Flanagan

Coronaviruses are a large family of zoonotic viruses, which
include the common cold and the viruses linked to SARS and
MERS, and the Chinese government took extreme measures
from December 2019 to control the contagion of coronavirus
CoV-19.1 It has been interesting to our profession to watch
traditional herbal medicine employed to treat most of those
affected in China.2

1. Feng, Emily and Cheng, Amy.
Restrictions And Rewards: How
China Is Locking Down Half A
Billion Citizens. (2020, February
21). Retrieved from www.npr.
org.
2. Xie, E. (2020, February 28).
Traditional medicines help
85 per cent of virus cases,
Chinese officials claim. www.
scmp.com/news/china/society/
article/3052763/.
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T

HE DATA IN China suggests that
the virus provokes relatively mild
disease in most of those affected,
perhaps 80 per cent of cases. Its first symptoms resemble other upper respiratory tract
infections with fever, dry cough, shortness
of breath, headache, sore throat, fatigue and
diarrhea—the last less commonly seen. This
coronavirus specifically attacks the lungs

and about 20 per cent of those affected
develop pneumonia, which interferes with
the distribution of oxygen to the rest of the
organs, potentially leading to multi-organ
failure and death.
Deaths are primarily seen among older
patients and those with pre-existing health
problems such as diabetes, heart disease or
chronic pulmonary issues.
In China, viral testing has evolved from
testing for antibodies to chest imaging3 to
nucleic acid testing. Patients in hospital
with covid-19 in China are managed with
supplemental oxygen therapy for dyspnoea,
conservative fluid management to avoid
worsening oxygenation, antimicrobials and
anti-virals such as remdesivir, chloroquinine
and lopinavir/ritonavir.
The Chinese government has also
promoted the use of several official herbal
3. On February 15, 2020, doctors in Wuhan
broadened the diagnostic criteria for covid-19 to
include clinical diagnoses based on chest CT scans.
A positive result is based on the findings of “ground
glass” patches that extend to the edges of the lungs.
www.businessinsider.com
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formulas for the different stages seen in the
disease progression, the primary treatment
being to clear Lung heat and expel toxicity
(清肺排毒 qing fei pai du). Those
differentiations and treatments are currently
being widely publicised on the internet, such
4
as the resources on the e-lotus website.
From the presenting symptoms, it is clear
that this is wen yi 瘟疫 (warm epidemic
disease), and not cold-damage or typical
warm disease, and that understanding this
differentiation should be part of our basic
knowledge of traditional East Asian medicine.
Approaching cases of covid-19, I find
familiarity with Wu Youke’s Wen Yi Lun
瘟疫論 (Discussion of Warm Epidemics)
and Xue Xue’s Shi Re Bing Pian 濕熱病篇
(Writings on Damp-Heat Pathogen Diseases)
helpful, as well as a good grasp of concepts
of internal damage and the ideas of Li
Dongyuan and Wang Haogu. These covid-19
cases have aspects not only of cold, but also
of dampness and toxin, so I diagnose the
pathogen as damp toxin.
温疫初起，先憎寒而後發熱，日後但熱而
无憎寒也。初得之二三日，其脉不浮不
沉而數，昼夜發熱，日晡益甚，頭疼身
痛。—— 吳又可
At the onset of warm epidemic, first there
is increased sense of cold and after there is
fever; one day later, however, there is fever
but not increased chills. At the first two to
three days, the pulse is not floating and not
deep, but rapid, with fever day and night,
much worse at dusk, headache and body
pains. — Wu Youke
其時邪在伏脊之前，腸胃之後，雖有頭疼
身痛，此邪熱浮越于經，不可認為傷寒表
証，轍用麻黄桂枝之類强發其汗。此邪不
在經，汗之徒傷表气，熱亦不减。又不可
下，此邪不在裏，下之徒傷胃氣，其渴愈
甚。宜達原飲。 —吳又可
At this time, the pathogen is hiding in the
space between vertebrae and the Intestines
and Stomach. Although there is headache
and body pains, this pathogenic heat is
floating and leaping over the channels.
One cannot consider this to be colddamage exterior pattern, and then use
such medicines as Ma Huang (Ephedrae
4. TCM Resources for Coping with Covid-19. Elotus.
org. www.elotus.org/content/tcm-resources-covid-19

Herba) or Gui Zhi (Cinnamomi Ramulus)
to strongly cause sweating. This pathogen
is not at the channels, and sweating will
only injure the exterior level qi, and the
fever will also not be diminished. Also, we
cannot purge, because this pathogen is not
at the interior, and purging will only injure
the Stomach qi, and the sufferer’s thirst
will be more severe. Using Da Yuan Yin is
appropriate. —Wu Youke

”

These cases have
aspects of not
only cold, but also
dampness and toxin,
so I diagnose it as
damp toxin.

溫疫舌上白苔者，邪在膜原也。
— 吳又可
“The warm-epidemic tongue has a white
coating; this is because the pathogen is at
the mo yuan (membrane source).”
— Wu Youke.
舌根漸黃至中央，乃邪漸入胃。設有三陽
現證，用達原飲三陽加法。— 吳又可
The tongue root gradually becomes yellow
up the centre of the tongue, as the pathogen
gradually enters the Stomach. When
epidemic diseases present patterns affecting
the three yang channels, use Da Yuan Yin
5
with additions for the three yang.
—Wu Youke
十濕熱證∶初起發熱，汗出，胸痞，口
渴，舌白，濕伏中焦。宜藿梗、蔻仁、杏
仁、枳殼、桔梗、鬱金、蒼朮、濃樸、草
果、半夏、幹菖蒲、佩蘭葉、六一散。
薛雪 （薛生白)
Clause 10: Damp-heat patterns: if there is
fever at onset, sweating, chest discomfort,
thirst and white tongue coating, this is
dampness hidden at the middle jiao. It
is appropriate to use Huo Xiang stems
(Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba), Bai
Dou Kou (Amomi Fructus rotundus), Xing
Ren (Armeniacae Semen), Zhi Ke (Aurantii
Fructus), Jie Geng (Platycodi Radix), Yu Jin
(Curcumae Radix), Cang Zhu (Atractylodis
5. As these “additions for the three yang” the Wen
Yi Lun says: When the epidemic pathogen seeps into
other channels you should use those channels to
restore ascending and drainage. For example, if there
is pain in the ribs, deafness, [alternating] chills and
fever, bitter taste and nausea, this is pathogenic heat
seeping into the shaoyang channel: you should add
Chai Hu (Bupleuri Radix) 3g. If the lumbar area, back
or neck hurt, this is the pathogen heat seeping into
the taiyang channel, add Qiang Huo (Notopterygii
Rhizoma seu Radix) 3g. If the eyes, eyebrows and all
around the eyes hurt, the nose is dry and sleep poor,
this is pathogenic heat seeping into the yangming
channel, you should add Ge Gen (Puerariae Radix) 3g.

n Dr Jin earned his
doctorate at the
Chengdu University of
Chinese Medicine on Li
Dongyuan’s choice of
herbs in the four seasons. Dr Jin taught in the
US before returning to
Chengdu, where he sees
patients at four clinics,
and lectures on schools
of thought in Chinese
medicine
), and
Chinese medical history.
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At the upper jiao,
it blocks the Lung
pathways so that qi
and fluids cannot
disseminate through
the body and
perversely transform
to dryness.
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Rhizoma), Hou Po (Magnoliae officinalis
Cortex), Cao Guo (Tsaoko Fructus), Ban
Xia (Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum), Shi
Chang Pu (Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma), Pei
Lan Ye (Eupatorii Herba), and Liu Yi San
(Six-to-One Powder). — Xue Xue (Xue
Shengbai).

This disease happened in the wintertime,
and locally the weather had been
continuously damp and cold for a few weeks,
so we can consider external damp toxin plus
cold. These patients’ tongues tended to have
thick, white, greasy coatings, but the tongue
bodies themselves were not puffy and big
because this was dampness caused by an
external pathogen and not internal damage,
so the body constitution is not changed.
Because even the symptom of high fevers
is caused by damp and cold, too many cold
and bitter herbs cannot be used to treat it.
There are sometimes digestive signs like poor
appetite, nausea or vomiting or diarrhea—
typical middle jiao symptoms of damp toxin.
The pathogenesis is mainly driven by damp
toxin, so there is cold pathogen stagnating at
the exterior and damp toxin accumulation in
the collaterals. At the upper jiao, it blocks the
Lung pathways so that qi and fluids cannot
disseminate through the body and perversely
transform to dryness.
In the middle jiao the damp turbidity
encumbers and obstructs, and in the shaoyang
San Jiao it blocks the pores and interstices
and transforms to heat expressed as fevers.
Additionally, a large number of Western
medicines and Chinese patent medicines
are bitter, cold and will injure the middle
jiao. People of different constitutions have
different physical reactions, and different
pattern types will emerge, but in the end all
patterns are of pathogenic qi entering the
mo yuan (membrane source), and the xuan
fu everywhere in the system become blocked
and overwhelmed. The disease manifests in
the Lung but involves multiple zang.
When we analyse the external pattern signs
of aversion to cold and fever, we see that they
are not due to cold invasion blocking the
exterior, and if there is fever and constipation
it is not caused by yangming transforming to
heat. Both of these are due to dirty turbid
pathogenic qi stored deeply inside the mo
yuan and blocking the qi mechanism. This

makes yang qi unable to disseminate in
the body, and this is why there is aversion
to cold and fever. The more severe the
obstruction, the higher the fever will be. The
qi mechanism does not move downward, so
there is constipation.
有自汗而解者，但出表為順，即不藥亦自
愈也。 —吳又可
Some will recover with spontaneous
sweating; the pathogen only exits the
exterior in a normal way, so that even
without taking medicines, these persons are
cured. —Wu Youke.

When cold-damage disease is treated at
the beginning, the recovery can be quite
impressive, in one to two days and even a
healthy person can recover on her own in
seven days, but this disease is one of toxin, so
recovery will be 10 days on average and the
whole course of disease is quite long. However,
not everyone needs treatment to recover.
The correct treatment method is to not use
very acrid or very warm herbs, nor bitter or
cold herbs that directly drain. As long as the
tongue coating is thick, greasy and turbid,
then it is necessary to firmly carry out the
dispersion of pathogenic qi, vent and express
the mo yuan, and disseminate the Lungs to
transform dampness, also resolve the toxicity.
Correct treatment focuses on unimpeding
the qi of the exterior body and the Lung
qi, on qi transformation and on damp
transformation. The main formula we use is
Huo Po Xia Ling Tang (Agastache, Magnolia
Bark, Pinellia and Poria Decoction); its key
herbs include Huo Xiang (Pogostemonis/
Agastaches Herba), Hou Po (Magnoliae
officinalis Cortex), Ban Xia (Pinelliae
Rhizoma praeparatum), Fu Ling (Poria) and
Bai Dou Kou (Amomi Fructus rotundus).
This is partially combined with Da Yuan
Yin (Reach the Source Drink), but using
only Bing Lang (Arecae Semen), Cao Guo
(Tsaoko Fructus) and Hou Po—about
half of the ingredients. The other omitted
ingredients, Huang Qin (Scutellariae Radix),
Bai Shao (Paeoniae Radix alba) and Zhi Mu
(Anemarrhenae Rhizoma), could close the
pores of the body over the qi of the pathogen
and prevent the body expressing it.
We use these herbs—Bing Lang, Cao Guo
and Hou Po—to dispel dampness, remove
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filth, and strengthen the middle jiao to
course and disinhibit, vent and express, and
from Xue Xue, we know to add Cang Zhu
(Atractylodis Rhizoma) and Shi Chang Pu
(Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma). We also prevent
the pathogen’s transformation to either
dryness and heat or of cold transformation to
ice. We select herbs to balance and harmonise,
that can be easily modified as needed. The
treatment is to disperse the Lung and resolve
toxicity, open the collaterals and transform
phlegm, vent and express the mo yuan, and
this approach continues throughout the
treatment. It is most important to focus on
damp and toxin.
Emphasis is focused on the dampness,
even in severe disease stages. It is key to get
the body’s pores to be open and to exchange
materials of life in a regular fashion. Very
cold and bitter herbs can’t be used precisely
because they lead the qi downwards and will
close the pores like doors.
Aromatic and acrid herbs are necessary.
Aromatic herbs to resolve dampness are
used in order to open the door: Huo Xiang
and Pei Lan (Eupatorii Herba)—but not
Ma Huang (Ephedrae Herba) and Gui Zhi
(Cinnamomi Ramulus). Ma Huang is too
hot and too strong and overheats the body.
Acrid herbs are also used, such as Qiang
Huo (Notopterygii Rhizoma seu Radix),
Fang Feng (Saposhnikoviae Radix), Bai Zhi
(Angelicae dahuricae Radix), and Zi Su Ye
(Perillae Folium).
If the tongue body is slightly red, this
indicates toxin at blood level. To resolve it,
very low doses (3-5g) of detoxifying herbs
are added. Only one or two of this class of
herbs are used at different stages.
Jin Yin Hua (Lonicerae Flos) or Lian Qiao
(Forsythiae Fructus) can treat only at the
superficial level.
Ban Lan Gen (Isatidis/Baphicacanthis
Radix) at the blood level.
Hu Zhang (Polygoni Cuspidati Rhizoma)
for damp-heat at the taiyin or shaoyang levels
transformed to heat.
Guan Zhong (Cyrtomii Rhizoma) for toxin
in the whole body, at all levels.
The formula may need to be changed
several times, even in the same day! So
only very short courses of one to two days
are given for each prescription, with regular
monitoring.

裡證下後，脈不浮，煩渴減，身熱退，
越四五日復發熱者，此非關飲食勞复，
乃膜原尚有餘邪隱匿，因而復發，此必
然之理。
After purging internal patterns, the pulse is
not floating, the vexing thirst is diminished,
the body heat abates, then four or five days
later the fevers return; this recurrence is not
related to diet or exhaustion, but because
the mo yuan (membrane source) tends to
hide the pathogen inside itself, and so it
recurs, this is inevitable. —Wu Youke.

This line explains why it is easy for the
pathogenic qi to recur because it is hidden
very deep inside the body, even without
definite symptoms the disease may not have
been completely cured and can still recur,
which is why a patient can have a positive
viral test even after several negative results.
If the patient has fever, we can’t say she is
cured based on her temperature returning
to normal. Damp toxin is still present in the
body and lodged deep inside the mo yuan—
so its treatment will take a long time, and its
cure cannot be declared by the change in only
one symptom or by a negative test result.
Our task is to look at the patient: when
the pulse is calm and especially the tongue
coating has returned to normal, and when
the symptoms such as chest stuffiness and
breathing difficulty are resolved, only then
can we consider the patient to be clinically
cured. We should follow the usual criteria
of Chinese medicine, particularly noting the
tongue coating and pulse, and whether the
symptoms have completely disappeared.
This disease is dampness, so it is most
important to consider the tongue coating.
Even if the patient has reduced fever, if her
tongue coating is still greasy and thick, the
pathogen is still lodged inside. The degree of
thickness and greasiness reveals the severity
of the condition.
An example of the importance of the
tongue coating was in a patient in the ICU
with severe shortness of breath, high fever,
cough and clear phlegm with some blood,
who had a coating that was slightly peeling
yet also slightly greasy. I was surprised to
learn that he was prescribed Sheng Mai Yin
(Generate the Pulse Drink), Qing Zao Jiu Fei
Tang (Clear Dryness and Rescue the Lungs
Decoction), and Qian Jin Wei Jing Tang (Reed

”

Emphasis is focused
on the dampness,
even in severe disease
stages. It is key to get
the body’s pores to be
open and to exchange
materials of life in a
regular fashion. Very
cold and bitter herbs
can’t be used precisely
because they lead the
qi downwards and will
close the pores like
doors.
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Decoction Worth a Thousand Pieces of
Gold: Dong Gua Ren (Benincasae semen),
Yi Yi Ren (Coicis Semen), Tao Ren (Persicae
Semen), E Jiao (Asini Corii Colla), Shi Gao
(Gypsum fibrosum), but nothing to resolve
the dampness.
His temperature quickly returned to
normal, but the patient’s tongue coating
become very thick and greasy and the tongue
body very puffy. Then, two days later, he
almost died—he went on artificial ventilation
because the damp toxin had overwhelmed
his system; it closed all his pores and blocked
all pathways so the pathogen had no way to
exit.
We must remember that all covid-19
patients are being treated with antibiotics and
antivirals, which worsen the dampness and
damage the middle jiao, so we should consider
the impact of Western pharmaceuticals on
the patient’s condition. I think that correctly
differentiated, Chinese herbal treatment
alone resolves these patients’ condition faster
than treatment with combined western and
Chinese medicine.

Differentiation of epidemic-disease and cold-damage6
EPIDEMIC DISEASE

COLD DAMAGE

May not have initial cold; affected
by seasonal pestilential qi.

Caused by ganmao, or wearing thin
clothes and catching a draft, being
soaked in rain, disrobing in the wind, not
covering up after bathing, or catching
an unseasonal external pathogen.

After feeling cold, but fever and
not chills, often lingers 2-3 days and
then is gradually stronger, or lingers
5-6 days and suddenly takes a turn
for the worse.

External layer is cold, limbs have acute
spasms, aversion to wind and cold,
which develops to head and body pains,
fever and chills, floating pulse, infection,
onset and transmission very rapid.

Enters from mouth and nose.

Enters from hair-orifices (pores).

Pathogen hides at mo yuan, boundary of interior and exterior, or if
enters from exterior, its scope is the
three yang. If from the interior, its
scope is Stomach and abdomen.

Moves from the exterior to interior, first
at taiyang, then moves inward to yangming, shaoyang, and to the three yin
levels.

Treatment at onset: can induce sweating
Treatment at onset: coursing and
disinhibiting is important. When the and resolve disease, so if disease is first
pathogen moves first to the interior, at the exterior, first sweat.
and after exterior, first purge and
after sweat.
Contagious

Not contagious

6. From p.152 of Ren, X. Q., Qiu, P. R., & Ding, G. D. (Eds.) (1986). 中医各家学说 (The
Theories of Different Schools in Chinese Medicine) Shanghai, China: Shanghai Kexue
Jishu Chubanshe. Reprint 2016.
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The patient's tongue on January 31.

Case history
This patient’s long course of treatment and
recovery reflects the tenacious and lingering
nature of damp-toxin disease.
A 31-year-old man living in Wuhan city
with a history of exposure to the coronavirus
became sick on January 21 with apparent
cold symptoms and a cough. Ten days later,
a local clinic confirmed he had a pulmonary
infection. His initial complaints were of
dry mouth, bitter taste, desire to drink
hot water, fear of cold, cough with white
sputum, throat pain and scratchy sensation,
headache, difficulty breathing, overall fatigue,
drowsiness, runny nose, sneezing, chest
stuffiness, muscle aches and poor sleep. His
appetite was good, bowel motions twice the
previous day, urination a little yellow. He took
pseudoephedrine capsules and amoxicillin
around January 27, then no medicine.
He consulted with me, and I prescribed
herbs but he was unable to take them. At
that time, the most important ingredients
were aromatic transform-dampness herbs to
release the exterior such as Bo He (Menthae
haplocalycis Herba), Zi Su Ye, Huo Xiang, Pei
Lan, Jing Jie Sui (Schizonepetae Spica), Xiang
Ru (Moslae Herba), Ju Hua (Chrysanthemi
Flos), Mu Xiang (Aucklandiae Radix) and Xi
Xin (Asari Herba).
I advised the man to drink and eat clean,
bland foods like porridges, stewed vegetables
and small amounts of meat cooked with
small amounts of oil and salt. He should
not eat pickled, braised or cured meats,
cold and greasy foods, food cooked with
hot peppers, difficult-to-digest dishes (like
stewed pig feet, fish stew or glutinous rice),
only small amounts of fruit (best if washed
down with hot water) and should not smoke
or drink alcoholic beverages. It was also
not appropriate to eat food and drink that
was too sweet or too sour. The sweet taste
generates dampness, and the sour taste
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condenses and astringes damp qi, which
interferes with its expulsion.
His condition had worsened by February 7,
when he complained of dry cough triggered
by movement, scanty, clear sputum with
blood traces, dizziness and chest stuffiness,
yellow urine, unformed stool, poor sleep
quality, waking at night every two hours,
pain in upper back, drowsiness and fatigue.
A CT scan showed advanced disease and
he was diagnosed with critical stage illness.
He had difficulty breathing, and was using
an oxygen mask, with an oxygen saturation
rate of 93, and unabating fever for seven days.

Ren Shen
Chen Pi
Ban Xia
Fu Ling
Guan Huo Xiang
Zi Su Ye
Cao Guo
Bing Lang
Hou Po
Bai Kou Ren
Xing Ren
Ban Lan Gen
Cang Zhu
Shi Chang Pu
Dong Gua Ren
Wei Jing

5
10
10
15
15
10
3
5
10
10
10
5
15
5
20
20

Ginseng Radix
Citri reticulatae Pericarpium
Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum
Poria
Pogostemonis/ Agastaches Herba
Perillae Folium
Tsaoko Fructus
Arecae Semen
Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Amomi Fructus rotundus
Armeniacae Semen
Isatidis/Baphicacanthis Radix
Atractylodis Rhizoma
Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma
Benincasae Semen
Phragmitis Rhizoma

Third consultation, February 9
Two days later, he had no fever, heartrate
was 86 bpm, and he was admitted to the
hospital with an elevated respiratory rate,
cough with scanty clear sputum with blood
clots triggered by sitting up or removing
the respirator. He had dizziness and chest
stuffiness, dry mouth with bitter taste, very
yellow urine, dark brown diarrhea five
times daily. Sleep was improved, waking at
night at 2-3am, and no body aches. Mild
drowsiness and fatigue, wanting to sleep in

the daytime; night sweats. He was prescribed
a short course of Lopinavir/ritonavir tablets,
seven globulin and steroid injections and
moxiflacin (a fluoroquinolone antibiotic).
I prescribed Huo Po Xia Ling Tang plus Da
Yuan Yin jia wei:

Fa Ban Xia
10 Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum
Fu Ling
15 Poria
Guan Huo Xiang 15 Pogostemonis/ Agastaches Herba
Zi Su Ye
10 Perillae Folium
Cao Guo
3 Tsaoko Fructus
Bing Lang
5 Arecae Semen
Hou Po
10 Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Bai Kou Ren7, tongue
12 Amomi
rotundus
February
and Fructus
CT scan.
Xing Ren
10 Armeniacae Semen
Lian Qiao
5 Forsythiae Fructus
Wei Jing
20 Phragmitis Rhizoma
Dong Gua Ren 30 Benincasae Semen
Cang Zhu
15 Atractylodis Rhizoma
Bai Mao Gen
10 Imperatae Rhizoma
Gao Ben
5 Ligustici Rhizoma
Pao Jiang
5 Zingiberis Rhizoma preparatum

”

We must remember
that all covid-19
patients are being
treated with antibiotics
and antivirals, which
worsen the dampness
and damage the
middle jiao, so we
should consider the
impact of Western
pharmaceuticals
on the patient’s
condition.

Fourth consultation: February 10
Changes noted were that
his cough was essentially
without sputum and he
was having headaches,
less diarrhea compared to
the previous day and
improved sleep. The
dizziness was no longer located at the
temples but was more like a sensation of not
yet having fully woken up. (Tongue picture
was taken within an hour of drinking herbs,
so the coating colour was affected.)
Xing Ren
Bai Kou Ren
Dong Gua Ren
Lu Gen
Fa Ban Xia
Huo Xiang
Hou Po

10
10
20
15
10
15
10

Armeniacae Semen
Amomi Fructus rotundus
Benincasae Semen
Phragmitis Rhizoma
Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum
Pogostemonis/ Agastaches Herba
Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
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Fu Ling
Xie Bai
Cao Guo
Bing Lang
Shi Chang Pu
Yin Chen Hao
Qiang Huo
Ban Lan Gen
Ze Qi

15
10
5
5
5
10
5
5
10

Poria
Allii macrostemi Bulbus
Tsaoko Fructus
Arecae Semen
Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma
Artemisiae scopariae Herba
Notopterygii Rhizoma seu Radix
Isatidis/Baphicacanthis Radix
Euphorbiae helioscopiae Herba
2 bags, and give daily feedback.

Fifth consultation: February 12
No fever, heart rate 85 bpm, which increases to
100 bpm when rising to a standing position,
still hospitalised, still using an oxygen mask,
very little cough and essentially no sputum.
The symptoms of dizziness and chest
stuffiness were reduced, also the difficult
breathing, dry mouth, urine was very yellow,
diarrhea was clearly improved but stool
three to four times a day. Recent sleep was
improved, and the drowsiness and fatigue
were reduced.
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Xing Ren
Bai Dou Kou
Dong Gua Ren
Lu Gen
Fa Ban Xia
Cang Zhu
Hu Zhang
Huo Xiang
Hou Po
Cao Guo
Bing Lang
Shi Chang Pu
Qiang Huo
Ban Lan Gen
Xie Bai
Sheng Jiang

10
10
20
15
10
15
5
15
10
5
5
5
5
5
10
5

Armeniacae Semen
Amomi Fructus rotundus
Benincasae Semen
Phragmitis Rhizoma
Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum
Atractylodis Rhizoma
Polygoni Cuspidati Rhizoma
Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba
Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Tsaoko Fructus
Arecae Semen
Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma
Notopterygii Rhizoma seu Radix
Isatidis/Baphicacanthis Radix
Allii macrostemi Bulbus
Zingiberis Rhizoma recens

2 bags

Sixth consultation: February 14
Almost no cough and no sputum. Dizziness
and chest stuffiness symptoms were reduced,
Recently, sleep was better and he felt an

improved sense of vigour. The standing
heart rate was no longer perceptible, and the
monitor had been removed, blood oxygen
was checked intermittently, presently no dry
mouth and no bitter taste, on oxygen, blood
oxygen rate 100, and without oxygen 97-98.
CT scan showed lung improvement. (The
scan was taken on February 12).

Xing Ren
Bai Dou Kou
Dong Gua Ren
Lu Gen
Fa Ban Xia
Cang Zhu
Hu Zhang
Huo Xiang
Hou Po
Cao Guo
Bing Lang
Shi Chang Pu
Qiang Huo
Ban Lan Gen
Xie Bai
Sheng Jiang
Sheng Gu Ya
Sheng Shan Zha
Chao Ji Nei Jin

10
10
20
15
10
15
5
15
10
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
20
5
5

Armeniacae Semen
Amomi Fructus rotundus
Benincasae Semen
Phragmitis Rhizoma
Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum
Atractylodis Rhizoma
Polygoni Cuspidati Rhizoma
Pogostemonis/ Agastaches Herba
Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Tsaoko Fructus
Arecae Semen
Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma
Notopterygii Rhizoma seu Radix
Isatidis/Baphicacanthis Radix
Allii macrostemi Bulbus
Zingiberis Rhizoma recens
Oryzae Fructus germinatus
Crataegi Fructus
Gigeriae galli Endothelium
Corneum

2 bags

Seventh consultation: February 15
Oxygen assistance has now been changed
from mask to nasal tube. No dizziness, slight
shortness of breath after speaking, yellowish
brown stool, not very formed, but no
diarrhea, two to three BM per day. Recently
sleep was good, energy level improved, and
mouth was not dry nor had bitter taste.
The results of the nucleic acid test7 on the
13th was negative. He must have two negative
results, but this shows improvement!
7 Liu, D.H., Di, N., & Jia, D. (2020, February 20). China
Applies Stricter Criteria for Diagnosing Covid-19
Cases. Retrieved from www.caixinglobal.com.
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Lu Gen
Fa Ban Xia
Cang Zhu
Yin Chen Hao
Huo Xiang
Hou Po
Cao Guo
Bing Lang
Shi Chang Pu
Qiang Huo
Ban Lan Gen
Xie Bai
Sheng Jiang
Sheng Gu Ya
Sheng Shan Zha
Chao Ji Nei Jin

15
10
15
5
15
10
5
5
5
5
5
10
5
20
5
5

Phragmitis Rhizoma
Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum
Atractylodis Rhizoma
Artemisiae scopariae Herba
Pogostemonis/ Agastaches Herba
Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Tsaoko Fructus
Arecae Semen
Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma
Notopterygii Rhizoma seu Radix
Isatidis/Baphicacanthis Radix
Allii macrostemi Bulbus
Zingiberis Rhizoma recens
Oryzae Fructus germinatus
Crataegi Fructus
Gigeriae galli Endothelium
Corneum

3 doses consecutively.

This was followed by another three doses
of slightly modified herbs: Cao Guo, Xie Bai
and Sheng Gu Ya were replaced by:
Jin Yin hua
2g Lonicerae Flos
Bai Kou Ren
10g Amomi Fructus rotundus
Dong Gua Ren 15g Benincasae Semen
Ren Shen
2g Ginseng Radix

Ban Lan Gen was reduced to 3g. A further
three doses reduced Hou Po to only 5grams.
On February 18, the lung CT images were
reviewed, and he was discharged.

Follow up, February 26
No fever, heart rate
83 bpm. No cough,
no runny nose, no
sputum. Still has
minor
dizziness,
noticeable
after
sleeping
poorly,
unable to speak for
a long time, the
breath is inadequate,
occasionally there is
a feeling of tightness in the chest, ability to
breathe deeply is improving, light yellow
urine, stool is dark brown, normal. Recently,
sleeping about seven hours a night, and also
wanting to sleep during the day, for about
one hour. No dry mouth, no bitter taste.
Eating was normal, and physical weakness
had improved. Previous three days had small
blisters on the palms of his hands, which
were itchy, invisible but palpable, appearing
relatively packed together; better today. The
picture shows that the tongue coating is
improving.
I prescribed another five doses of herbs:
Lu Gen
Fa Ban Xia
Cang Zhu
Gan Jiang
Huo Xiang
Hou Po
Cao Guo
Ban Lan Gen
Bai Dou Kou
Dong Gua Ren
Sheng Jiang
Ren Shen
Sheng Shan Zha
Chao Ji Nei Jin
Lian Qiao

15
10
15
2
15
5
3
3
10
20
5
2
5
5

Phragmitis Rhizoma
Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum
Atractylodis Rhizoma
Zingiberis Rhizoma
Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba
Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Tsaoko Fructus
Isatidis/Baphicacanthis Radix
Amomi Fructus rotundus
Benincasae Semen
Zingiberis Rhizoma recens
Ginseng Radix
Crataegi Fructus
Gigeriae galli Endothelium
Corneum
3 Forsythiae Fructus

ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO TREATING COVID-19
This compilation is offered free to practitioners
of Chinese medicine via The Lantern website,
offering an informed, comprehensive
approach to the worldwide pandemic as a wen
yi 瘟疫 epidemic pathogen.

If you find this work valuable, please consider
supporting us by becoming a subscriber.
Our hard-copy journal for subscribers will be
published for May, as usual.
www.thelantern.com.au/subscribe/
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Some methods for
dealing with invasion of
pathogenic dampness
From the Discussion of Seasonal Diseases (時病論 Shí Bìng Lùn)

Translation by Steve Clavey

In these extracts from chapter six of the Shi Bing Lun
(Discussion of Seasonal Diseases), Lei Shaoyi1 introduces
the general concept of damp invasion causing illness. Then
the extracts focus on a number of methods for dealing with
invasive damp-warmth disease, from new and mild exposure
to deep-lying pathogens. His detailed comments follow each
formula. I have used Lei’s methods frequently in dealing with
external invasion (including dampness) and they are very
effective, even though the doses seem small. This is due
(I believe) to the precision in the design of each method.

1. Lei Shaoyi (1833-88) has to be my all-time favourite medical author. Maybe that’s
because my first-ever herbal success, when I initially began studying herbs in Taiwan,
came from a formula copied from his book. A neighbour had “gastro” with severe
vomiting and diarrhoea, and couldn’t eat or even drink. I chanced upon Lei’s discussion
of “jìn kŏu lì” (禁口痢 dysentery unable to keep food down) and used his formula.
Spectacular success with one dose! Was I hooked. Now I know that was luck, pure and
simple: copying from books is hardly ever successful. But over the years when I use Lei’s
methods, so simple and direct, with such lucid explanations, they always seem to work
well, unless I try to get fancy. Shi Bing Lun (Discussion of Seasonal Diseases, Qing); Duan
Cheng Bookshop, Taipei, 1976, pp.13-15.
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Types of pathogenic dampness
I say there are six types of illness caused by
damp: damp-damage, damp-strike, a touch
of damp, damp-heat, cold-damp and dampwarmth.
In fact, damp-damage (傷濕 shäng shï)
can be divided into exterior and interior;
the exterior is due to living in dampness or
wading in water,2 or from clothes wetted by
fog or rain: it all comes from the outside. The
interior comes from a liking for tea or wine,
or eating melons or fruit: it comes from the
inside.
Damp-strike (中濕 zhòng shï) comes with a
sudden collapse and faint, somewhat similar
to wind-stroke.
A touch of damp (冒濕 mào shï) results from
exposing oneself to morning dew or fog, or
risking miasmic clouds and vapours in wild
places such as peaks and valleys.3
Damp-heat (濕熱 shï rè) is usually caught
at the end of summer and the beginning of
autumn, and is rare at other times.
Cold-damp (寒濕 hán shï) involves first
damage from damp, and then damage from
cold and raw [foods].
2. As one might do if, say, working in a rice paddy all
day.
3. 云瘴山岚 yún zhàng shān lán.
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Damp-warmth (濕溫 shï wën) is damp
fermenting into warmth, but the warmth
has not yet transformed into heat. It is
hard to get a rapid recovery. It is definitely
not comparable to a cold-damp pattern
where pungent dispersal will transform it,
nor a damp-heat pattern where cooling and
facilitating will settle it.

Damp-warmth (濕溫 shī wēn)
When we analyse it, the aetiology of the
problem is that of pathogenic damp residing
in the qi level and gradually fermenting into
warmth; it has not yet transformed into heat.
Unlike cold-damp disease it cannot be cured
with pungent dispersing and, unlike dampheat, cooling and facilitating urination will
not resolve it.
The
pulse
for
damp-warmth
is
indeterminate, sometimes tidal, or languid,
or lurking or thready, so it is hard to give
a specific quality to look for. In terms of
symptoms, they begin as chills, but later fever
without chills; there is sweating, a feeling of
distention in the chest, a white or yellow
tongue coat, and thirst without desire to
drink.
The treatment should be Cooling and
Dispersing to Transform Warmth Method
(清宣温化法 Qïng Xuán Wën Huà Fâ; this
method appeared previously in the Shi
Bing Lun for treating lurking summerheat)
removing Lian Qiao (Forsythiae Fructus)
but adding Hou Po (Magnoliae officinalis
Cortex) and Hei Dou Juan (Sojae Semen
germinatum).
Cooling and Dispersing to Transform
Warmth Method
清宣温化法 Qīng Xuān Wēn Huà Fǎ
Lian Qiao
9g Forsythiae Fructus
Xing Ren
6g Armeniacae Semen
Gua Lou Pi
9g Trichosanthis Pericarpium
Chen Pi
4.5g Citri reticulatae Pericarpium
Fu Ling
9g Poria
Ban Xia
3g Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum
Gan Cao
1.5g Glycyrrhizae Radix
Pei Lan Ye
3g Eupatorii Herba
Add He Ye (Nelumbinis Folium) 6g as guide.

Lian Qiao (Forsythiae Fructus) is cold
without obstructing, it is used for its cool
dispersing. Xing Ren (Armeniacae Semen) is

warm without parching, it is used for its warm
transforming.
Gua Lou Pi (Trichos-anthis Pericarpium)
disseminates qi in the upper burner, Chen Pi
(Citri reticulatae Pericarpium) transforms qi
in the middle burner. When the upper burner
can spread and the middle burner transform,
then any pathogen, be it new, cool or lurking,
cannot last.
Fu Ling (Poria), Ban Xia (Pinelliae Rhizoma
praeparatum) and Gan Cao (Glycyrrhizae
Radix) dissolve summerheat that is lurking
internally; Pei Lan Ye (Eupatorii Herba) and
He Ye (Nelumbinis Folium) resolve new
pathogens towards the surface.

”

The pulse for
damp-warmth is
indeterminate,
sometimes tidal, or
languid, or lurking or
thready, so it is hard to
give a specific quality
to look for.

Dampness flowing to the lower burner
If the damp-warmth patient is thirsty with
loose stool, this shows the dampness is
flowing toward the lower burner; use the
Cooling and Dispersing to Transform
Warmth Method (清宣温化法 Qïng Xuän
Wën Huà Fâ) but remove the Ban Xia
(Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum) and add
Sheng Mi Ren (Coicis Semen) and Ze Xie
(Alismatis Rhizoma).
Damp pathogen on the exterior
If there is headache, no sweating, chills
and heavy sensation to the body, this is a
pathogen in the exterior; you should use
Disseminate and Disperse Exterior Damp
Method (宣疏表湿法 Xuän Shü Biâo Shï
Fâ), adding Ge Gen (Puerariae Radix), Qiang
Huo (Notopterygii Rhizoma seu Radix) and
Shen Qu (Massa medicata fermentata).
This method treats touch of damp (冒
濕 mào shï) patterns with the head feeling
wrapped up, the whole body uncomfortable
and tiredness felt in the limbs.
Disseminate and Disperse Exterior
Damp Method
宣疏表湿法 Xuān Shū Biăo Shī Fă
Tu Chao Cang Zhu 3g Atractylodis Rhizoma,
dry-fried with earth
Sapashnikoviae Radix
Gentianae macrophyllae Radix
Pogostemonis/ Agastaches
Citri reticulatae Pericarpium
Amomi Fructus, shell only
Glycyrrhizae Radix
Add 3 slices of raw ginger, decoct and take

Fang Feng
Qin Jiao
Huo Xiang
Chen Pi
Sha Ren Ke
Sheng Gan Cao

4.5g
4.5g
3g
4.5g
2g
1.5g
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If incorrect treatment
has been used
it can lead to
delirium or impaired
consciousness,
perhaps laughing or
being easily startled;
this is the pathogen
harassing the
Pericardium.

The chief herbs are Cang Zhu (Atractylodis
Rhizoma), Fang Feng (Sapashnikoviae Radix)
and Qin Jiao (Gentianae macrophyllae Radix)
to disseminate and disperse pathogenic damp
in the exterior. When one is touched by damp,
the qi mechanism becomes slowly blocked,
and so the ministers in the formula are Huo
Xiang (Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba),
Chen Pi (Citri reticulatae Pericarpium) and
Sha Ren Ke (Amomi Fructus shell) which can
unblock and make smooth discomfited qi.
Herbs for damp are drying, hence Gan Cao
(Glycyrrhizae Radix) is used for moistening.
Damp patients are fundamentally cold, so
ginger is used to warm them.

Pathogenic damp suppressing yang qi
If the lower legs feel cold while the abdomen
feels full, this is pathogenic damp suppressing
yang qi. You should use Disseminate Yang
and Vent the Lurking Pathogen Method (宣
陽透伏法 Xuän Yáng Toù Fú Fâ), removing
Cao Guo (Tsaoko Fructus) and Shu Qi
(Dichroae Folium) while adding Chen Pi
(Citri reticulatae Pericarpium) and Da Fu Pi
(Arecae Pericarpium).
Disseminate Yang and Vent the Lurking
Pathogen Method
宣陽透伏法 Xuān Yáng Toù Fú Fǎ
Dan Gan Jiang 3g Zingiberis Rhizoma prepared by
soaking until bland

Zhi Fu Zi
Hou Po

3g Aconiti Radix Lateralis praeparata
3g Magnoliae officinalis Cortex,
prepared with ginger
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Damp obstructing membrane source
If the patient has alternating chills and
fever resembling malaria with a tongue
coat slippery white, this is the pathogen
obstructing the membrane source (邪遏
膜原 xié è mó yuán)5 and the Vent and
Disseminate the Membrane Source Method
should be used (達膜原法 Dá Mó yuán Fâ).
It treats damp malarial-like disorders with
severe cold and mild heat, aching body with
sweat, heavy limbs and epigastric fullness.
Vent and Disseminate the Membrane
Source Method
達膜原法 Dá Mó yuán Fâ
Hou Po
3g Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
prepared with ginger

Bing Lang
Cao Guo Ren

4.5g Arecae Semen
2g Tsaoko Fructus, baked

Huang Qin

3g

Gan Cao
Huo Xiang
Ban Xia

1.5g
3g
4.5g

(kernels only)
Scutellariae Radix, soaked in
wine then dry-fried
Glycyrrhizae Radix
Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba
Pinelliae Rhizoma, prepared with
ginger

3 slices of raw ginger as guide.

with earth
Wei Cao Guo Ren 3g Tsaoko Fructus, oil removed
from kernel
Shu Qi
4.5g Dichroae Folium
After decocting, add 3 seeds of Bai Dou Kou (Amomi
Fructus rotundus) without the shells and ground finely,
then drink.

Pathogenic damp harassing
the Pericardium
If incorrect treatment has been used it can
lead to delirium or impaired consciousness,
perhaps laughing or being easily startled; this
is the pathogen harassing the Pericardium
(邪逼心包 xié bï xïn bäo). You should use
the Expel Heat to Free the Orifice [of Heart]
Method (祛熱宣竅法 Qü Rè Xuän Qiào Fâ)

Gan
Jiang
(Zingiberis
Rhizoma)
disseminates the yang qi, Fu Zi (Aconiti
Radix Lateralis praeparata) controls the
preponderance of yin, Hou Po (Magnoliae
officinalis Cortex) opens the blocked qi, Cang
Zhu (Atractylodis Rhizoma) transforms the
yin-damp, Cao Guo (Tsaoko Fructus) treats
the solely victorious cold, Shu Qi (Dichroae
Folium) expels the entangled malarial qi.

4. Literally pìn nù (牝疟) a technical term for coldnatured malarial-disorders, usually involving damp.
5. “From the 16th century onward, the membrane
source became a concept of great importance to
physicians associated with the warm pathogen
disorder current, who viewed it as part of the halfexterior half-interior aspect of the body.” This is an
extract from the excellent discussion on the concept
of the membrane source in Chinese Herbal Medicine:
Formulas and Strategies, section on “Reach the
Source Drink” (達原飲 Dá Yuán Yǐn); upon which Lei’s
formula is based.

Tu Chao Cang Zhu 3g Atractylodis Rhizoma, dry-fried
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Assisted by Bai Dou Kou (Amomi Fructus
rotundus) it not only can vent the lurking,
it can also disperse cold and transform
damp. When used for cold-damp malarial
disorders,4 how can it not be appropriate?
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adding Ling Yang (Saigae Tataricae Cornu),
Gou Teng (Uncariae Ramulus cum Uncis),
Xuan Shen (Scrophulariae Radix) and Sheng
Di (Rehmanniae Radix).
Expel Heat to Free the Orifice
[of Heart] Method
祛熱宣竅 Qū Rè Xuān Qiào Fǎ
This method treats warm-heat (wēn rè),
damp-warmth (shī wēn), or winter warmth
(dōng wēn) pathogens that have burrowed
into the Pericardium, with symptoms of loss of
consciousness, delirious speech, or inability
to speak, a scorched and blackened tongue
coating, with possible mania or convulsions.

Lian Qiao

9g Forsythiae Fructus

(centre removed)
Xi Jiao
3g Rhinocerotis Cornu
Chuan Bei Mu
9g Fritillariae cirrhosae Bulbus
(centre removed)
Xian Shi Chang Pu 3g Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma
Add one pill of Niu Huang Zhi Bao Dan (Precious
Pill with Cattle Gallstone) with wax coating removed,
dissolve it into the decoction, and drink.

invisible strings, they are constipated, the
tongue coat is yellow or it turns black and
prickles have appeared on the tongue, then
this is damp-heat turning to dryness; it will
certainly bind up the Intestines. You should
use the Moisten the Lower Burner and
Rescue Fluids Method, except that instead of
prepared Da Huang (Rhei Radix et Rhizoma)
use raw Da Huang and use a big dose of Zhi
Ke (Aurantii Fructus) in order to increase the
purging effect.
Moisten the Lower Burner and Rescue
Fluids Method
潤下救津法 Rùn Xià Jiù Jīn Fǎ
Treats heat in the fu-organ of Stomach (i.e. the
Intestine) with a deep strong pulse, high fever,
thirst and a dry yellow tongue coat.

Shou Da Huang 12g Rhei Radix et Rhizoma, prepared
Yuan Ming Fen 6g Natrii Sulfas siccatus
Fen Gan Cao 1.5g Glycyrrhizae Radix
Xuan Shen
9g Scrophulariae Radix
Mai Men Dong 12g Ophiopogonis Radix,
heart-removed

Xi Sheng Di

This method treats patterns of pathogenic
influence entering the Pericardium. Lian
Qiao is bitter-cold; bitter enters the Heart,
cold overcomes heat, and thus it drains
fire pathogen from the Heart channel. The
Classic says “pernicious fire interiorly should
be treated with salty cold” and so we also use
3g of Xi Jiao (Rhinocerotis Cornu) [Shui Niu
Jiao (Bubali Cornu) should be substituted at
15g] as it is a salty cold substance that has
a similar ability to drain fire pathogen from
the Heart channel.
Whenever a pathogen enters the
Pericardium, it is not just a single fire—there
will also be phlegm following the fire as it
rises. That phlegm will cloud the clear orifice
[i.e. of the Heart] and thus we use Chuan Bei
Mu to clear the Heart and transform phlegm.
Shi Chang Pu enters the Heart and opens the
orifice.We further employ the great strength
of Niu Huang Zhi Bao Dan (Precious Pill
with Cattle Gallstone) to rapidly salvage an
emergency situation in a short time.

Damp-heat turning to dryness and
binding the Intestines
If they are groping in the air and pulling

”

Whenever a
pathogen enters
the Pericardium, it
is not just a single
fire—there will also
be phlegm following
the fire as it rises. That
phlegm will cloud the
clear orifice.

15g Rehmanniae Radix

For excess-heat in yangming pattern, you
should use either Da or Xiao Cheng Qi Tang
(Major or Minor Order the Qi Decoction),
quickly purging them to preserve jin ye fluids.
However, when the disorder is one of
warmth or heat, the patients are often
weak in constitution, and even though you
have the same condition, you cannot really
use the same herbs, which is why we took
Zhang Zhong-Jing’s Tiao Wei Cheng Qi Tang
(Regulate the Stomach and Order the Qi
Decoction) as a basis, changed Mang Xiao
(Natrii Sulfas) to Xuan Shen (Scrophulariae
Radix)—employing its slightly more gradual
action, and combining it with Wu Ju-Tong’s
Zeng Ye Tang (Increase the Fluids Decoction)
to better preserve yin and increase fluids.

A warning
However, if the tongue has no prickles
and the coat is not scorched yellow, do not
recklessly use this latter method. Dampwarmth disorders are very liable to pattern
change; it is particulary difficult to describe
each and every one. You will need to be
clinically adroit to deal with them.
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Case history
Low-grade fever treated with Lei’s Vent and
Disseminate the Membrane Source Method.6
My former teacher Meng Shujiang (孟
澍江) was an expert at using Da Yuan Yin
(Reach the Membrane Source Drink) to
treat low-grade fever due to non-exogenous
disorders. He told me that not all low-grade
fevers in these cases were due to qi deficiency,
blood deficiency or yin deficiency, but quite
a few could be traced to a pathogen existing
inside the body.
Here is a case like that: Mrs Shi, 43,
presented in September 1981 complaining
mainly of low-grade fever for three months.
It would come on in the afternoons and
persist until after midnight. She usually felt
good in the morning, and so the illness had a
fixed time of onset. Mrs Shi was skinny and
weak, and had been to all sorts of doctors
and hospitals for tests; all were negative. She
had also used all sorts of treatments, but the
low-grade fever just came on as usual and
went away as usual with no change.
When the fever began in the afternoons it
would be 38-38.5°C; occasionally she also felt
chilled and sometimes queasy and nauseous.
She had a thin face, a fact that suggested yin
deficiency, but although the tongue was red
on the sides the tongue coat was thick, greasy
and yellow-white. Her pulse was thready, soft
(濡 rú) and rapid.
The thought process in differentiation
went like this: slight chills with fever, but the
pathogen was not in the protective qi level
of the exterior. The chills were only slight,
but the fever obvious and came on at a set
time; clearly this also was not alternating
chills and fever so we can see the pathogen
was not in shaoyang. Since the chills and
fever happened in the afternoon and had
persisted for a long time, with the red tongue
and thick greasy coat, we can deduce that the
pathogen is lurking in the membrane source.
The queasiness shows turbid dampness
obstructing the qi mechanism.
In designing the treatment, though, we
have to consider her general weakness, and
cannot be too cooling or too drying, so
we should use a “dredge the interior while
6. From Zhang Wenxian’s now classic Wenbing
Fangzheng yu Zabing Bianzhi (Warm Disease Formula
Patterns and Differentiation in Miscellaneous
Disorders), China Medical Science and Technology
Press, 2016, p. 379 (hardcover edition).
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venting the pathogen” approach such as Lei
Feng’s Vent and Disseminate the Membrane
Source Method.
Huo Xiang
Pei Lan Ye
Hou Po
Bing Lang
Ban Xia
Huang Qin
Gan Cao

6g
8g
3g
3g
6g
6g
2g

Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba
Eupatorii Herba
Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Arecae Semen
Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum
Scutellariae Radix
Glycyrrhizae Radix

3 bags

This prescription was designed keeping in
mind the patient’s constitutional weakness,
trying to avoid strong attacking or draining
herbs, and so the Cao Guo (Tsaoko Fructus)
in Lei’s original method was not used.
Second consultation
After taking the herbs, the patient had no bad
reaction and felt her chest was a bit looser.
Although the fever continued, the degree
and intensity reduced and its duration was
shorter. The tongue coat had also become
looser. After weighing the advantages and
disadvantages it was decided to add in 4g
of Cao Guo (Tsaoko Fructus) in order to
increase the venting transformation of turbid
dampness. Three bags.
Third consultation
After the previous prescription with the
added Cao Guo (Tsaoko Fructus), the fever
and chills were under control and her energy
had picked up; the tongue coat was resolving.
Only her appetite had not improved, and this
was because the damp pathogen had still not
completely been eliminated and the Stomach
qi had not recovered. At this point herbs to
harmonise the centre and strengthen the
Stomach were used to help her recover.
Huo Xiang
Pei Lan Ye
Hou Po Hua
Yi Yi Ren
Gu Ya
Mai Ya

6g
8g
3g
15g
15g

Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba
Eupatorii Herba
Magnoliae officinalis Flos
Coicis Semen
Setariae (Oryzae) Fructus
germinatus
15g Hordei Fructus germinatus

After seven bags the pathogen was
eliminated and she was cured.
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A working guide to
treating covid-19
By Ma Shouchun
Translated and edited by Craig Mitchell and Dan Bensky

First, I would like to introduce myself and why I have written
this paper. I have had a professional interest in externally
contracted diseases for more than five decades. In the ‘60s
and early ’70s I was fortunate to study as an apprentice under
Shi Jimin (施济民), one of the foremost classic formulas
(经方 jīngfāng) experts in the Chongqing area. In 1982, I
obtained a master’s degree in cold-damage studies at the
then Chengdu College of TCM, where I studied under some
true masters, most of whom used classic formulas as their
defaults. After working at the Chongqing Institute of TCM
for a few years, I moved to Seattle in 1988 and have lived
and worked here since. In 2006 I graduated with a Ph.D. in
Shang Han Lun (Discussion of Cold Damage) studies from
the China Academy of TCM in Beijing, where I studied under
the renowned cold-damage expert Nie Huimin. I have many
years of clinical experience. While I have seen just a few
patients with documented covid-19, I have considerable
experience with similar conditions and have closely followed
the situation and the literature from China. I believe that
sharing my understanding of this phenomen will give those
of us who end up treating this disease a firm practical and
theoretical foundation.

Theoretical background
In Chinese medical terminology the novel
coronavirus is a “warm epidemic”.
From all the reports about the symptoms
and progression of this warm epidemic,
there are three key points:
Etiology—This is a kind of pestilential
qi (厉气 lì qì) that while having some
relationship to the six pathogens (wind, cold,
summerheat, dampness, dryness, fire) is of a
different pathogenic intensity and does more
severe harm.
Characteristics—It is usually accompanied by a kind of damp pathogen known
as “foul turbidity” (秽浊 huì zhuó) that is
even more gummy and sticky than normal
dampness and therefore harder to resolve.
This gives it a toxic quality, which is why this
is also known as “epidemic toxicity”.
Transmissibility—This disease is extremely
contagious and can affect anybody, even
those in generally good health.

Warm epidemics are a type
of warm disease
The presentation of covid-19 is clearly a type
of warm disease and should not be placed
in the category of cold-damage diseases.
Part of this is historical, as the Shang
Han Lun (Discussion of Cold Damage)
nowhere discusses warm epidemics—not
even a mention of how to treat their early
stages. Perhaps even more importantly, this
disease does not follow typical patterns of
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This is an issue
of properly
understanding
the disease and
its progression,
not necessarily of
choosing which
formulas and
medicinals to use.

transmission and transformation through
the six warps (六经 liù jïng). This is true
for all types of progressions and the fatal
patterns almost always affect the Lung and
none of the three yin warps.
This is an issue of properly understanding
the disease and its progression, not
necessarily of choosing which formulas and
medicinals to use. One can use formulas
from the Shang Han Lun (Discussion of
Cold Damage) for warm epidemics—this
is simply a case of different diseases being
treated by the same formula. There is no
black-and-white distinction in this regard, as
is shown by the fact that the Wën Bìng Tiáo
Biàn (Systematic Differentiation of Warm
Pathogen Diseases) contains 36 formulas
directly from the Shang Han Lun (Discussion
of Cold Damage), along with many more
formulas that are modifications of formulas
from that text.
Covid-19 and its progression
Location and origin of disease
The warm epidemic that is covid-19 is located
in the Lung, but its origin is in the Spleen,
and it travels through the Triple Burner.
The Triple Burner is a term with many
layers of meaning in TCM, two of which
are applicable to warm diseases and our
discussion here. One meaning is positional
and perhaps better translated as “three
burners”—Heart and Lung in the upper
burner, Spleen and Stomach in the middle
burner, and Liver and Kidneys in the lower
burner. The Triple Burner can also refer to
the interstices (腠理 còulî); that is, the very
small connecting pathways that are present
throughout the body, including in the skin,
muscles, and organs. There is no place that
these small connecting pathways do not
reach. Wherever they are present they serve
as a means of exchange and interaction.

n Ma Shouchun is a
practitioner and teacher
of Chinese medicine in
Seattle, Washington.
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Pathodynamic
The epidemic toxins travel through the
mouth and nose and first enter the Heart
and Lung of the upper burner. As the
Lung governs breathing and is connected
to the nose and throat, external dampness
that enters the body through this route
will affect the Lung first. When the Lung
qi is obstructed by damp toxin, it loses its
abilities to disseminate and spread, as well

as to clarify and descend. The Lung qi then
rebels upwards resulting in cough, a stifling
sensation and difficulty breathing.
As the Lung governs the exterior, in the early
stages,the whole array of exterior symptoms
are present: headache, body aches, fever and
chills, etc.
As the Lung governs the qi and manages
breathing, when it is weak the patient
will be fatigued and weak. In this disease,
this weakness can become so severe that
the patient will lack the strength to turn
themselves over in bed or raise their limbs.
The Lung and the Large Intestine have
an exterior-interior relationship. Because of
this there may be diarrhoea or, when the
condition has got to the point where the qi is
blocked, constipation.
The Lung is the upper source of fluids.
When the upper source is blocked, it can
adversely affect the urinary functions of the
Kidneys and Bladder.
Basic strategies
1. For exterior patterns, release the exterior.
During the early stages, expel damp toxin
through the exterior. Because the exterior
pathogen is a damp toxin, it requires the use
of aromatic, dampness-transforming and
turbidity-transforming medicinals to release
the exterior. In the early stages, the damp
toxin is dispersed throughout the superficial
aspects of the body. Although it impacts
Lung function, it has not yet sunk into the
Lung organ, and thus it is still relatively easy
to treat.
2. For interior patterns, disseminate the Lung
qi, transform dampness, and direct turbidity
downwards. In this stage of the illness,
the damp toxin has entered the interior,
hampering the Lung in a variety of ways. The
Lung loses its normal ability to disseminate,
clarify and descend, which leads to breathing
difficulty and severe fatigue. With the right
strategy, this can still be treated, but the
disease course will be longer.
3. When it has become a critical pattern, the
Lung has been cut off from its source, while
the Heart spirit becomes blocked internally
and abandoned externally. As stated in the
section on upper burner diseases in the Wën
Bìng Tiáo Biàn (Systematic Differentiation

Trial for U.S.
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of Warm Pathogen Diseases): “When yang
brightness is overly excess, earth overcomes
1
water.” This pattern is difficult to treat.
Treatment must be urgent, there are multiple
transformations, and the patterns are
transient.
Differentiation and treatment of
progressions of covid-19
To make it easier to understand and
remember how this disease progresses and
how to treat it, I have divided it into three
horizontal “layers” and three vertical “lines”.
A schematic depiction of this structure is
included towards the end of this article. The
three layers represent the three stages of the
disease. The three lines represent the three
pathways this disease can take. As all of these
progressions go through the interstices, they
all involve the Triple Burner.
Vertical transmission
I will first discuss the three vertical lines: one
central line and two lesser paths.
The central line is the Triple Burner/warm
disease. I call this the central line as not only
is it the most common pathway, but none of
the other paths affect all three of the layers.
The left path is the lesser yang/Triple Burner.
The right path is the membrane source/
Triple Burner. Left and right have no special
significance here. I chose “left” for the lesser
yang/Triple Burner as the Liver/Gallbladder
qi is thought to preferentially travel on the
left.
Left path
The left path is the lesser yang/Triple Burner,
which is what is described in the Shang Han
Lun (Discussion of Cold Damage) as lesser
yang disease. The primary symptoms are
alternating fever and chills, an uncomfortable
fullness in the chest and hypochondriac
regions, sullen affect with no desire for food
or drink, irritability, a tendency to retch, an
unpleasant taste in the mouth, a dry throat,
and dizziness. For those patients who have
underlying Gallbladder heat, as soon as the
disease pathogen enters, a lesser yang disease
will arise. However, this stage is short. If the
1. 陽明太實， 土克水者死 yángmíng tài shí, tŭ kè shuǐ
zhě sǐ. This quote appears in a list of ways one can die
from a critical warm disease pattern. Here it means
the heat from yangming has totally dried up fluids.

patient does not have significant dampness,
and treatment is appropriate, recovery will
occur quickly. In these cases, patients may
even get better without treatment. If there is
significant dampness, the disease will shift
as it goes interiorly and follow the Triple
Burner/warm disease line. Lesser yang
disease should be treated using harmonising
treatment with Xiâo Chái Hú Täng (Minor
Bupleurum Decoction) which may be
modified as needed. As such, this situation is
relatively easy to deal with.
Right path
The right path is the membrane source/Triple
Burner, which occurs when the pathogen has
entered directly into the membrane source.
The most common symptoms are intense
fever with some chills in the beginning that
turn into a constant high fever, worse in the
afternoon. There will also be headaches,
body aches, a stifling sensation in the chest,
nausea or vomiting, irritability and scanty,
turbid, yellow urine. Covid-19 is often acute
and severe and can manifest as this pattern.
These cases may last for an extended period;
if not correctly treated, they can develop the
critical stage.
Note that the term “membrane source” first
occurs in the Sù Wèn (Basic Questions), but
we use the clear explanation of the Ming
Dynasty physician Xue Shengbai. He wrote
that the inside of the membrane source
borders the Stomach and the outside borders
the flesh. He also called it the gate of the Triple
Burner and the whole body’s Triple Burner. I
understand it as being similar to the idea of
disease entering the vitals (膏肓 gäo huäng),
meaning it is a place that is difficult to reach
with medicine. Thus, when the disease gets
here, it has reached a dangerous phase.
Central path
The central line is Triple Burner/warm
disease. The idea of Triple Burner/warm
disease comes from the early Qing dynasty
physician Ye Tianshi. In his conception, when
a disease remained in the qi level throughout
its progress, never entering the construction
or blood aspects, it was said to be in the
Triple Burner. There will be fever and chills,
cough, headache, body aches, fatigue and
perhaps diarrhoea. The tongue will be pale
with a moist, sticky coating.

P

ATIENTS suffering from
symptoms of covid-19 are
interested in Chinese herbal
medicine (CHM) as a therapy to
reduce symptom severity, prevent
disease progression and avoid hospitalisation. In response, the Seattle
Institute of East Asian Medicine
and the Center for Integrated Care
have developed a prospective,
cohort study to observe, describe
and report outcomes from the clinical management of adults using
CHM. Patients are invited to enrol
in the observational study and their
symptom severity, pattern diagnosis, herbal therapy and change in
symptom severity after treatment
will be evaluated. The study design
was approved by the Institutional
Review Boards of SIEAM and the
University of Utah.
This study is unique in that it will
be “pragmatic”, meaning practitioners will provide an individualised
formula at each tele-visit according to the patient’s presentation.
Historically, CHM is used to treat
cough, shortness of breath and
fatigue. Studies of standardised
CHM therapy for SARS and H1N1
influenza prevention and treatment
found the mechanisms of action
may be due to anti-inflammatory
effects and antiviral activity. But
there is a gap in our understanding
regarding the clinical application of
individualised CHM in a real-world
setting. In this community sample,
we are collecting pragmatic clinic
data on CHM therapy for coronaviruses. To date, there are no formal
data from the US or other Western
countries on this treatment.
Patients are enrolled through a
screening process that evaluates
their health status. They are evaluated by an experienced practitioner,
and an individual herbal formula
will be dispensed. Follow-up will
occur regularly, and we will be
reporting our results in an ongoing
fashion through updates on our
website. For more information and
to track our updates, go to sieam.
edu/search-covid-19.

Lisa Taylor Swanson, Craig
Mitchell, Lee Hullender
Rubin, Katherine Taromina,
Lisa Conboy
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Covid-19 affects the
qi level from start to
finish, for all the lines
of transmission, but
most problems will
coalesce along the
Triple Burner/warm
disease pathway.

Why does the disease manifest as this
pattern? It is because of the presence of
dampness and foul turbidity. Covid-19
patients often die from Lung pathology and
less commonly from blood aspect problems
or from issues arising from the Liver or
Kidneys. Covid-19 affects the qi level from
start to finish, for all the lines of transmission,
but most problems will coalesce along the
Triple Burner/warm disease pathway.
When considering the three Triple Burner
possibilities, the tongue is the key to
differentiation.
n In the lesser yang/Triple Burner pattern,
the tongue is red with a thin yellow coat
that is moist.
n In Triple Burner/warm disease, the tongue
is dusky with a thick greasy coat.
n In membrane source/Triple Burner
conditions, the edges of the tongue are
crimson-purple and the coat is thick and
dry, like a powder or soda ash.
There are many differences and they
should be observed carefully. For example,
the lesser yang/Triple Burner pattern is
marked by alternating chills and fever, the
membrane source/Triple Burner patterns by
a consistent high fever, and Triple Burner/
warm disease by a mild fever. Similarly while
there is not much fatigue in lesser yang/
Triple Burner patterns, and just a moderate
amount of fatigue in Triple Burner/warm
disease, the fatigue is quite profound in
membrane source/Triple Burner patterns.
Horizontal transmission
The three horizontal layers are the three
stages of exterior, interior and critical.

First horizontal layer —
Exterior pattern stage
Either the lesser yang/Triple Burner or Triple
Burner/warm disease can express an exterior
pattern stage. Those diseases that follow the
membrane source/Triple Burner path go
directly to that level and never manifest as
an exterior pattern.
Lesser yang/Triple Burner
exterior pattern
The tongue body is red with a thin, yellow
coat. The pulse is mostly wiry and rapid.
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The primary symptoms are alternating
fever and chills or possibly high fever, an
uncomfortable fullness in the chest and
hypochondriac regions, sullen affect with
no desire for food or drink, irritability, a
tendency to retch, an unpleasant taste in the
mouth, a dry throat and dizziness.
The treatment is to harmonise the lesser
yang with Xiâo Chái Hú Täng (Minor
Bupleurum Decoction).
When used to promote sweating, release the
exterior, and reduce fever, Chái Hú (Bupleuri
Radix) should be used in a large dose, from
15-24g. When using a large dose of Chái
Hú, it is important to follow the traditional
cooking instructions to ameliorate its
harshness. Start the herbs in 12 cups of water
and cook down to six. Remove the herbs and
then further reduce to three cups. Take one
cup each dose. Remember that you must not
use Xiâo Chái Hú Täng with patients who
tend to bleed easily, such as patients with
thrombocytopaenia or leukemia.
Triple Burner/warm disease
exterior pattern
The tongue body is dusky with a coating
over the entire tongue that is especially thick
and greasy in the centre. Given that it is an
exterior pattern, there will be symptoms
such as fever and chills, however, the fever
is generally not high because dampness
checks the heat, which then lurks a little
deeper. Cough occurs from rebellious Lung
qi. There may be general pain, headache and
significant general heaviness. Because the
Lung and Large Intestine have an exteriorinterior connection, there may also be
diarrhoea.
As this is an exterior pattern, we still should
resolve the exterior to get the pathogen to exit
through the closest place, the body’s exterior.
However, one of the unique characteristics of
covid-19 is the presence of damp turbidity in
the exterior. We must use aromatic medicinals
to transform dampness and turbidity. It is
only through this method that we will be
able to expel damp turbidity. If we were to
use a simple formula to promote sweating,
the result would be that “the wind would
go, leaving behind the dampness” and the
disease would enter the interior. The exterior
stage of covid-19 is extremely important to
understand correctly. If we can do that and
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then treat appropriately, the disease will not
enter the interior, nor become critical.
What exactly is damp turbidity? It is a
toxic fluid-like substance that is sticky and
thick. In this case the biomedical description
is quite clear. Whether in the basic illness or
when patients die from the disease, a large
amount of a watery, gelatinous secretion
enters the lungs. Postmortem examination
reports have described a sticky, thick fluidlike substance, resembling paste, that
has permeated and filled the lungs. This
substance blocks the pulmonary alveoli,
obstructing the respiratory tract, the lung
interstices and bronchial tubes. This blockage
cause the lungs to gradually lose their ability
to perform gas exchange, placing the patient
in a state of oxygen deprivation. This can
lead to respiratory distress and death.
Triple Burner/warm disease exterior
pattern shows up as the first stage of the
disease for most covid-19 patients. The best
formula for this is Huò Xiäng Zhèng Qì Sân
(Patchouli/Agastache Powder to Rectify the
Qi). The first group of herbs in this formula
are acrid, warm herbs that aromatically
release the exterior. The main one is the acrid,
warm, dispersing Huò Xiäng (Pogostemonis/
Agastaches Herba) which also aromatically
transforms dampness. Helping it are Zî Sü
Yè (Perillae Folium) and Bái Zhí (Angelicae
dahuricae Radix). which also aromatically
release the exterior. Zî Sü Yè aids in treating
body pain, while Bái Zhí aids in treating
headache and also disseminates the Lung qi
as a way of smoothing the flow of urine.
The second group of herbs make up Èr
Chén Täng (Two Aged Herb Decoction) and
are able to harmonise the Stomach, transform
dampness, and expel phlegm. Fú Líng (Poria)
and Bái Zhú (Atractylodis macrocephalae
Rhizoma) strengthen the Spleen and expel
dampness. In addition, there are Zhî Shí
(Aurantii Fructus immaturus) and Dà Fù Pí
(Arecae Pericarpium) that promote proper
qi movement and transform dampness. In
this way the entire formula aromatically
transforms dampness, expels turbidity,
promotes proper qi movement and releases
the exterior.
Depending on the exact pattern a related
formula, Huò Pò Xià Líng Täng (Patchouli/
Agastache, Magnolia Bark, Pinellia, and
Poria Decoction) might be more useful. As

this formula is better at dispersing exterior
dampness, but not as good as treating heat,
it can be used when there is more fatigue
than usual for this pattern along with a pasty
feeling in the mouth, less fever and a white
tongue coating.
Someone might ask why patients do not
sweat with frequent doses of Huò Xiäng
Zhèng Qì Sân (Patchouli/Agastache Powder
to Rectify the Qi). If you want sweating to
occur as a means of releasing the exterior,
you need to pay attention to the following
three things:
1. You need to double the normal dosage.
2. In addition, a good quantity of hot water
should be drunk after taking the herbs.
3. After taking the herbs, the person should
sleep for a couple of hours under a blanket.
If this is done, usually sweating will result.
If the pathogen has strongly fettered the
exterior, won’t there still be no sweating?
Another approach to help this formula
be more effective at inducing a sweat is
to increase the dosage of Zî Sü Yè (Perillae
Folium) or perhaps even add Xiäng Rú
(Moslae Herba).
When inducing sweat in this type of
situation, the best result is to have a slight,
but whole-body sweat that results in an
immediate improvement of the symptoms.
Profuse sweating is contraindicated.
Can this approach be used in people with
underlying yang deficiency? Yes, but the
herbs that are added to Huò Xiäng Zhèng Qì
Sân (Patchouli/Agastache Powder to Rectify
the Qi) are those that make up Sì Nì Täng
(Frigid Extremities Decoction), namely Gän
Jiäng (Zingiberis Rhizoma) and Zhì Fù Zî
(Aconiti Radix lateralis praeparata).
Furthermore, if you look in any formulary
you will find a number of modifications
of this formula that are useful if there is a
sore throat, abdominal pain, diarrhoea, etc.
While this makes Huò Xiäng Zhèng Qì Sân
(Patchouli/Agastache Powder to Rectify the
Qi) the optimal choice for treating covid-19,
at this stage, if not used in the correct
circumstances it can affect the patient
adversely. Depending on the manifestations
and the type of problem, exterior covid-19
patients should either receive this formula
or Xiâo Chái Hú Täng (Minor Bupleurum
Decoction), although more commonly the
pattern matches Huò Xiäng Zhèng Qì Sân

”

Whether in the
basic illness or when
patients die from
the disease, a large
amount of a watery,
gelatinous secretion
enters the lungs.
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In this stage, it is a
big mistake to treat
the patient as if they
have deficient qi, as
the pathodynamic that
causes this fatigue
is damp turbidity
obstructing the Lung.
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(Patchouli/Agastache Powder to Rectify the
Qi). If one correctly grasps the dynamic of
the exterior condition and treats it effectively,
usually the disease will not progress. This
makes correct treatment of the exterior layer
of covid-19 extremely important.

Second horizontal layer —
interior pattern stage
Central path
The second horizontal layer is the interior
pattern stage. When a lesser yang/Triple
Burner disease, our left path, is treated
unsuccessfully as an exterior disease, it
goes deeper into the body and transforms
into a Triple Burner/warm disease pattern
and so has no specific interior pattern. In
the interior pattern of Triple Burner/warm
disease, not only does the Lung function
continue to be affected, but the Lung organ
itself is obstructed by the damp turbidity.
Aside from cough and wheezing, there is
also difficulty breathing. Because the Lung
governs the qi, we can also see symptoms
similar to a severe qi deficiency, such as
extreme fatigue, so that even speaking or
turning over can be extremely difficult. In
extreme cases, the patient may not even be
able to lift their limbs. Some of these patients
may also have a persistent high fever.
In this stage, it is a big mistake to treat
the patient as if they have deficient qi, as
the pathodynamic that causes this fatigue
is damp turbidity obstructing the Lung.
Therefore, only by transforming and
dispelling the damp turbidity and leaching
it out of the body can Lung function be
restored. The primary formula in this stage
is Sän Rén Täng (Three-Seed Decoction).
The primary action of this formula is
transforming dampness, leaching dampness
out of the body, and expelling turbidity. In
this way, we can release the damp turbidity
that is obstructing the Lung and restore
normal breathing. Within the formula, Xìng
Rén ( Armeniacae Semen) disseminates the
Lung qi and moves turbidity downward. Zhì
Bàn Xià (Pinelliae Rhizoma praeparatum
assists in that downward movement.
Aromatic, acrid and dispersing, Bái Dòu
Kòu (Amomi Fructus rotundus) and Hòu
Pò (Magnoliae officinalis Cortex) open
the qi dynamic, transform damp turbidity,
and take care of the Spleen and Stomach.

Furthermore, it uses a large group of
medicinals to leach out dampness: Huá Shí
(Talcum), Yì Yî Rén (Coicis Semen), Dàn
Zhú Yè (Lophatheri Herba), and Töng Câo
(Tetrapanacis Medulla).
Thus, Sän Rén Täng (Three-Seed Decoction)
is the primary formula for Triple Burner/
warm disease interior stage. Of course, it
can be modified according to the presenting
symptoms with medicinals like Huò Xiäng
(Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba), Fú Líng
(Poria), Cäng Zhú (Atractylodis Rhizoma),
and Zhî Shí (Aurantii Fructus immaturus).
While it can be used together with prepared
versions of Huò Xiäng Zhèng Qì Sân
(Patchouli/Agastache Powder to Rectify the
Qi), this is not the best approach as the disease
has already entered the interior and so Zî Sü
Yè (Perillae Folium) and Bái Zhí (Angelicae
dahuricae Radix) should not be used.
Right path
The right path of the interior pattern is the
membrane source/Triple Burner disease.
This disease has no exterior pattern, but
directly enters the interior, causing severe
disease. The tongue is an important marker:
a white powdery coating with a purplecrimson tip and sides. Ye Tianshi referred to
this stage of a disease as “ferocious”, because
the pathogen is severe and the location of
the illness unique. As mentioned above, the
membrane source is a unique location in
the body and pathogens lodged there are
difficult to reach.
Fortunately the late Ming physician Wu
Youke created a special formula for this
situation, called Dá Yuán Yîn (Reach the
Source Drink). This formula should be
relied upon for the membrane source/Triple
Burner stage of covid-19, modified as needed.
It is critical to understand how to correctly
employ purging. It is important to stress that
these patients have severe disease that within
two to three days can become critical. It is
essential to clearly differentiate the tongue in
these cases, being aware of the white, thick,
powdery coat and purple-crimson colour
of the tip and sides of the tongue, which is
a prime indication for using this approach.
While this formula can be useful, we should
be aware that the membrane source/Triple
Burner type of this disease remains difficult
to treat.
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Third horizontal layer — critical stage
The critical phase of the warm disease/lesser
yang disease occurs when an interior pattern
is either not treated or mistreated. Once the
Lung is encumbered and obstructed by damp
turbidity, it must be treated immediately. If
this does not happen over time, its functions
get weaker and weaker and its physiological
dynamics can just disappear. This is exactly
as Wu Jutong stated, “Once the Lung’s ability
to transform the source has been cut off, [the
patient] will die.”
The treatment approach is based on that
for the middle/upper burner pattern from
the warm disease three burner mode of
differentiation. The treatment would be
to aromatically transform dampness and
turbidity, spread the Lung qi, unblock
and smooth the qi dynamic, and leach out
dampness. The base formula would be a
modification of a combination of Sän Rén
Täng (Three-Seed Decoction) and Huò
Xiäng Zhèng Qì Sân (Patchouli/Agastache
Powder to Rectify the Qi) with the addition
of ingredients that invigorate the blood and
transform stasis, such as Táo Rén (Persicae
Semen) and Chì Sháo (Paeoniae Radix
rubra). This is because blood stasis can
follow qi stagnation.
Under certain circumstances, one can
consider using purgatives for this stage.
This is tricky. If the purgatives are used
appropriately not only can the damp qi
be expelled via the Large Intestine but the
purgative action can clear out space for the
Lung qi to descend. The easier it is for the
Lung qi to descend, the more oxygen can
be inhaled, and this wins a bit more time
for the treatment of the Lung to be effective.
However, if purging is overdone the result
can be exhaustion of the qi and death.
Wu Jutong stated that when using purging
to treat damp-warmth, it needed to be mild.
The goal is to purge out the damp turbidity,
so that draining techniques can be used
while the stool is loose; once the stool has
firmed up purging should no longer be used
as by this time the damp pathogen has been
drained. We can simply use Dà Huáng (Rhei
Radix et Rhizoma) or Xiâo Chéng Qì Täng
(Minor Order the Qi Decoction).
Another situation that can occur in the
third phase of a warm disease is sudden
death. This can occur in patients who appear

to be stable, but then suddenly die. This
can occur while they are eating or using the
toilet. The reason is that the Heart spirit
has become both blocked in internally and
drawn off externally. This is similar to the
devastated yang that can occur with colddamage when the yang qi either is thrust
out externally or is drawn off via diarrhoea.
Acute rescue of the yang needs to start before
the yang qi is too disrupted, for example,
where the body feels cold with a sense of
generalised sinking, but before there is

Exterior
layer

Left path

Central path

Right path

Lesser yang/
Triple Burner

Triple Burner/
warm disease

Membrane
source/
Triple Burner

exterior invasion

exterior invasion

no exterior invasion

Xiao Chai Hu Tang
(Minor Bupleurum
Decoction)

Huo Xiang Zheng
Qi San (Patchouli/
Agastache Powder
to Rectify the Qi)

No direct interior
progression— may
change and follow
Central path

Interior
layer

Interior
progression

Interior
progression

San Ren Tang
(Three Seed
Decoction)

Da Yuan Yin (Reach
the Source Drink)

Progression to
critical

Progression to
critical

San Ren Tang
(Three Seed
Decoction) plus
Si Ni Tang (Frigid
Extremities
Decoction) and/
or Xiao Cheng Qi
Tang (Minor Order
the Qi Decoction)

Da Yuan Yin (Reach
the Source Drink)
plus Xiao Cheng Qi
Tang (Minor Order
the Qi Decoction)

No further
progression

Critical
layer
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Post-recovery care

1. Xiāng Shā Liù
Jūn Zĭ Tāng (SixGentleman Decoction
with Aucklandia and
Amomum) or Shēn Líng
Bái Zhú Săn (Ginseng,
Poria, and White
Atractylodes Powder),
or Liù Jūn Zĭ Tāng (SixGentleman Decoction)—
half doses.
2. If the patients
continue to have
diarrhoea and loss
of appetite, use half
doses each of Huò
Xiāng Zhèng Qì Săn
(Patchouli/Agastache
Powder to Rectify the
Qi) and Shēn Líng Bái
Zhú Săn (Ginseng, Poria,
and White Atractylodes
Powder).
3. If there is a remnant of
a cough, use half doses
of Zhĭ Sòu Săn (Stop
Coughing Powder).
4. For those with qi and
yin deficiency, use half
doses of Shēng Mài
Săn (Generate the Pulse
Powder).
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unregulated sweating. This is because once
the yang qi is truly disrupted it is too late for
the person to be saved and they will soon die.
To avoid this outcome it is necessary to pay
very close attention to the patient’s situation,
and as soon as they display any symptoms
of imminent devastated yang rush to save
them with appropriate medicinals that have
been prepared in advance, such as Sì Nì Täng
(Frigid Extremities Decoction) and Shën Fù
Täng (Ginseng and Aconite Accessory Root
Decoction).
The critical phase of the right thread,
membrane source/Triple Burner, is treated
with Dá Yuán Yîn (Reach the Source Drink)
with the addition of appropriate purgatives.
Here the purgation is different and a bit
stronger than for Triple Burner/warm
disease problems. Commonly a formula like
Xiâo Chéng Qì Täng (Minor Order the Qi
Decoction) is used.
When the qi has been blocked internally
and drawn off externally, the presentation
and treatment will be the same as for that
condition due to a Triple Burner/warm
disease problem.
Summary
The common patterns of transmission
routes of covid-19 from a Chinese medical
perspective are set out in the above table.
n At the exterior stage, there are two main
possibilities:
•A lesser yang/Triple Burner pattern
treated with Xiâo Chái Hú Täng (Minor
Bupleurum Decoction).
•A Triple Burner/warm disease pattern
treated with Huò Xiäng Zhèng Qì Sân
(Patchouli/Agastache Powder to Rectify
the Qi).
n For the interior stage, two main possibilities:
•A Triple Burner/warm disease pattern
treated with Sän Rén Täng (Three-Seed
Decoction). This occurs when either of the
two types of exterior disorders were not
treated properly or in a timely manner.
•The subset of patients with a membrane
source/lesser yang disorder will see the
disease bypass the exterior completely and
enter the interior directly. This is treated
with Dá Yuán Yîn (Reach the Source Drink).
n When the disease progresses even deeper

into the body, it enters the critical stage,
which manifests in two main patterns:
• The Triple Burner/warm disease pattern
at this juncture requires Sän Rén Täng
(Three-Seed Decoction) with the addition
of mild purgatives, such as something
based on Xiâo Chéng Qì Täng.
•For the critical stage of a membrane
source/Triple Burner pattern, Dá Yuán Yîn
(Reach the Source Drink) is taken with a
bit stronger purgatives, such as Xiâo Chéng
Qì Täng (Minor Order the Qi Decoction).
Prevention and recovery
This coronavirus attacks with dampness,
turbidity and toxicity. While it harms all the
organs, the focus is on the Lung and Spleen.
For this reason prevention and recovery care
should focus on these organs.

Preventative treatment
1. Xiäng Shä Liù Jün Zî Täng (Six-Gentleman
Decoction with Aucklandia and Amomum)
— This formula includes Sì Jün Zî Täng
(Four-Gentlemen Decoction) to strengthen
the Spleen, tonify the qi, and benefit the Lung
(Earth generating Metal); and Èr Chén Täng
(Two Aged Herb Decoction) to transform
phlegm and expel dampness. Mù Xiäng
(Aucklandiae Radix) aromatically promotes
proper movement of the qi, transforms
dampness, and smoothly unblocks the
Triple Burner. Shä Rén (Amomi Fructus)
aromatically promotes free flow between the
Spleen and Kidneys. This makes this formula
the prime choice to strengthen the Spleen
and Stomach and tonify the Lung. When
used as a preventative, half the normal dosage
should be used. Note that this formula is on
the dry side and can be stimulating. If the
patient experiences too much stimulation
(similar to having drunk too much coffee),
the dose should be further decreased or the
formula discontinued. Similarly, discontinue
it if the patient paradoxically feels tired after
taking it. These side effects may be due to
the patient having underlying yin deficiency
or dry blood.
2. Huò Xiäng Zhèng Qì Sân (Patchouli/
Agastache Powder to Rectify the Qi) can
be given at a half dosage after one has been
exposed to a patient with covid-19. It does
have some preventative functions.
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濕熱病篇
Treatise on
Damp-Heat Diseases

By Xuē Shēngbái
薛生白 1681-1770
Translation by Volker Scheid

(一）濕熱證始惡寒，後但熱不寒，汗出胸痞舌白，
口渴不引飲。
1. Damp-heat patterns are characterised by initial chills,
followed by fever without chills, sweating, chest focal
distension, a white (or yellow) tongue coat, and thirst without
desire to drink.
自注，此條乃濕熱證之提綱也，濕熱病屬
陽明太陰者居多，中氣實則病在陽明，
中氣虛則病在太陰，病在二經之表者，多
兼少陽三焦，病在二經之者，每兼厥陰風
木，以少陽厥陰，同司相火，陽明太陰，
濕熱內鬱，鬱甚則少火皆成壯火，而表上
下，充斥肆逆，故是證最易耳聾乾嘔，
發痙發厥，而提綱中不言及者，因以上諸
證，皆濕熱病兼見之變局，而非濕熱病必
見正局也，始惡寒者，陽為濕遏而惡寒，
終非若寒傷於表之惡寒，後但熱不寒，則
鬱而成熱，反惡熱矣，濕蔽清陽則胸痞，
濕邪內甚舌白，濕熱交蒸則舌黃，熱則液
不升而口渴濕則飲內留而不引飲，然所雲

表者，乃太陰陽明之表，而非太陽之表，
太陰之表，四肢也，陽明也，陽明之表，
肌肉也，胸中也，故胸痞為濕熱必有之
證，四肢倦怠肌肉煩疼，亦必並見，其所
以不乾太陽者，以太陽為寒水之腑，主一
身之表，風寒必自表入，故屬太陽，濕熱
之邪從表傷者，十之一二，由口鼻入者，
十之八九，陽明為水谷之海，太陰為濕土
之臟，故多陽明太陰受病，膜原者外通肌
肉，內近胃腑，即三焦之門戶，實一身之
半表半裡也，邪由上受，直趨中道，故病
多歸膜原，要之濕熱之病，不獨與傷寒不
同，且與溫病大異，溫病乃少陰太陽同
病，濕熱乃陽明太陰同病也，而提綱中言
不及脈者，以濕熱之證，脈無定體，或洪
或緩，或伏或細各隨證見，不拘一格，故
以一之脈，拘定後人眼目也。濕熱之證，
陽明必兼太陰者，徒知臟腑相連，濕土同
氣，而不知當與溫病之必兼少陰比例，少
陰不藏，木火內燔，風邪外襲，表相應，
故為溫病，太陰內傷濕飲停聚客邪再至，
內外相引，故病濕熱，此皆先有內傷，再
感客邪，非由腑及之謂，若濕熱之證，不
挾內傷，中氣實者，其病必微，或有先因
於濕，再因飢勞而病者，亦屬內傷挾濕，
標本同病，然勞倦傷脾為不足，濕飲停聚
為有餘，所以內傷外感孰多孰少，孰實孰
虛又在臨證時權衡矣。
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The reason the
outline does not
discuss the pulse is
because damp-heat
manifestation patterns
are not with a fixed
pulse.
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Xue comments further: This paragraph
is an outline of damp warmth patterns.
Damp-heat diseases most often reside in
the yangming and taiyin domains. If the
middle jiao qi is excessive the disorders
will be in the yangming; if the middle qi is
deficient the disease will be in the taiyin. If
the disease is located in the exterior of the
two domains, it is frequently simultaneously
also in the shaoyang San Jiao. If the disease
is in the interior of the two domains, it will
also involve jueyin wind wood, because
the shaoyang and jueyin both control the
ministerial fire. If damp-heat is constrained
inside yangming and taiyin and that
constraint becomes extreme, then the lesser
[i.e. the normal physiological] fire becomes
excessive [i.e. pathological] fire and floods
throughout the body, inside and outside,
above and below, in wanton counterflow.
Therefore, its manifestations most commonly
include deafness, dry retching, spasms, and
loss of consciousness. If this outline does
not discuss these symptoms, then this is
because they are just possible co-occurring
conditions of damp-heat disorders—they
are not the usual things that you will always
see in damp-heat disorders.
The reason that aversion to cold happens
at the onset of a damp-heat disorder is
because yang is curtailed by the dampness.
But it does not last a long time like the chills
of cold damage on the exterior. Later, there is
only fever and no cold because the constraint
of yang [by the dampness] generates heat,
which turns into aversion to heat. When heat
is excessive in yangming there is sweating,
when damp smothers the clear yang it causes
chest focal distension. When a dampness
pathogen becomes severe in the interior the
tongue coat will be white, whereas when
damp and heat steam each other the tongue
coat will be yellow. Because of heat the yin
fluids no longer ascend, causing thirst, but
the damp makes fluid collect inside so there
is no urge to drink.
Although the text talks about the “exterior”
this is the exterior of the yangming and taiyin—
not the taiyang exterior. The exterior of the
taiyin is both the four limbs and yangming; the
exterior of the yangming is both the muscles
and the middle of the chest. Therefore, chest
focal distension is a symptom that occurs in
every damp-heat disorder, whereas tiredness

of the limbs or irritability and pain in the
muscles are necessary additional signs. [These
allow you to differentiate between taiyin and
yangming patterns.] Damp-heat disorders
do not involve taiyang because taiyang is the
cold water fu-organ that governs the exterior
of the entire body. Because wind and cold
invariably enter the body via the exterior
these types of disorder belong to taiyang.
Damp-heat pathogens damaging the exterior
are at most one or two out of 10 cases, while
in eight or nine cases the damp-heat enters
through the mouth or nose. Yangming is the
sea of food and fluids. Taiyin is the viscera of
damp and earth. Hence, it is these two that
are most commonly exposed to this type of
disorder.
The membrane source (膜原 mó yuán)
connects with the muscles on the outside,
while inside it is close to the Stomach organ.
It is the gateway of the San Jiao and therefore
truly the half exterior and half interior of
the body. A pathogen exposure through the
upper burner will tend to directly rush into
the middle pathway. Therefore, this kind
of disorder usually goes to the membrane
source.
In short, damp-heat disorders are not only
different from cold damage but also quite
different from warmth disorders (溫病 wën
bìng). Warmth disorders are joint disorders
of the shaoyin and taiyang, whereas dampheat disorders involve yangming and taiyin.
Also, the reason the outline does not
discuss the pulse is because damp-heat
manifestation patterns are not with a fixed
pulse. Instead, the pulse can be flooding
or moderate, hidden or thin, according to
whatever patterns one observes without
sticking to just one form. Accordingly, if
one were to specify one pulse presentation
it would merely limit the understanding of
later readers.
For damp-heat patterns, the reason that
yangming disorders always involve taiyin
is not what people think. It is not just that
yangming and taiyin are related organs, or that
earth and dampness share similar qi. Rather
it should be compared to the involvement
of warmth disorders with shaoyin. If the
shaoyin loses its capacity to store, wood fire
flares internally. Then, if pathogenic wind
attacks from outside, the interior responds
and warm pathogen disorders ensue [from
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the combination of these external and
internal factors]. So, in a similar way, if taiyin
is damaged internally then dampness and
thin fluids congeal. When there is exposure
to guest pathogens, the external and internal
pathogens combine to cause damp-heat
disorders. In all of these instances an internal
damage precedes the exposure to a guest
pathogen from the outside. It’s not just, as
some say, that the fu-organ involves the zangorgan.
Damp-heat patterns that do not involve
internal damage but rather have strong
middle burner qi will be mild. There are
also cases where dampness is the primary
cause and hunger and overwork constitute
secondary causes leading to the disorder.
But these cases also are examples of internal
damage combining with damp where root
and branches are simultaneously diseased.
Here overwork and damage to the Spleen
are the insufficiency, while dampness and
collected thin fluids are the surfeit. Hence,
one has to assess on the basis of each specific
clinical pattern the precise extent of internal
damage and external contraction, and of
excess and deficiency.

only does it overcome dampness but it also
dispels wind. The condition outlined in this
paragraph is yin dampness damaging the
exterior.

(二）濕熱證惡寒無汗，身重頭痛，濕在
表分，宜藿香香薷羌活蒼求皮薄荷牛蒡子
等味，頭不痛者去羌活。
2. A damp-heat pattern with chills, no
sweating, a heavy body and headache,
indicates damp in the exterior aspect. Use
medicinals such as:

此條外候與上條同，惟汗山獨異，更加關
節疼痛，乃濕邪初犯陽明之表，而即清胃
之熱者，不欲濕邪之鬱熱上蒸，而欲濕邪
之淡滲下走耳，此乃陽濕傷表之候。
Xue comments further: The exterior
manifestations in this paragraph are the same
as in the previous, except for the sweating and
joint pain. This is the damp pathogen first
invading the yangming exterior. Hence, in
clearing heat from the Stomach we do not want
constrained heat from the damp pathogen
to steam upward but rather to eliminate the
damp pathogen by leaching it downward. The
condition outlined in this paragraph is yang
dampness injuring the exterior.

Huo Xiang
Xiang Ru
Qiang Huo
Cang Zhu Pi
Bo He
Niu Bang Zi

Pogostemonis/Agastaches
Moslae Herba
Notopterygii Rhizoma seu Radix
Atractylodis Rhizoma Pericarpium
Menthae haplocalycis Herba
Arctii Fructus
If there is no headache, remove the Qiang Huo
(Notopterygii Rhizoma seu Radix).

自注，身重惡寒，濕遏衛陽之表證，頭痛
必挾風邪，故加羌活，不獨勝濕，且以祛
風，此條乃陰濕傷表之候。
Xue comments further: The heavy body and
chills indicate a surface manifestation where
damp hinders the protective yang. Headache
invariably involves a wind pathogen, which
is the reason for adding Qiang Huo. Not

(三）濕熱證惡寒發熱，身重關節疼痛，
汪在肌肉，不為汗解，宜滑石大豆黃卷茯
苓皮蒼術皮藿香葉鮮荷葉鮮荷葉白通草桔
梗等味，不惡寒者去蒼術皮。
3. A damp-heat pattern with chills, fever, a
heavy body and joint pain indicates that the
pathogen has accumulated in the flesh and
muscles. This cannot be resolved through
sweating but benefits from medicinals such
as:

”

Headache invariably
involves a wind
pathogen, which is
the reason for adding
Qiang Huo.

Hua Shi
Da Dou Juan
Fu Ling Pi
Cang Zhu Pi
Huo Xiang Ye
He Ye
Tong Cao
Jie Geng

Talcum
Sojae Semen germinatum
Poriae Cutis
Atractylodis Rhizoma Pericarpium
Pogostemonis/Agastaches Folium
Nelumbinis Folium, fresh
Tetrapanacis Medulla
Platycodi Radix
If there is no aversion to cold, leave out the Cang Zhu Pi
(Atractylodis Rhizoma Pericarpium).

(四）濕熱證三四日即口噤，四肢牽引拘
急，甚則角弓反張，此濕熱侵入經絡脈隧
中，宜鮮地龍秦艽威靈仙滑石蒼耳子絲瓜
藤海風藤酒炒黃連等味。
4. Damp-heat pattern with lockjaw after
three or four days, with all the limbs
drawing in and rigid, and in extreme cases
opisthotonos, indicates damp-heat having
invaded the channels, networks and the
vessels. Use medicinals such as:
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The reason the
outline does not
discuss the pulse is
because damp-heat
manifestation patterns
are not with a fixed
pulse.

Di Long
Qin Jiao
Wei Ling Xian
Hua Shi
Cang Er Zi
Si Gua Luo
Hai Feng Teng
Jiu Chao Huang Lian

fresh Pheretima
Gentianae macrophyllae Radix
Clematidis Radix
Talcum
Xanthii Fructus
Luffae Fructus Retinervus
Piperis kadsurae Caulis
Coptidis Rhizoma, soaked in wine
and dry-fried

此條乃濕邪挾風者，風為木之氣，風動則
木張，乘入陽明之絡，則口噤，走竄太
陰之經，則拘攣，故藥不獨勝濕，重用
息風，一則風藥能勝濕，一則風藥能疏
肝也，選用地龍諸藤者，欲其宣過脈絡
耳。或問仲景治痙，原有桂枝加栝婁根及
葛根湯兩，方豈宜於古而不宜於今耶，今
之痙者，與厥相連，仲景不信及厥，豈金
匱有遺文耶，予曰，非也，藥因病用，病
源既，異，治法自殊，傷寒之痙自外來，
治以散外邪為主，濕熱之痙自內出，波及
太陽，治以息內風為主，蓋三焦與肝膽同
司相火，中焦濕熱不解，則熱盛於，而少
火悉成壯火，火動則風生，而筋攣脈急，
風煽則火熾，而識亂神迷，身中之氣，隨
風火上炎，而有升無降，常度盡失，由是
而形若屍厥，正內經所謂血之與氣，並走
於上，則為暴厥者是也，外竄經脈，則成
痙，內侵中，則為厥，痙並見，正氣猶存
一線，則氣復反而生，胃津不克支持，則
厥不回而矣，所以痙之與厥，往往相連，
傷寒之痙自外來者，安有是哉，暑月痙
證，與霍亂同出一源，風自火出，出火隨
風轉，乘入陽明則嘔，賊及太陰則瀉，是
名霍亂，竄入筋中者攣急，流入脈絡則反
張，是名痙，但痙證多厥，霍亂少厥，蓋
痙證風火閉鬱，鬱則邪勢愈甚，不免亂神
明，故多厥，霍亂風火外泄，泄則邪勢外
解，不至循經而走，故少厥，此痙與霍亂
之分別也，然痙證邪滯三焦，三焦乃火
化，風得火而愈煽，則入中而暴厥，霍亂
邪走脾胃，脾胃乃濕化，邪由濕而停留，
則淫及諸經而拘攣，火鬱則厥，火竄則
攣，又痙與厥之遺禍也，痙之攣急，乃濕
熱生風，霍亂之轉筋，乃風來勝濕，痙則
由經及臟而厥，霍亂則由臟及經而攣，總
由濕熱與風，淆亂清濁，升降失常之故，
夫濕多熱少，則風入土中而霍亂，熱多濕
少，則風乘三焦而痙厥，厥而不返者死，
胃液乾枯，火邪盤踞也，轉筋入腹者死，
胃液內涸，風邪獨勁也，然則胃中之津
液，所關顧不巨哉，厥證用辛開，泄胸中
無形之邪也，乾霍亂用探吐，泄胃中有
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形之滯也，然泄邪而胃液不上升者，熱
邪益熾，探吐而胃液不四布者，風邪更
張，終成死候，不可不知。
Xue comments further: This section is
describing damp pathogen accompanied
by wind, which is the qi of wood. If wind
stirs then wood spreads out and enters the
yangming networks causing lockjaw. If the
wind scurries into the taiyin channel one
will see rigidity and contractions. Therefore,
the medicinals must not only overcome
dampness, but importantly also stop wind.
Wind herbs can overcome dampness and
also dredge the Liver. One selects Dì Lóng
(Pheretima) and the various vines in order
to diffuse and unblock the channels and
collaterals.
Someone may ask that when Zhang
Zhong Jing treated convulsions, he used
Gui Zhi Tang plus Tian Hua Fen (Cinnamon
Twig Decoction plus Kudzu). How is it that
these formula were considered appropriate
in ancient times but not now? In the case
of damp-heat, however, the convulsion
and spasms occur together with loss of
consciousness [lit. 厥 jué “reversal”]. Zhang
Zhongjing, however, did communicated
nothing to us about loss of consciousness.
So rather than claiming that this was lost
from the Essentials of the Golden Casket
I have a different opinion. We employ
medicinals according to the diseases, so
when the cause of the disease is different the
treatment method will differ accordingly.
The convulsions of cold damage are due
to pathogens coming from outside. In
terms of treatment, dispersing the external
pathogen is therefore most important.
The convulsions of damp-heat are due to
pathogens emerging from the interior and
spreading into taiyang. The main treatment
therefore is to extinguish interior wind.
The San Jiao manages ministerial fire
together with the Liver and Gallbladder.
If damp-heat in the middle burner is not
resolved then heat fills the interior and
[physiological] minor fire turns entirely
into strong pathogenic fire. When fire
moves, wind is engendered causing the
sinews to spasm and the vessels to tighten.
Fanned by the wind, fire blazes leading to
confusion and a muddled spirit. The qi
within the body follows the upward flaring
of wind and heat, leading to ascent with no
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balancing descent. The regular qi dynamic
breaks down entirely resulting in a corpselike loss of consciousness. This accords with
the Inner Canon’s statement that sudden
reversal results from qi and blood rushing
up together. Scurrying into the exterior
conduits and vessels causes spasms. Invading
the centre of the chest [lit. 膻中 shänzhöng]
results in the loss of consciousness that is
observed together with the spasms. As long
as there remains a bit of normal qi, the qi
will turn around and the patient will live.
If the yang fluids in the Stomach are unable
to support it [i.e. the upright qi] the reversal
will be terminal.
So with damp-heat, spasms and reversal
frequently are linked, while spasms due to
cold damage come from the outside, this is
the most important thing to know. Spasm
patterns in the summer months have the
same origin as sudden turmoil disorders.
Wind is generated from fire while fire
follows wind in its changes. When it enters
the yangming it leads to nausea, when it
harms the taiyin it leads to diarrhoea, and
when nausea and diarrhoea occur together
it is called sudden turmoil. If wind and fire
scurry into the sinews they cause spasms and
tightness, if they flow into the conduits and
networks they cause reverse stretching [i.e.
opisthotonus] and this is called convulsive
spasms. However, convulsions are frequently
accompanied by loss of consciousness
but sudden turmoil rarely has loss of
consciousness. This is because in convulsive
patterns wind and fire are blocked and
constrained. This constraint aggravates their
pathogenic propensity, which unavoidably
leads to mental confusion and hence the loss
of consciousness. In sudden turmoil wind
and fire drain outward discharging their
pathogenic propensity to the exterior, hence
only rarely is there loss of consciousness.
This is what sets sudden turmoil and spasms
apart from each other.
Now, in convulsion patterns the pathogens
stagnate the Sanjiao. The Sanjiao is a space
of fire transformation, so when wind meets
fire it fans it, so entering the centre of the
chest [lit. 膻中 shänzhöng] it causes violent
reversal. Sudden turmoil pathogens move
in the Spleen and Stomach, which are
spaces of dampness transformation. Due
to the dampness, pathogens linger and this

malicious influence affects all the conduits,
leading to spasms. Fire constraint leads
to reversal, scurrying fire to contraction
(攣 luán) and in this way convulsion and
reversal leave behind disaster and cause the
people to suffer. The spasm of convulsion
disorders is due to damp-heat engendering
wind. The spasms that occur with sudden
turmoil are due to wind overcoming damp.
In convulsion disorder the pathogen moves
from the conduits into the viscera to cause
reversal. In sudden turmoil the pathogen
moves from the viscera into the conduits to
cause spasms. This is generally due to dampheat with wind. The clear and turbid are
mixed up and in turmoil and in this instance
ascending and directing downward loses
their regularity.
If there is much dampness and little heat,
wind enters into the centre of earth and causes
sudden turmoil. If there is much heat and
little dampness, the wind takes advantage of
the San Jiao and causes convulsions and loss
of consciousness. Coma that does not recover
may result in death. When the Stomach yin
fluids are withered, fire pathogen entrenches
itself. If the spasms [from sudden turmoil]
enter into the abdomen then one may die.
If the yin fluids in the Stomach dry up and
the wind pathogen alone is strong how
might they be greatly cared for? In patterns
involving loss of consciousness one should
use acrid opening medicinals to drain the
formless pathogen from the chest. In dry
sudden turmoil consider vomiting to drain
the formed stagnation from the Stomach.
However, if you drain the pathogen and
the Stomach yin fluids ascend, the flaring
of the heat pathogen will intensify. When
considering vomiting be aware that the
Stomach’s yin fluids will not now spread in
the four directions, the wind pathogen will
take on new forms and the end result will be
death. You must know this!

”

Sudden turmoil
pathogens move
in the Spleen and
Stomach, which are
spaces of dampness
transformation.

（五）濕熱證壯熱口渴，舌黃或焦紅，發
痙神昏，譫語或笑，邪灼心包，榮血已
乾，用犀黃羚羊角連翹生地元叄鈎藤銀花
露鮮菖蒲至寶丹等味。
5. Damp-heat pattern with strong fever,
thirst, yellow coat or burnt red tongue,
spasms, muddled consciousness, delirious
speech or laughter is pathogenic heat
scorching the Pericardium with nutritive
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The reason the
outline does not
discuss the pulse is
because damp-heat
manifestation patterns
are not with a fixed
pulse.

and blood already dried out. Use medicinals
such as:
Xi Jiao
Huang Lian
Ling Yang Jiao
Lian Qiao
Sheng Di Huang
Xuan Shen
Gou Teng
Jin Yin Hua Lu
Shi Chang Pu

Rhinocerotis Cornu
Coptidis Rhizoma
Saigae tataricae Cornu
Forsythiae Fructus
Rehmanniae Radix
Scrophulariae Radix
Uncariae Ramulus cum Uncis
Lonicerae Flos Dew
Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma, fresh
and Greatest Treasure Special Pill (至寶丹
Zhì Bǎo Dān).

上條言痙，此條言厥，溫暑之邪，本傷陽
氣，及至熱極， 入營陰，則津液耗而陰亦
病，心包受灼，神識昏亂，用藥以清熱救
陰，泄邪平肝為務。
Xue comments further: The previous
paragraph discussed spasm and convulsions
while this paragraph discusses loss of
consciousness. If a summerheat warmth
pathogen has damaged the yang qi, then
once the fever becomes extreme it can enter
the constructive yin and consume the body
fluids, thus damaging yin. The Pericardium
becomes scorched, the spirit becomes
confused. One should use medicinals that
have the task of clearing heat, rescuing yin,
draining the pathogen and calming the
Liver.
（六）濕熱證發痙神昏笑妄，脈洪數有
力，開泄不效者，濕熱蕴結胸膈，宜仿涼
膈散，若大便數日不通者，熱邪閉結腸
胃，宜仿涼膈散；若大便數日不通者，
熱邪必結腸胃， 宜承氣微下之例。
6. A damp-heat pattern with spasms, muddled
consciousness, inappropriate laughter and
a pulse that is flooding, rapid and forceful
and where opening and draining were not
effective indicates damp-heat accumulating
and binding in the chest and diaphragm.
The formula of choice should resemble Cool
the Diaphragm Powder (Liáng Gé Sân). If the
bowels have not moved for several day this
is the pathogenic heat blocking and binding
the Intestines and Stomach, then the formula
of choice should be of one of the Order the
Qi Decoctions (Chéng Qi Täng) to gently
purge.
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此條乃陽明實熱，或上結，或下結，清熱
泄邪，只能散絡中流走之熱，而不能除膈
中藴結之邪，故陽明之邪，仍假陽明為山
路也。
Xue comments further: This paragraph
discusses yangming excess heat, which can
bind above or below [the diaphragm]. If you
clear heat and drain the pathogen, this will
only dissipate heat that is freely flowing within
the networks.This strategy is unable, however,
to eliminate pathogens accumulating within
the diaphragm. Therefore, remember that
yangming pathogens can avail themselves
of all of the yangming as their pathway and
that their precise location must be taken
into consideration when deciding on the
appropriate treatment strategy.
（七）濕熱證壯熱煩渴，舌焦紅或縮，斑
疹胸痞，自利神昏，痙厥，熱邪充斥表裏
三焦，宜大劑犀角羚羊角生地元參銀花露
紫草方諸水金汁鮮菖蒲等味。
7. Damp-heat patterns with high fever,
vexation, thirst, a burnt-looking red tongue
that is possibly shrunken, maculae or
papulae, chest focal distension, diarrhoea,
muddled consciousness, convulsion and
reversal shows pathogenic heat congesting
the exterior and interior and all three jiao.
Use a large prescription of:
Xi Jiao
Ling Yang Jiao
Sheng Di Huang
Xuan Shen
Jin Yin Hua Lu
Zi Cao

Rhinocerotis Cornu
Saigae tataricae Cornu
Rehmanniae Radix
Scrophulariae Radix
Lonicerae Floris Distillatum
Arnebiae Radix/Lithospermi Radix
1
Decoct together with water, Jin Zhi and fresh Shi
Chang Pu (Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma).

此條乃痙厥中之最重者，上為胸悶，下挾
熱利，斑疹痙厥，陰陽告困，獨清陽明之
熱，陽明之液為急務者，恐胃液不存，其
人自焚而死。
Xue comments further: This paragraph
discusses the most serious presentation
of convulsion and reversal. There is chest
focal distension in the upper burner, and
hot diarrhoea in the lower one. Maculae,
1. 金汁 jīn zhī is faecal liquid strained and stored
underground in a clay pot for at least one year. The
usual modern derision of the concept has to be
reconsidered in the light of faecal implant research.
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papulae, spasms and loss of consciousness
tell of yin and yang being encumbered. If
you only clear yangming heat, the yin fluids
of the yangming will become an urgent issue,
the danger being that when the Stomach yin
fluids no longer exist the person will burn up
and die. [Translator’s note: formulas such as
Zeng Ye Tang (Increase the Fluids Decoction)
can be used to support Stomach yin fluids in
situations of heat in nutritive or blood aspect.]
（八）濕熱證寒熱如瘧，濕熱阻遏膜原，
宜柴胡厚朴檳榔草果藿香蒼術半夏乾菖蒲
六一散等味。
8. A damp-heat pattern with malaria-like
chills and fever indicates that damp-heat
is obstructing the membrane source. Use
medicinals such as:
Chai Hu
Hou Po
Bing Lang
Cao Guo
Huo Xiang
Cang Zhu
Zhi Ban Xia
Shi Chang Pu
Liu Yi San

Bupleuri Radix
Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Arecae Semen
Tsaoko Fructus
Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba
Atractylodis Rhizoma
Pinelliae Rhizoma preparatum
Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma
Six-to-One Powder

瘧由暑熱內伏，秋涼外束而成，若夏月腠
理大開，毛竅疏通，安得成瘧，而寒熱有
定期，如瘧證發作者，以膜原為陽明之半
表半裡，濕熱阻遏，則營衛氣爭，證雖如
瘧，不得與瘧同治，故仿又可達原飲之
例，蓋一由外涼束，一由內濕阻也。
Xue comments further: Malaria arises
from a combination of summer-heat lurking
in the interior with autumn coolness
binding the exterior. However, if during the
summer months the interstices were wide
open and sweat pores passable, how could
it be malaria? Still, fever and chills in this
case have periodicity just like outbreaks
of malaria. This is because the membrane
source is the yangming’s half-exterior and
half-interior. When the membrane source is
obstructed by damp-heat, the constructive
and protective qi contend with each other
making it look like malaria; one must not
treat it in the same way as malaria. Instead
one should follow the example of Wu Youke’s
Reach the Source Drink (Dá Yuán Yîn).
Remember that malaria is due to coolness

binding the exterior, while this pattern arises
from obstruction by dampness in its interior.
（九）濕熱證數日後，中濕悶，知飢不
食，濕邪蒙繞三焦，宜藿香葉薄荷葉鮮荷
葉枇杷葉佩蘭葉蘆尖冬瓜仁等味。
9: A damp-heat pattern that has persisted
for a few days with a stuffy sensation in the
middle and hunger without desire to eat
indicate pathogenic damp encircling the San
Jiao. Use medicinals such as:
Huo Xiang
Bo He
He Ye
Pi Pa Ye
Pei Lan Ye
Lu Gen Jian
Dong Gua Zi

Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba
Menthae haplocalycis Folium
Nelumbinis Folium, fresh
Eriobotryae Folium
Eupatorii Folium
Phragmitis Rhizoma tips
Benincasae Semen

”

When the membrane
source is obstructed
by damp-heat, the
constructive and
protective qi contend
with each other
making it look like
malaria; one must not
treat it in the same
way as malaria.

此濕熱已解，餘邪蒙蔽清陽，胃氣不舒，
宜用極輕清之品，以宣上焦陽氣，若投味
重之劑，則與病情不相涉矣。此條須與第
三十一條參看，彼初起之實邪，故宜湧
泄，投此輕劑，不相合矣，又須與後條參
看，治法有上中之分臨證審之。
Xue comments further: Here the dampheat has already resolved but the residual
pathogen is clouding the clear yang and the
Stomach qi is uncomfortable. In this case it
is appropriate to use extremely light clearing
herbs in order to diffuse upper burner yang
qi. If you used a prescription composed
of heavy herbs, it would not match the
nature of the disorder. To fully understand
this paragraph, it should be compared to
paragraph 31, where a strong excess pathogen
in the early stages of a damp-heat disorder
is drained with full force and where a light
prescription as used here would be incorrect.
Furthermore, comparing this paragraph with
later ones shows that treatment strategies
differ in relation to the pathogen’s location
in the upper or middle burners. One must
evaluate the clinical evidence accordingly.
（十）濕熬證初起發熱汗出，胸痞口渴舌
白，濕伏中焦，宜藿梗蔻仁杏仁枳殻桔梗
鬱金蒼術厚朴草果半夏乾菖蒲佩蘭葉六一
散等味。
10. A damp-heat pattern with fever and
sweating at the onset, chest focal distension,
thirst, and a white tongue coat indicates
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By opening and
draining the middle
and upper burners
the source of
transformation is
cleared so that which
flows down becomes
clean. One must know
this!

damp lurking in the middle burner. Use
medicinals such as:
Huo Xiang Geng
Bai Dou Kou
Xing Ren
Zhi Ke
Jie Geng
Yu Jin
Cang Zhu
Hou Po
Cao Guo
Zhi Ban Xia
Shi Chang Pu
Pei Lan Ye
Liu Yi San

Pogostemonis/Agastaches Caulis
Amomi Fructus rotundus
Armeniacae Semen
Aurantii Fructus
Platycodi Radix
Curcumae Radix
Atractylodis Rhizoma
Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Tsaoko Fructus
Pinelliae Rhizoma preparatum
Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma
Eupatorii Herba
Six-to-One Powder

濁邪上干則胸悶，胃液不升則口渴，病在
中焦氣分，故多開中焦氣分之藥，此條多
有挾食者，其舌根見黃色，宜加瓜婁查肉
萊菔子。
Xue comments further: A turbid pathogen
disordering the upper burner leads to chest
stuffiness. Stomach fluids not ascending
will cause thirst. These symptoms show that
the disorder is located in the middle burner
qi aspect, so use medicinals for the middle
burner qi aspect. The condition discussed in
this paragraph is often accompanied by food
stagnation; if so there will be a yellow coat
at the root of the tongue, in which case add
Gua Lou (Trichosanthis Fructus), Shan Zha
(Crataegi Fructus) and Lai Fu Zi (Raphani
Semen). [Translator’s note: “Middle burner qi
aspect” herbs are formulas such as Ping Wei
San (Calm the Stomach Powder) with Cao
Guo (Tsaoko Fructus) to warm the centre.]
（十一）濕熱證數日後自利溺赤，口渴，
濕流下焦，宜滑石豬苓澤瀉 通草等味。
11. A damp-heat pattern that has lasted
several days and now has diarrhoea, dark
urine and thirst indicate dampness flowing
into the lower burner. It is appropriate to use
medicinals such as:
Hua Shi
Zhu Ling
Fu Ling
Ze Xie
Bi Xie
Tong Cao
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Talcum
Polyporus
Poria
Alismatis Rhizoma
Dioscoreae hypoglaucae Rhizoma
Tetrapanacis Medulla

下焦屬陰，太陰所司，陰道虛故自利，化
源滯則溺赤，脾不轉津則口渴，總由太陰
濕勝故也，濕滯下焦，故獨以分利為治，
然兼證口渴胸痞，須佐入桔梗杏仁大豆黃
卷。開泄中上，源清則流自潔，不可不
知，以上三條，俱濕重於熱之候。
Xue comments further: The lower burner
belongs to yin and is managed by the taiyin.
Here the yin pathways are deficient, resulting
in diarrhoea, the source of transformation
stagnates causing dark urine, and the Spleen
not shifting the yang fluids leads to thirst.
All of these are due to taiyin dampness
overwhelming the middle burner. If damp
stagnates in the lower burner simply
separating the dampness and eliminating it
by promoting the water metabolism is the
treatment of choice. However, when you also
have thirst and chest focal distension you will
need to add Jie Geng (Platycodi Radix), Xing
Ren (Armeniacae Semen) and Da Dou Juan
(Sojae Semen germinatum). By opening and
draining the middle and upper burners the
source of transformation is cleared so that
which flows down becomes clean. One must
know this! The above three paragraphs discuss
conditions where dampness is greater than heat.
濕熱之邪，不自表而入，故無表可分，而
未嘗無三焦可辨，猶之河間治消渴以分
三焦者是也，夫熱為天之氣，濕為地之
氣，熱得濕而愈熾，濕得熱而愈橫，濕熱
兩分，其病輕而緩，濕熱兩合，其病重而
速，濕多熱少，則蒙上流下，當三焦分
治，濕熱俱多，則上閉下壅，而三焦俱困
矣，猶之傷寒門二陽合病，三陽合病也，
蓋太陰濕化，三焦火化，有濕無熱，止能
蒙蔽清陽，或阻於上，或阻於中，或阻於
下，若濕熱一合則身中少火悉化為壯火，
而三焦相火，有不皆起而為虐者哉，所以
上下充斥，內外煎熬，最為酷烈，兼之木
火同氣，表分同，再引肝風，痙厥立至，
胃中津液幾何，其能供此交徵乎，至其所
以必屬陽明者，以陽明為水谷之海，鼻食
氣，口食味，悉歸陽明，邪從口鼻而入，
則陽明必由之路，其始也邪入陽明，早己
傷殘其胃液，其繼也邪盛三焦，更欲取資
於胃液，司命者可不為陽明顧慮哉，或問
木火同氣，熱盛生風以致痙厥，理固然
矣，然有濕熱之證，表極熱，不痙不厥者
何也，余曰，風木為火熱引動者，原因木
氣素旺，肝陰先虧，內外相引，兩陽相
煽，因而動張，若肝腎素優，並無熱者，
火熱安能招引肝風也，試觀產婦及小兒，
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一經壯熱，便成者，以失血之後，與純陽
之體，陰氣未充，故肝風易動也，或問
曰，亦有陰氣素虧之人，病患濕熱，甚至
斑疹外現，入暮? y昏迷，而不痙不厥者何
也，答曰，病邪自甚於陽明之營分，故由
上 而薰胸中，則入暮? k，邪不在三焦氣
分，則金不受囚，木有所畏，未敢起而用
事，至於斑屬陽明，疹屬太陰，亦二經營
分熱極，不與三焦相干，即不與風木相引
也，此而痙厥，必胃中津液盡涸，耗及心
營，則肝風亦起，而其人已早無生理矣。
Xue comments yet further: As damp-heat
pathogens do not enter from the exterior
there are no surface differentiations, only
differentiation according to the San Jiao.
This is the same as when [Liu] Hejian treats
wasting thirst using the division of San
Jiao. Heat is the qi of heaven, while damp
is the qi of earth. When heat encounters
dampness it blazes (熾 chì). When dampness
encounters heat it becomes more harsh (橫
2
hèng). As long as dampness and heat remain
separate, the disorder is light and slow in
its development. When dampness and heat
combine, the disorder becomes serious and
its development rapid.
If dampness is greater than heat, it covers
the upper burner and flows into the lower
burner. In this case one should treat each
of the three burners separately. If dampness
and heat are equally strong, then the upper
burner will be blocked and the lower burner
clogged up so that all three burners are
encumbered. This is similar to the combined
disorders of two or three yang in cold
damage. Taiyin tends towards dampness, the
San Jiao towards fire.
If there is only dampness with no heat it
just obscures the clear yang and can lead to
obstruction in the upper, middle or lower
burners. But when damp and heat combine,
the small [i.e. physiological ministerial]
fire within the body completely transforms
into strong [i.e. pathological] fire as the
ministerial fire within the San Jiao fails to
ascend completely and instead turns vicious.
As it floods the upper and lower burners,
2. 橫 熾 hèngchì means to intensify some bad thing.
The idea is that heat as a yang pathogen dries damp
making it thicker, while dampness as a yin pathogen
holds the heat and prevents it from venting, thus
prolonging it. This idea is important for guiding
treatment because you want to 分 fēn separate the
two pathogens to stop this happening. This also
explains the next two sentences.

tormenting the interior and exterior with
its vexatious steaming, it becomes a most
ruthless pathogen. Besides, as wood and fire
have the same qi and share the same exterior
aspect, this once more incites Liver wind
causing convulsion and loss of consciousness.
The amount of body fluids within the
Stomach feeds into all this symptomatology
to such an extent so that the ensuing disorder
belongs to the yangming, as the yangming is
the sea of water and grains. The nose takes in
air and the mouth takes in the flavours both
of which come together in the yangming.
Hence, for pathogens that enter via the
mouth and nose the yangming constitutes a
necessary pathway into the body. Even at the
onset of a disorder when the pathogen enters
the yangming it already injures the Stomach
yin fluids. As it develops to fill the San Jiao it
will avail itself of the Stomach yin fluids even
more. To take charge of life one therefore
must be concerned about the yangming.
Another question concerns the principle
of wind and fire sharing the same qi so that
exuberant fire engenders wind, resulting in
convulsion and loss of consciousness. But
there are damp-heat patterns with extreme
heat in the exterior that do not involve
convulsion or reversal. How can that be? My
answer is that where wind wood is stirred by
fire and heat this is due to wood qi already
being constitutionally exuberant due to prior
exhaustion or Liver yin. In such a case the
inner and outer pathogenic qi mutually incite
each other while the two yang inflame each
other resulting in exaggerated movement. If
Liver and Kidneys had been abundant and
there had been no heat, then how could fire
heat induce Liver wind in the first place? One
can examine this by observing that postpartum women and children develop these
[symptoms] as soon as they develop a strong
fever. This is because the former have suffered
loss of blood while the latter have pure yang
bodies. In both cases the yin qi is not full,
which makes it easy for Liver wind to stir.
Another question is why patients whose
yin qi is constitutionally exhausted and who
when falling ill with a damp-heat disorder
may even develop maculo-papular eruptions
and become confused towards the evening yet
do not suffer from convulsions or reversal? My
answer is that in this case the illness pathogen
is of course exuberant in the yangming

”

The nose takes in air
and the mouth takes
in the flavours, both of
which come together
in the yangming.
Hence, for pathogens
that enter via the
mouth and nose the
yangming constitutes
a necessary pathway
into the body.
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The tongue is the
external manifestation
of the Heart, and
the turbid pathogen
fuming upward toward
the Heart and Lungs
is responsible for the
changes to the tongue
coat.

nutritive aspect. This causes it to ascend and
steam the chest, leading to confusion towards
the evening. As the pathogen is not in the San
Jiao qi aspect, metal is not being restrained
and wood has something to fear and thus does
not dare to cause trouble. Maculae belong to
yangming, while papulae belong to the taiyin.
Both are due to extreme heat in the nutritive
aspect of the two domains. They have nothing
to do with the San Jiao, nor do they have a
mutually inducing relationship with wind
wood. If convulsions or reversal do occur in
this [context], the body fluids in the Stomach
must be completely dried up, leading to
exhaustion of Heart nutritive qi, which also
can cause Liver wind. Quite early on in the
development of a disease such a patient has
no resources to manage their survival.
（十二）濕熱證舌遍體白，口渴，濕滯陽
明，宜用辛開，如厚朴草果半夏乾菖蒲等
味。
12. A damp-heat pattern with a tongue body
entirely covered by white coat yet also thirst
implies damp is stagnating in the yangming.
Use acrid opening medicinals such as:
Hou Po
Cao Guo
Zhi Ban Xia
Shi Chang Pu

Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Tsaoko Fructus
Pinelliae Rhizoma preparatum
Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma

此濕邪極盛之候，口渴乃液不上升，非有
熱也，辛泄太過，即可變，而為熱，而此
時濕邪尚未藴熱，故重用辛開，使上焦得
通，津液得下也。
Xue comments further: This is a sign of
abundance of dampness; the thirst is due
to yin fluids not ascending upwards—it is
not heat. However, excessive use of pungent,
draining medicinals can change this and
generate heat. Because at this time the
dampness pathogen is not yet accumulating
heat, one most emphasise the use of acrid,
opening medicinals that cause the upper
burner to open and the body fluids to descend.
（十三）濕熱證舌根白，舌尖紅，濕漸化
熱，餘濕猶滯，宜辛泄佐清熱，如蔻仁半
夏乾菖蒲大豆黃卷連翹綠豆衣六一散等
味。
13. A damp-heat pattern with a tongue that
is white at the root but red at the tip shows
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that dampness is gradually transforming
into heat, even as the residual dampness
still causes stagnation. Use acrid draining
medicinals assisted by some that clear heat:
Bai Dou Kou
Zhi Ban Xia
Shi Chang Pu
Da Dou Juan
Lian Qiao
Lu Dou Yi
Liu Yi San

Amomi Fructus rotundus
Pinelliae Rhizoma preparatum
Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma
Sojae Semen germinatum
Forsythiae Fructus
Glycinis Testa
Six-to-One Powder

此濕熱參半之證，而燥濕之中，即佐清熱
者，亦所以存陽明之液也，上二條憑驗舌
以投劑，為臨證時要訣，蓋舌為心之外
候，濁邪上薰心肺，舌苔因而轉移。
Xue comments further: In this pattern
damp and heat are equally strong, hence
heat-clearing medicinals are added to assist
those that dry dampness in order to preserve
the yin fluids of the yangming. In this and the
preceding paragraph the prescription is based
on examination of the tongue—establishing
tongue diagnosis as a crucial element in the
evaluation of clinical evidence. The tongue is
the external manifestation of the Heart, and
the turbid pathogen fuming upward toward
the Heart and Lungs is responsible for the
changes to the tongue coat.
（十四）濕熱證初起，即胸悶不知人，瞀
亂大叫痛，濕熱阻閉中上二焦，宜草果檳
榔鮮菖蒲芫荽六一散各重用，或加皂角，
地漿水煎。
14. An early stage damp-heat pattern with
a stifling sensation in the chest, inability
to recognise people, confusion and
disorientation, and strong complaints about
pain indicates damp-heat obstructing and
blocking the middle and upper burners.
One should use medicinals such as:
Cao Guo
Bing Lang
Shi Chang Pu
Yan Sui
Liu Yi San

Tsaoko Fructus
Arecae Semen
fresh Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma
3
Coriandrum sativi Radix et Folium
Six-to-One Powder
Use large doses. One may also add Zao Jiao (Gleditsiae
4
Fructus) and decoct in yellow earth water.
3 .The fragrance of coriander (cilantro) leaves and
root expel turbid filth.
4. This is water mixed with freshly excavated yellow
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此條乃濕熱俱盛之候，而去濕藥多，清熱
藥少者，以病邪初起即閉，不得不以辛通
開閉為急務，不欲以寒涼凝滯氣機也。
Xue comments further: When damp and
heat are exuberant, but more drying and
not enough heat-clearing medicinals are
used, then the pathogen leads to block (閉
bì) right away [with intense disorientation
and mental disturbance]. There is no choice
but to use acrid unblocking medicinals to
open the block as a matter of urgency. One
would not want to employ cold and cooling
medicinals now as these would congeal and
stagnate the qi dynamic.

medicinals because one wants to use only
their qi and not their heavier flavours.

（十五）濕熱證四五日，口大渴胸悶欲
絕，乾嘔不止，脈細數，舌光如鏡，胃液
受劫，膽火上衝，宜西瓜汁金汁鮮生地汁
甘蔗汁磨服鬱金木香香附烏藥等味。
15. A damp-heat pattern for four to five days
with strong thirst, an oppressive sensation in
the chest making one feel as if about to die,
unceasing dry retching, a thin rapid pulse,
and a shiny tongue like a mirror indicates
that the Stomach yin fluids have been
plundered and Gallbladder fire is surging
upward. Powder the following herbs and
take them with the juice listed at the end:

此素有痰飲，而陽明少陽同病，故一以滌
飲，一以降逆，與上條嘔同而治異，正當
合參。
Xue comments further: The patient here
has constitutional phlegm and thin mucus
leading to a joint disorder of yangming and
shaoyang. Therefore, on the one hand, one
should cleanse thin mucus and, on the
other, direct rebelliousness downward. The
vomiting is similar to that in the previous
paragraph but the treatment is different. One
should cross-reference them.

Yu Jin
Mu Xiang
Xiang Fu
Wu Yao

Curcumae Radix
Aucklandiae Radix
Cyperi Rhizoma
Linderae Radix
Powder the above and mix with the juice of watermelon,
juice of fresh Sheng Di (Rehmanniae Radix), sugarcane
5
juice and Jin Zhi (Golden Liquid).

此營陰素虧，木火素旺者，木乘陽明，耗
其津液，幸無飲邪，故一清陽明之熱，一
散少陽之邪，不用煎者，取其氣全耳。
Xue comments further: This
is
constitutional depletion of nutritive yin
with hyperactive wood-fire. Wood seizes
the yangming and consumes the fluids.
Fortunately, this pattern does not include
any thin fluid pathogens, hence one can
use a strategy that on the one hand clears
yangming fire and on the other disperses the
shaoyang pathogen. One does not decoct the
clay to form a mud, which is then allowed to settle,
using the water at the top of the sediment.
5. 金汁 jīn zhī is faecal liquid strained and stored
underground in a clay pot for at least one year.

（十六）濕熱證嘔吐清水，或痰多，濕熱
內留，木火上逆，宜溫膽湯加栝婁碧玉散
等味。
16. A damp-heat pattern with vomiting of
clear liquid, or possible copious phlegm
indicates damp-heat lingering internally
and wood fire rebelling upward. Use
medicinals such as Wen Dan Tang (Warm
the Gallbladder Decoction) with Gua Lou
(Trichosanthis Fructus) and Bi Yu San
(Jasper Powder).

”

One does not decoct
the medicinals
because one wants
to use only their qi
and not their heavier
flavours.

（十七）濕熱證嘔惡不止，晝夜不差欲死
者，肺胃不和，胃熱移肺，肺不受邪也，
宜用川連三四分，蘇葉二三分，兩味煎湯
呷下即止。
17. A damp-heat pattern with unremitting
nausea and vomiting continuing day and
night so the patient feels as if they want to
die indicates disharmony of Stomach and
Lungs. The Stomach shifts the heat to the
Lungs but the Lungs refuse to accept the
pathogen. Use:
Huang Lian
Zi Su Ye

0.9-1.2g Coptidis Rhizoma
0.6-0.9g Perillae Folium

Cook the herbs, sip the decoction, and [the symptoms]
6
will stop immediately.

肺胃不和最易致嘔，蓋胃熱移肺，肺不受
邪，還歸於胃，必用川連以清濕熱，蘇葉
以通肺胃，投之立愈者，以肺胃之氣非蘇
葉不能通也，分數輕者，以輕劑恰治上焦
之病耳。
Xue comments further: Disharmony
6. This is also quite an effective formula for morning
sickness. Keep the small doses.
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Following the method
of Zhang Zhongjing
in removing the froth
of Ma Huang Tang,
one can capture the qi
of Bai Zhu but not its
flavour.

between the Lungs and Stomach very easily
results in vomiting. Here, Stomach heat
shifts to the Lung but the Lung refuses to
accept the pathogen, which therefore returns
to the Stomach. One must use Huang Lian
(Coptidis Rhizoma) in order to clear dampheat, and Zi Su Ye (Perillae Folium) in
order to unblock and re-connect Lung and
Stomach. Administering this formula will
cause an immediate improvement. Without
Zi Su Ye (Perillae Folium) Lung and Stomach
qi cannot be unblocked. The dosage is light
because light prescriptions are appropriate
for treating the upper burner.
（十八）濕熱證嗽，晝夜不安，甚至喘不
得眠者，暑邪入於肺絡，宜葶藶枇杷葉六
一散等味。
18. A damp-heat pattern with cough
that persists day and night, or, if severe,
difficulty breathing so that the patient is
unable to sleep indicates a summer-heat
pathogen entering the Lung collaterals. Use:
Ting Li Zi
Pi Pa Ye
Liu Yi San

Lepidii/ Descurainiae Semen
Eriobotryae Folium
Six-to-One Powder

人但知暑傷肺氣則肺虛，而不知暑滯肺絡
肺實，葶藶引滑石直瀉肺邪，則病自除。
Xue comments further: Everyone knows
that when summer-heat injures the Lung qi
the Lung becomes deficient. What they don’t
know is that when summer-heat stagnates
in the Lung collaterals the Lungs become
replete. Ting Li Zi (Lepidii/Descurainiae
Semen) guides Hua Shi (Talcum) directly
towards draining the Lung pathogen so that
the disorder resolves by itself.
（十九）濕熱證十餘日，大勢已退，惟口
渴汗出，骨節痛，餘邪留滯經絡，宜元米
湯泡於術，隔一宿去術煎飲。
19. A damp-heat pattern that has persisted
more than 10 days but where the major
momentum of the disorder is already in
retreat leaving only thirst, sweating and pain
in the bones and joints indicates that the
remaining pathogen lingers and stagnates in
the conduits and networks. It is appropriate
to use black rice soup. Soak Bai Zhu
(Atractylodis Rhizoma) in it overnight, then
remove the Atractylodis, cook and drink it.
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病後濕邪未盡，陰液先傷，故口渴身痛，
此時救液則助濕，治濕則劫陰，宗仲景麻
沸湯之法，取氣不取味，走陽不走陰，佐
以元米湯，養陰逐濕，兩擅其長。
Xue comments further: After the illness
there is still residual pathogenic dampness.
But yin fluids have been damaged, hence the
thirst and body aches. If at this point one
were to rescue the yin fluids, you could just
make the dampness worse. But if one were to
treat the dampness, yin would be plundered.
Following the method of Zhang Zhongjing
in removing the froth of Ma Huang Tang
(Ephedra Decoction), one can capture the qi
of Bai Zhu but not its flavour, making it move
through the yang but not the yin aspects.
Black rice soup functions as the assistant, as
it nourishes yin and eliminates dampness.
（二十）濕熱證數日後，汗出熱不除，或
痙忽頭痛不止者，營液大虧，厥陰風火上
升，宜羚羊角蔓荊子鈎藤元叄生地女貞子
等味。
20. A damp-heat pattern after several days
with sweating, continuous fever, possible
convulsions and sudden unremitting
headache indicates severe exhaustion of the
constructive qi and yin fluids; then there is
flaring upward of jueyin wind and fire. Use:
Ling Yang Jiao
Man Jing Zi
Gou Teng
Xuan Shen
Sheng Di Huang
Nü Zhen Zi

Saigae tataricae Cornu
Viticis Fructus
Uncariae Ramulus cum Uncis
Scrophulariae Radix
Rehmanniae Radix
Ligustri lucidi Fructus

濕熱傷營，肝風上逆，血不榮筋而痙，上
升巔頂則頭痛，熱氣已退，木氣獨張，故
痙而不厥，投劑以息風為標，養陰為本。
Xue comments further: When damp-heat
injures the constructive, Liver wind rebels
upward and the blood does not nourish
the sinews, resulting in convulsion. Liver
yang ascending to the crown of the head
causes headaches. As pathogenic heat qi
has already retreated, wood qi alone is
expanding, hence there are spasms but no
loss of consciousness. The prescription
administered extinguishes wind as the
branch treatment and nourishes yin as the
root treatment.
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（二一）濕熱證胸痞發熱，肌肉微疼，始
終無汗者，腠理暑邪內閉，宜六一散一
兩，薄荷葉三四分，泡湯調下即汗解。
21. A damp-heat pattern with chest focal
distension, fever, mild muscle soreness and
absence of sweating throughout indicates a
summer-heat pathogen blocked interiorly
within the interstices. Use 30g of Liu Yi San
(Six-to-One Powder) with 0.9-1.2g of Bo He
Ye (Menthae haplocalycis Folium). Mix the
powder into the mint tea to immediately
resolve the pathogen through sweating.
濕病發汗，昔賢有禁，此不微汗之，病必
不除，蓋既有不可汗之大戒，有得汗始解
之治法，臨證者當知所變通矣。
Xue comments further: The ancient
sages prohibited inducing sweating in
dampness disorders. In this case, however, the
disorders cannot be dispelled without mild
sweating. On the one hand, one has a strong
exhortation against sweating; on the other, a
treatment strategy that promotes sweating so
as to begin to resolve [the disorder] is needed.
Those evaluating clinical patterns must know
how to flexibly adjust to changing contexts.
（二二）濕熱證按法治之，數日後忽吐下
一時並至者，中氣虧損，升降悖逆，宜生
谷芽蓮心扁豆米仁半夏甘草茯苓等味，甚
者用理中法。
22. A damp-heat pattern treated with normal
methods yet presents after several days with
sudden vomiting and diarrhoea occurring
together; this indicates that the middle
burner qi is enfeebled with rebellious ascent
and descent. Use:
Gu Ya
Lian Zi Xin
Bai Bian Dou
Yi Yi Ren
Zhi Ban Xia
Gan Cao
Fu Ling

Setariae Oryzae Fructus germinatus
Nelumbinis Plumula
Lablab Semen album
Coicis Semen
Pinelliae Rhizoma preparatum
Glycyrrhizae Radix
Poria
In severe cases use the Li Zhong Wan (Regulate the
Middle Pill) method.

升降悖逆，法當和中，猶之霍亂之用六和
湯也，若太陰憊甚，中氣不支，非理中不
可。[六和湯：藿香、厚朴、杏仁、砂仁、
半夏、人參、木瓜、茯苓、白術、扁豆、
甘草、生薑、大棗]

Xue comments further: In case of
rebellious ascent and descent, harmonise the
middle burner with a formula like Liu He
Tang (Harmonise the Six Decoction) which
is usually used for sudden turmoil disorder.
If the taiyin is exhausted and central qi is not
supported, use Li Zhong Wan (Regulate the
Middle Pill). Liu He Tang consists of:
Huo Xiang
Hou Po
Xing Ren
Sha Ren
Zhi Ban Xia
Ren Shen
Mu Gua
Fu Ling
Bai Zhu
Bai Bian Dou
Gan Cao
Sheng Jiang
Da Zao

Pogostemonis/Agastaches Herba
Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Armeniacae Semen
Amomi Fructus
Pinelliae Rhizoma preparatum
Ginseng Radix
Chaenomelis Fructus
Poria
Atractylodis macrocephalae Rhizoma
Lablab Semen album
Glycyrrhizae Radix
Zingiberis Rhizoma recens
Jujubae Fructus

”

On the one hand,
one has a strong
exhortation against
sweating; on the
other, a treatment
strategy that promotes
sweating so as to
begin to resolve [the
disorder] is needed.

（二三）濕熱證十餘日後，左關弦數，腹
時痛，時圊血，肛門熱痛，血液內燥，熱
邪傳入厥陰之證，宜仿白頭翁法。
23. A damp-heat pattern lasting more than
10 days with wiry and rapid left medial
(guan) pulse, occasional abdominal pain,
occasional bloody stools, and hot pain at
the anus is evidence that blood and yin in
the interior are dry and the heat pathogen
has spread to jueyin. It is appropriate to
copy the Bai Tou Weng Tang (Pulsatilla
Decoction) method.
熱入厥陰而下利即不圊血，亦當宗仲景治
熱利法，若竟入營陰，安得不用白頭翁湯
涼血而散邪乎，設熱入陽明而下利，即不
圊血，又宜師仲景下利譫語，用小承氣湯
之法矣。
Xue comments further: Heat that has
entered jueyin causing diarrhoea without
bloody stools should also be treated
according to Zhang Zhongjing’s strategies for
hot-type dysentery. If the heat finally enters
into the constructive yin aspect how could
one not use Bai Tou Weng Tang (Pulsatilla
Decoction) to cool the blood and disperse
the pathogen? If heat enters the yangming
causing diarrhoea without bloody stools
then you should follow Zhang Zhongjing’s
method for diarrhoea with delirious speech
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These ancient
methods remain the
most clear and all
physicians should
continue to draw
lessons from them.

that employs Xiao Cheng Qi Tang (Minor
Order the Qi Decoction).
（二四）濕熱證十餘日後，尺脈數，下利
或咽痛，口渴心煩，下泉不足，熱邪直犯
少陰之陰，宜仿豬膚湯涼潤法。
24. A damp-heat pattern that has persisted
for more than 10 days with a rapid pulse
in the proximal (chi) position, diarrhoea
or throat pain, thirst, heart irritability
and insufficient urination indicates a heat
pathogen has directly attacked the yin of
shaoyin. Use a cool moistening method such
7
as that employed in Pig Skin Decoction. �
同一下利，有厥少之分，則藥有寒涼之
異，然少陰有便膿之候，不可不細審也。
Xue comments further: The same type of
diarrhoea can occur in jueyin [as noted in
paragraph #23] or shaoyin patterns, and the
medicinals used will be different: cold for
jueyin and cooling for shaoyin. The shaoyin
manifestation also includes pus in the stool
as a symptom. Don’t forget to check carefully!
（二五）濕熱證身冷脈細，汗泄胸痞，口
渴舌白，濕中少陰之陽，宜人叄白術附子
茯苓益智等味。
25. A damp-heat pattern with a cold body
and thin pulse, sweating, diarrhoea, chest
focal distention, thirst and a white tongue
coat indicates dampness in the yang aspect
of shaoyin. Use medicinals such as:
Ren Shen
Bai Zhu
Zhi Fu Zi
Fu Ling
Yi Zhi Ren

Ginseng Radix
Atractylodis macrocephalae Rhizoma
Aconiti Radix lateralis preparata
Poria
Alpiniae oxyphyllae Fructus

此條濕邪傷陽，理合扶陽逐濕，口渴為少
陰證，無得妄用寒涼耶。
Xue comments further: This paragraph
discusses pathogenic dampness damaging
the yang. The treatment principle should be
to support the yang and eliminate dampness.
Thirst shows a shaoyin pattern. How could it
justify the reckless use of cold and cooling
medicinals?
（二六）暑月病初起，但惡寒，面黃口不
7. Zhu Fu Tang (豬膚湯 Pig Skin Decoction) comprises
60g fresh pig skin, 50g rice flour and 30g white honey.
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渴，神倦四肢懶，脈沈弱腹痛下利，濕困
太陰之陽，宜仿縮脾飲，甚則大順散來復
丹等法。
26. Early stage disorders in the summer
months with chills, a yellow complexion,
the absence of thirst, mental fatigue,
sluggishness of the four extremities, a
sunken faint pulse, abdominal pain and
diarrhoea, indicates dampness oppressing
the yang of the taiyin. Model treatment on
8
Suo Pi Yin (Contract the Spleen Drink), �
and in severe cases on Da Shun San (Major
9
Smooth [Flow] Powder) and Lai Fu Dan
(Seven Day Cycle Special Pill).10
暑月為陽氣外泄，陰氣內耗之時，故熱邪
傷陰，陽明消爍，宜清宜滋，太陰告困，
濕濁彌漫，宜溫宜散，古法最詳，醫者鑒
諸。
Xue comments further: The summer
months are a time when yang qi drains
from the exterior and yin qi in the interior
is consumed. Therefore, heat pathogens
damage the yin. If the pathogenic
summerheat enters yangming, fluids will be
depleted, it is appropriate to clear and enrich.
If the taiyin shows signs of being encumbered
and damp turbidity becomes pervasive it
is appropriate to warm and disperse. These
ancient methods remain the most clear
and all physicians should continue to draw
lessons from them.
（二七）濕熱證按法治之，諸證皆退，惟
目瞑則驚悸夢惕，餘邪內留，膽氣未舒，
宜酒浸鬱李仁姜汁炒棗仁豬膽皮等味。
27. A damp-heat pattern that was correctly
8. Suo Pi Yin (Contract the Spleen Drink) is a formula
for summerheat disorders composed of Sha Ren
(Amomi Fructus) 12g, Cao Guo (Tsaoko Fructus)
12g, Wu Mei (Mume Fructus) 12g, Zhi Gan Cao
(Glycyrrhizae Radix praeparata) 12g, Bai Bian Dou
(dry-fried Lablab Semen album) 9g and Ge Gen
(Puerariae Radix) 6g.
9. Da Shun San (Major Smooth [Flow] Powder) is a
formula for lurking summerheat disorders composed
of equal amounts of Gan Jiang (Zingiberis Rhizoma),
Gui Zhi (Cinnamomi Ramulus) or Rou Gui (Cinnamomi
Cortex), Xing Ren (Armeniacae Semen), and Gan Cao
(Glycyrrhizae Radix).
10. Lai Fu Dan (Seven Day Cycle Special Pill)
harmonises yin and yang, regulates qi, stops pain,
eliminates phlegm and opens closure composed of
Xiao Shi (Nitrokalite) 30g, Xuán Jīng Shí (Selenite)
30g, Liú Huáng (Sulphur) 30g, Wŭ Líng Zhī
(Trogopterori Faeces) 60g, Qīng pí (Citri reticulatae
viride Pericarpium) 60g, and Chén Pí (Citri reticulatae
Pericarpium) 60g.
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treated and all symptoms have reduced
except for palpitations and frightful dreams
when closing the eyes indicates a pathogen
lingering in the interior causing the
Gallbladder qi to not unfold smoothly. Use
medicinals such as:
Jiu Run Yu Li Ren
Jiang Zhi Suan Zao Ren
Zhu Dan Pi

Pruni Semen,
alcohol soaked
Ziziphi spinosae Semen,
ginger juice fried
pig gallbladder skin

滑可去著，鬱李仁性最滑脫，古人治驚後
肝系滯而不下，始終目不瞑者，用之以治
肝系而去滯，此證借用，良由濕熱之邪，
留於膽中，膽為清淨之府，藏而不寫，是
以病去而內留之邪不去，寐則陽氣行於
陰，膽熱內擾，肝魂不安，用鬱李仁以泄
邪而以酒行之，酒氣獨歸膽也，棗仁之
酸，入肝安神，而以姜汁制，安神而又兼
散邪也。
Xue comments further: Slippery medicinals
can eliminate fixity and the nature of Yu
Li Ren (Pruni Semen) is very slippery. The
ancients would use it when, after treating
fright, the Liver ducts (肝系 gän xì) would
stagnate and not descend; they would use Yu
Li Ren (Pruni Semen) to unblock the Liver
ducts. The present pattern can be treated
borrowing this approach, because it frequently
is due to a damp-heat pathogen lodged in the
Gallbladder. The Gallbladder is a clear and
empty fu-organ that stores but does not drain,
which is the reason why when the disorder
has been eliminated, residual pathogen
remains lingering inside the Gallbladder and
is not expelled. During sleep, when the yang qi
moves within the yin, the ensuing Gallbladder
heat harasses internally so that the Liver’s
hún (魂 ethereal soul) is not peaceful. One
employs Yu Li Ren (Pruni Semen) to drain
the pathogen using the alcohol-preparation to
move it to the site of the stagnation. The qi of
alcohol goes only into the Gallbladder. Being
sour, Suan Zao Ren (Ziziphi spinosae Semen)
enters the Liver and calms the Spirit. When it
is prepared with ginger juice it calms the spirit
while simultaneously scattering the pathogen.
（二八）濕熱證曾開泄下奪，惡候皆平，
獨神思不清，倦語不思食，溺數唇齒乾，
胃氣不輸，肺氣不布，元神大虧，宜人參

麥冬石斛木瓜生甘草生谷芽蓮子等味。
28. A damp-heat pattern after treating
with opening, draining and purging is
now clear of all symptoms except for an
unclear mental state, weary speech, no
appetite, frequent urination, and dryness
of the lips and teeth. This indicates that
Stomach qi is not transporting, Lung qi is
not disseminating, and the original spirit is
severely exhausted. Use:
Ren Shen
Mai Men Dong
Shi Hu
Mu Gua
Gan Cao
Gu Ya
Lian Zi

”

The qi of alcohol
goes only into the
Gallbladder.

Ginseng Radix
Ophiopogonis Radix
Dendrobii Herba
Chaenomelis Fructus
Glycyrrhizae Radix, fresh
Setariae Oryzae Fructus
germinatus, fresh
Nelumbinis Semen

開泄下奪，惡候皆平，正亦大傷，故見證
多氣虛之象，理合清補元氣，若用膩滯陰
藥去生便遠。
Xue comments further: Opening, draining
and purging downward settles all the noxious
symptoms but also can severely damage the
normal qi, and the symptoms that do appear
will look like qi deficiency. So it stands to
reason that you should combine cooling
with tonification of the source qi, but if you
use greasy obstructing yin-type herbs it will
make them worse and could be dangerous.
（二九）濕熱證四五日，忽大汗出，手足
冷，脈細如絲或絕，口渴莖痛，而起坐自
如，神清語亮，乃汗出過多，衛外之陽暫
亡，濕熱之邪仍結，一時表裡不通，脈故
伏，非真陽外脫也，宜五苓散去術加滑石
酒炒川連生地黃芪皮等味。
29. A damp-heat pattern after four or five
days has sudden profuse sweating, cold
hands and feet, a pulse that is thin like
a silk thread or even cut off, thirst, and
penile pain. Even though the patient can
move around normally, the spirit is bright
and the speech loud and clear, this shows
that the excessive sweating has temporarily
exhausted the defensive yang qi while
the pathogenic damp-heat is still knotted
[inside]. For a time the inside and outside
lose communication and the pulse goes
very deep (lit. lurking pulse 伏脈 fú mài).
But this is not true yang deserting to
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Only from the
comportment and
mental state can
one deduce the true
condition.

the exterior. Use a formula such as Wu
Ling San (Five-Ingredient Powder with
Poria) but remove Bai Zhu (Atractylodis
macrocephalae Rhizoma) and add Hua Shi
(Talcum), Jiu Chao Huang Lian (alcohol
fried Sichuan Coptidis Rhizoma), Sheng
Di (Rehmanniae Radix) and Huang Qi Pi
(Astragali Radix Pericarpium).
此條脈證，全是亡陽之候，獨於舉動神
氣，得其真情，噫此醫之所以貴識見也。
Xue comments further: The pulse
and symptoms pattern described in this
paragraph all are apparent manifestations of
yang desertion [but here it is not desertion].
Only from the comportment and mental
state can one deduce the true condition.
Truly, this is invaluable knowledge for a
physician.
（三十）濕熱證發痙神昏，足冷陰縮，下
體外受客寒，仍宜從濕熱治，只用辛溫之
品，煎湯洗。
30. A damp-heat pattern with the
development of convulsions, impaired
consciousness, cold feet, and penile
contraction indicates a further external
exposure to pathogenic cold in the lower
body. While it is still appropriate to treat
from the point of view of damp-heat,
one should only use acrid and warming
substances for a decoction with which one
washes the lower body.
陰縮為厥陰之外候，合之足冷，全似虛
寒，乃諦觀本證，無一大虛，始知寒客下
體，一時營氣不達，不但證非虛寒，並非
上熱下寒之可擬也，仍從濕熱治之，又何
以耶。
Xue
comments
further:
Genital
contraction is an external manifestation of
jueyin. Combined with cold feet the entire
presentation appears to be one of deficiency
cold. However, as on careful evaluation of
the core pattern not one symptom or sign
indicates severe deficiency, one begins to
understand that it is instead cold residing as
guest in the lower body so that after a short
while the constructive qi no longer extends.
Not only is there no evidence of deficiency
cold, you cannot even make a case for it
being heat above and cold below. Hence,
why should one not continue to treat it like
damp-heat?
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（三一）濕熱證初起狀熱口渴， 悶懊
惱，眼欲閉，時譫語, 濁邪蒙閉上焦，宜
湧泄用枳殻桔梗淡豆豉生山梔，無汗者加
葛根。
31. A damp-heat pattern with vigorous fever
at the onset, thirst, an oppressive feeling,
vexation, a desire to close one’s eyes, and
occasional delirious speech indicates a
turbid pathogen clouding and blocking the
upper burner. You should drain through
ejection employing:
Zhi Ke
Jie Geng
Dan Dou Chi
Zhi Zi

Aurantii Fructus
Platycodi Radix
Sojae Semen preparatum
Gardeniae Fructus, fresh
If there is no sweating also add Ge Gen (Puerariae
Radix).

此與第九條宜參看，彼屬餘邪，法當輕
散，此則濁邪蒙閉上焦，故懊惱悶，眼欲
閉者，肺氣不舒也，時譫語者，邪鬱心包
也，若投輕劑，病必不除，經曰，高者越
之，用梔豉湯湧泄之劑，引胃之陽，而開
心胸之表，邪從吐散。
Xue comments further: One should crossreference this paragraph with paragraph nine,
which focused on a residual pathogen for
which light dispersal was appropriate. Here,
a turbid pathogen covering and blocking the
upper burner causes the oppressive feeling
and vexation. As for the desire to close the
eyes, this is due to Lung qi not extending,
while occasional delirious speech indicates
the pathogen constraining the Pericardium.
If one were to employ a light prescription,
the disease would not be eliminated. The
Canon says if it is high, cause it to leap. One
employs Zhi Zi Chi Tang (Gardenia and
Prepared Soybean Decoction), as this is a
prescription that drains through ejection. It
guides Stomach yang upwards and opens the
exterior of the Heart and chest so that the
pathogen will be dispersed by vomiting.
（ 三二）濕熱證經水適來，壯熱口渴，
譫語神昏，胸腹痛，或舌無苔，脈滑數，
邪陷營分，宜大劑犀角紫草茜根貫眾連翹
鮮菖蒲銀花露等味。
32. A damp-heat pattern that occurs at
the time of menstruation with strong
fever, thirst, delirious speech, muddled
consciousness, chest and abdominal pain,
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or a tongue that has no coat and a slippery
rapid pulse indicates that the pathogen has
sunken into the nutritive aspect. Use a a
large prescription of:
Xi Jiao
Zi Cao
Qian Cao Gen
Guan Zhong
Lian Qiao
Shi Chang Pu
Jin Yin Hua Lu

Rhinocerotis Cornu
Arnebiae Radix/Lithospermi Radix
Rubiae Radix
Dryopteridis /Cyrtomii Rhizoma
Forsythiae Fructus
Acori tatarinowii Rhizoma, fresh
Lonicerae Floris Distillatum

（三三）熱證上下失血或汗血，毒邪深入
營分，走竄欲泄，宜大劑犀角生地赤芍丹
皮連翹紫草茜根銀花等味。
33. A heat pattern with blood loss from the
upper and lower body, or with sweating of
blood indicates a toxic pathogen deeply
entering into the nutritive aspect where it
scurries and seeks a way to drain out. Use a
large prescription of:
Xi Jiao
Sheng Di Huang
Zi Cao
Qian Cao Gen
Lian Qiao
Mu Dan Pi
Jin Yin Hua

Rhinocerotis Cornu
Rehmanniae Radix
Arnebiae Radix/Lithospermi Radix
Rubiae Radix
Forsythiae Fructus
Moutan Cortex
Lonicerae Flos

熱而上下，失血汗血，勢即危而猶不即壞
者，以毒從血出，生機在是，大進涼血解
毒之劑，以救陰而泄邪，邪解而血自止
矣，血止後須進參善後乃得。汗血即張氏
所謂肌衄也，內經謂熱淫於內，治以咸
寒，方中當增入咸寒之味。
Xue comments further: Fever accompanied
by loss of blood from the upper and lower
body or even sweating of blood indicates that
the momentum of the disorder is perilous yet
all is not yet lost. Because the toxin is exiting
through the blood there is still a chance of
survival. The patient must take large doses
of medicinals that cool the blood and resolve
toxins in order to rescue the yin and drain
the pathogen. Once the pathogen has been
resolved the bleeding will stop by itself.
However, even after the bleeding has stopped
the patient must continue to take the herbs
to assure a positive outcome. Sweating of
blood corresponds to what Master Zhang

Zhongjing referred to as sweat pore bleeding
(肌衄 jï nü). The Inner Canon states that heat
excess in the interior is treated by salty cold
medicinals. One therefore should add salty
and cold herbs to the formula.
（三四）濕熱證七八日，口不渴，聲不
出，與飲食亦不卻，默默不語，神識昏
迷，進辛香涼泄，芳香逐穢，俱不效，此
邪入厥陰，主客渾受，宜仿吳又可三甲
散，醉地鱉蟲醋炒鱉甲土炒穿山甲生僵蠶
柴胡桃仁泥等味.
34. A damp-heat pattern lasting for seven
or eight days with no thirst, loss of voice,
poor appetite, sullenness, no interest in
speaking and mental stupor; you have tried
acrid, fragrant, cooling, and draining as well
as aromatic medicinals to dispel filth, but
nothing has worked. This indicates that the
pathogen has entered the jueyin where the
host has entirely been overwhelmed by the
pathogenic qi. It is appropriate to model
one’s strategy on Wu Youke’s San Jia Tang
(Three Shell Decoction) which employs
medicinals such as:
Tu Bie Chong
Bie Jia
Chuan Shan Jia
Bai Jiang Can
Chai Hu
Tao Ren

”

The Inner Canon
states that heat excess
in the interior is
treated by salty cold
medicinals.

Eupolyphaga/Stelophaga, wine soaked
Trionycis Carapax, vinegar fried
Manitis Squama, earth fried
Bombyx batryticatus, fresh
Bupleuri Radix
Persicae Semen, mashed

暑濕先傷陽分，然病久不解，必及於陰，
陰陽兩困，氣鈍血滯而暑濕不得外泄。遂
深入厥陰絡脈凝瘀使一陽不能萌動，生氣
有降無升，心主阻遏，靈氣不通，所以神
不清而昏迷默默也，破滯通瘀，斯絡脈通
而邪得解矣。海昌許益齋雲，此條即傷寒
門百合病之類，趙以德張路玉陶厚堂以為
心病，徐忠可以為肺病，本論又出厥陰治
法，良以百脈一宗，悉致其病，元神不
布，邪氣淹留，乃祖仲景法，用異類靈動
之物鱉甲入厥陰，用柴胡引之，俾陰中之
邪，盡達於表，地鱉蟲入血，用桃仁引
之，俾血分之邪，盡泄於下，山甲入絡，
用僵蠶引之，俾絡中之邪，亦從風化而
散，緣病久氣鈍血滯，非拘拘於恆法所能
愈也。
Xue comments further: Summerheat
dampness initially injures the yang aspect,
but if it lasts very long it will enter into the
yin. When yin and yang are both encumbered
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Our ancestor Zhang
Zhongjing employed
different types of
nimble animals to
treat this kind of
disorder.

the qi is blunted, the blood stagnates, and the
summer dampness cannot be discharged to
the exterior. As a consequence, it deeply enters
into the jueyin collaterals which stagnate
and congeal inhibiting the motive force of all
yang so that the vital qi directs downward
but does not ascend. The Heart Governor
is hindered and the spiritual faculties are
blocked so that the mind is not clear and the
patient is in a state of stupor not wishing to
talk. If one smashes through the stagnation
and unblocks stasis the collaterals become
passable and the pathogen can be resolved.
Xu Yizhai from Haichang says this paragraph
belongs to the same class [of disorders] as
Lily Disorder (百合病 bâi hé bìng) within the
class of cold damage disorders. Zhao Yide,
Zhu Luyu, and Tao Houtang take this to be
Heart disorder. Xu Zhangke considers it a
Lung disorder. The original treatise, however,
is about treatment methods for jueyin. The
best interpretation, therefore, is that the
hundred vessels gather together as one and
that in their entirety are implicated in this
disorder as a result of which the original
spirit does not spread and the pathogenic qi
remains for a long time.
Our ancestor Zhang Zhongjing employed
different types of nimble animals to treat
this kind of disorder. To enter jueyin, Bie
Jia (Trionycis Carapax) is guided by Chai
Hu (Bupleuri Radix) so that it pushes the
pathogen located within the yin entirely
towards the exterior. To enter the blood,
Tu Bie Chong (Eupolyphaga/Stelophaga) is
guided by Tao Ren (Persicae Semen) so that
the pathogen in the blood aspect is entirely
drained downwards. To enter the networks,
Chuan Shan Jia (Manitis Squama) is guided
by Bai Jiang Can (Bombyx batryticatus) so
that the pathogen within the collaterals that
has transformed from wind is dispersed.
The reason for disorders to become chronic
is qi becoming blunt and blood stagnating,
and this cannot be cured by sticking to one
established method.
（三五）濕熱證口渴，苔黃起刺，脈弦
緩，囊縮舌鞭，譫語昏不知人，兩手搐
搦，津枯邪滯，宜鮮蘆根生首烏鮮稻根等
味，若脈有力，大便不通者，大黃亦可加
入。
35. A damp-heat pattern with thirst, yellow
tongue coat and raised tongue prickles,
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a wiry moderate pulse, retracted testicles,
tongue stiffness, delirious speech, stupor
with inability to recognise people, and
tetany of both hands indicates that the
yang fluids are desiccated by the stagnating
pathogen. Use:
Lu Gen
He Shou Wu
Dao Gen

Phragmitis Rhizoma, fresh
Polygoni multiflori Radix, fresh
rice root, fresh
If the pulse is forceful and the stools are not moving,
Da Huang (Rhei Radix et Rhizoma) may also be added.

胃津劫奪，熱邪內據，非潤下以泄邪則不
能，故仿承氣之例，以甘涼易苦寒，正恐
胃氣受傷胃津不復也。
Xue comments further: The Stomach yang
fluids are plundered as the heat pathogen
seizes the interior. Without moistening
purgation it is impossible to drain the
pathogen in this situation. Therefore,
treatment should be modelled on the Cheng
Qi Tang (Order the Qi Decoctions) but using
sweet and cold medicinals to substitute for
the bitter cold ones in the original out of the
apposite concern that if the Stomach qi were
damaged in the course of the treatment then
the Stomach fluids would not recover.
（三六）濕熱證發痙撮空，神昏笑妄，舌
苔乾黃起刺，或轉黑色，大便不通者，熱
邪閉結胃腑，宜用承氣湯下之。
36. A damp-heat pattern with spasms and
hands groping the air, mental stupor, absurd
laughter, a dry yellow tongue coat with
prickles, or one that changes into a black
colour, and blocked stools indicate that the
heat pathogen is blocking and knotting
the Stomach bowel [ie the Intestines]. Use
one of the Cheng Qi Tang (Order the Qi
Decoctions) to purge it.
撮空一證，昔賢謂非大實即大虛，虛則神
明渙散，將有脫絕之虞，實則神明被逼，
故多撩亂之象，今舌苔黃刺乾澀，大便
閉而不通，其為熱邪內結，陽明腑熱顯然
矣，徒事清熱泄邪，止能散絡中流走之
熱，不能除胃中藴結之邪，假承氣以通地
道，然舌不乾黃起刺，不可投也。
Xue comments further: “Hands groping
the air” according to the ancient sages was a
symptom of either severe deficiency or severe
excess. In case of deficiency, mental clarity
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slackens leading to concerns about potential
abandonment. In case of excess, mental
clarity is subjected to pressure, frequently
causing the appearance of confusion. In the
current situation, however, the tongue coat is
yellow, prickly, dry, and rough and the stools
are blocked indicating that the heat pathogen
binding internally clearly is yangming bowel
heat. If you just clear heat and drain the
pathogen this will disperse the heat that is
moving within the collaterals but it cannot
get rid of the pathogen accumulating and
knotting within the Stomach. Hence, one
uses one of the Cheng Qi Tang (Order the Qi
Decoctions) to open the pathway of earth.
However, unless the tongue is dry, yellow,
and has prickles, one cannot prescribe it.
（三七）熱證壯熱口渴自汗，身重胸痞，
脈洪大而長者，此太陰之濕與陽明之熱相
合，宜白虎加蒼術湯。
37. A heat pattern with strong fever, thirst,
spontaneous sweating, a heavy body, chest
focal distension, and a surging, large, and
long pulse indicates that taiyin dampness
has combined with yangming heat. Use
Bai Hu jia Cang Zhu Tang (White Tiger
Decoction with Atractylodis).
熱渴之汗，陽明之熱也，胸痞身重，太陰
之濕見矣，脈洪大而長，知濕熱滯於陽明
之經，故用蒼術白虎湯，以清熱散濕，然
乃熱多濕少之候。
白虎湯，仲景用以清陽明無形之燥熱也，
胃汁枯者，加人参以生津，曰白虎加人叄
湯，身中素有痹氣者，加桂枝以通絡，名
曰桂枝白虎湯，而其實在清胃熱也，是以
後人治暑熱傷氣，身熱而渴者，亦用白虎
加人叄湯，熱渴汗泄，肢節煩疼者，亦用
白虎加桂枝湯，胸痞身重兼見，則於白虎
湯中加入蒼術以理太陰之濕，寒熱往來兼
集，則於白虎湯中加入柴胡以散半表半裡
之邪。凡此皆熱盛陽明，他證兼見，故用
白虎湯清熱，而復各隨證以加減， 非熱渴
汗泄，脈洪大者，白虎便不可投，辨證察
脈，最宜詳審也。
Xue comments further: Sweating with fever
and thirst indicates yangming heat. Chest focal
distension and a heavy body are indications
of taiyin dampness. From the surging, large
and long pulse one knows damp-heat has
stagnated in the yangming channel. Hence,
one uses Bai Hu jia Cang Zhu Tang (White
Tiger Decoction with Atractylodis) to clear

heat and disperse dampness. This strategy
is applicable only for manifestations with
much heat and little damp.
Bai Hu Tang (White Tiger Decoction) is the
formula used by Zhang Zhongjing to clear
formless dry heat11 from the yangming. If
the Stomach fluids are desiccated one adds
Ginseng to generate yang fluids, a formula
known as Bai Hu jia Ren Shen Tang (White
Tiger plus Ginseng Decoction). If the patient
12
has long-standing painful obstruction,
one adds Gui Zhi (Cinnamomi Ramulus)
to open the networks, a formula called Gui
Zhi Bai Hu Tang (White Tiger Decoction
Plus Cinnamon). The point of all of these is
to clear Stomach heat. Now later generations
of physicians also used Bai Hu jia Ren Shen
Tang (White Tiger plus Ginseng Decoction)
to treat summerheat damaging the qi with
fever and thirst. If the patient had fever,
thirst, sweating, diarrhoea, vexation and pain
in the extremities and joints they employed
Gui Zhi Bai Hu Tang (White Tiger Decoction
Plus Cinnamon). If one also had chest focal
distension and a heavy body one would
add Cang Zhu (Atractylodis Rhizoma)
to Bai Hu Tang in order to regulate taiyin’s
dampness. If alternating chills and fevers are
part of the manifestations one would add
Chai Hu (Bupleuri Radix) to Bai Hu Tang
in order to disperse the pathogen in the
half exterior and half interior. All of these
are instances where exuberant heat in the
yangming is observed together with other
patterns. Accordingly, one employs Bai Hu
Tang in order to clear heat then adds herbs
based on such manifestations. Without
observing fever, thirst, leaking of sweat and
a surging large pulse, Bai Hu Tang cannot
be prescribed. One should be exceedingly
careful in discriminating patterns and
examining the pulse.

”

Without observing
fever, thirst, leaking of
sweat and a surging
large pulse, Bai Hu
Tang cannot be
prescribed.

（三八）濕熱證濕熱傷氣，四肢困倦，精
神減少，身熱氣高，心煩溺黃，口渴自
汗，脈虛者，東垣用清暑益氣湯主治。
38. A damp-heat pattern where dampheat has damaged the qi manifests with
fatigue of the four extremities, diminished
alertness, body heat, shallow breathing,
11. “Formless dry heat” means pathogenic heat that
has not bound with the stool in the Intestines; once
the pathogenic heat has become bound (“has form”)
then purging eliminates it.
12. 身中素有痹氣者 shēn zhōng yǒu bì qì zhě.
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The indiscriminate
use of this formula
by contemporary
physicians irrespective
of the actual disorder
means that every
time it is employed
pathogens are
trapped and countless
people are killed as a
result.

irritability, dark yellow urine, thirst,
spontaneous sweating, and a deficient
pulse. Li Dongyuan’s Qing Shu Yi Qi
Tang (Clear Summerheat and Benefit the
Qi Decocotion) is the most important
treatment [method].
同一熱渴自汗，而脈虛神倦，便是中氣受
傷，而非陽明鬱熱，清暑益氣湯，黃口渴
自汗，乃東垣所制，方中藥味頗多，學者
當於臨證時斟酌去取也。
Xue comments further: Fever, thirst and
spontaneous sweating here occur together
with a deficient pulse and mental fatigue.
They indicate damage to the middle burner qi
and not yangming constraint heat. Qing Shu
Yi Qi Tang (Clear Summerheat and Benefit
the Qi Decocotion) is for yellow urine, thirst
and spontaneous sweating. Li Dongyuan
composed it but the formula contains too
many medicinals. A scholar physician should
choose only those that are appropriate based
on careful analysis of clinical evidence.
（三九）暑月熱傷元氣，氣短倦怠，口渴
多汗，肺虛而咳者，宜人參麥冬五味子等
味。
39. Heat damaging the original qi during the
summer months manifests with shortness of
breath, fatigue, thirst, and copious sweating.
Where this leads to Lung deficiency and
coughing one should use:
Ren Shen
Mai Men Dong
Wu Wei Zi

Ginseng Radix
Ophiopogonis Radix
Schisandrae Fructus

此即千金生脈散也，與第十八條同一肺
病，而氣粗與氣短有分，則肺實與肺虛各
異實則瀉而虛則補一定之理也，然生名生
脈，則熱傷氣之脈虛欲絕可知矣，雄按徐
洄溪雲，此傷暑之後，存其津液之方也，
觀方下治證，無一字治暑邪者，庸醫以治
暑病，誤以甚矣，其命中之意，即於復脈
湯，內取用參麥二味，因止汗故加五味
子，近人不論何病，每用此方收住邪氣，
殺人無算，用此方者須詳審其邪之有無，
不可徇俗而視為治暑之劑也。
Xue comments further:This is Sheng Mai San
(Generate the Pulse Powder) from Important
Formulas Worth a Thousand. Paragraph
18 and the present paragraph discuss
Lung disorders, which are differentiated
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from each other by the presence of rough
breathing [in the former] and shortness of
breath [in the latter]. This is because Lung
excess and Lung deficiency differ from each
other. “Drain what is excessive” and “tonify
what is deficient” are standard treatment
principles. As “generating” here is used
to mean “generating the pulse,” one can
deduce that this is a deficient pulse on the
point of vanishing due to the qi having been
damaged. Xu Huixi from Xiong’an says that
this is a formula for preserving the body
fluids in the wake of summerheat damage.
Yet, if one examines the indications of the
[original] formula, not one character speaks
about treatment of a summerheat pathogen.
Hence, vulgar physicians’ use of this
formula for the treatment of summerheat is
exceedingly mistaken. The meaning of the
formula’s name can be found in the related
Fu Mai Tang (Return the Pulse Decoction)
which contains Ren Shen (Ginseng Radix)
and Mai Men Dong (Ophiopogonis Radix).
In order to stop sweating one adds Wu Wei
Zi (Schisandrae Fructus). The indiscriminate
use of this formula by contemporary
physicians irrespective of the actual disorder
means that every time it is employed
pathogens are trapped and countless people
are killed as a result. One must base the use
of this formula on careful investigation as to
the presence or not of a pathogen and not on
the common saying that it is “a prescription
for the treatment of summerheat”.
（四十）暑月乘涼飲冷，陽氣為陰寒所
遏，皮膚蒸熱凜凜畏寒，頭痛頭重自汗煩
渴，或腹痛吐瀉者宜香薷厚朴扁豆等味。
40. Relaxing in a cool place or drinking cold
drinks during the months of summerheat
frequently leads to yang qi oppressed by
yin cold. If the skin is steaming hot, yet
the patient shivers and is averse to cold,
suffers from headache, heavy headedness,
spontaneous sweating, irritability, thirst,
and perhaps also abdominal pain, vomiting
or diarrhoea, it is appropriate to use:
Xiang Ru
Hou Po
Bai Bian Dou

Moslae Herba
Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Lablab Semen album
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此由避暑而感受寒濕之邪，雖病於暑月而
實非暑病，昔人不曰暑月傷寒濕，而曰
陰暑，以致後人淆惑，貽誤匪輕，今特正
之，其用香薷之辛溫，以散陰邪而發越陽
氣，厚朴之苦溫，除濕邪而通行滯氣，扁
豆甘淡，行水和中，倘無惡寒頭痛之外
證，即無取香薷之辛香走竄矣，無腹痛吐
利之證，亦無取厚朴扁豆之疏滯和中矣，
故熱渴甚者，加黃連以清暑，名四味香
飲, 減去扁豆名黃連香薷飲，濕甚 於內，
腹膨泄瀉者，去黃連加茯苓甘草名五物香
薷飲，若中虛氣怯，汗出多者，加人 叄白
術橘皮木瓜名十味香薷飲，然香薷之用，
總為寒濕外而設，不可用以治不 挾寒濕之
暑熱也。
Xue comments further: The pathology
described in this paragraph arises from
seeking to avoid summerheat which then
leads to exposure to pathogenic cold damp
instead. Although this disorder occurs during
the months of summerheat, it is in fact not a
summerheat disorder. Nevertheless, people
of the past did not call it damage by cold
damp during the months of summerheat
but yin-type summerheat. This had the
consequence that later generations became
confused, leaving a legacy of disaster. Hence,
it is now rectified here.
The acrid warming of Xiang Ru (Moslae
Herba) is used to disperse yin pathogens by
diffusing yang qi; the bitter warming of Hou
Po (Magnoliae officinalis Cortex) eliminates
dampness pathogens, unblocks and moves
stagnant qi; and the sweet bland Bai Bian
Dou (Lablab Semen album) moves water and
harmonises the middle. However, if there are
no exterior symptoms such as chills and
headache, one need not include the acrid,
fragrant scattering of Xiang Ru (Moslae
Herba). If abdominal pain and vomiting
are not [part of the] presenting pattern,
there equally is no need for the dispersing
of stagnation and the harmonisation of the
middle provided by Hou Po (Magnoliae
officinalis Cortex) and Bai Bian Dou (Lablab
Semen album). On the other hand, for severe
fever and thirst add Huang Lian (Coptidis
Rhizoma) to clear summerheat. This is
called Si Wei Xiang Ru Yin (Four Ingredient
Mosla Drink). If Bai Bian Dou (Lablab
Semen album) is omitted it is called Huang
Lian Xiang Ru Yin (Coptidis and Mosla
Drink). For extreme damp in the interior
with abdominal bloating and diarrhoea, one

removes Huang Lian (Coptidis Rhizoma)
and adds Fu Ling (Poria) and Gan Cao
(Glycyrrhizae Radix). This is called Wu Wei
Xiang Ru Yin (Five Ingredient Mosla Drink).
If the middle burner is deficient and the
qi abject with pronounced sweating one
adds Ren Shen (Ginseng Radix), Bai Zhu
(Atractylodis macrocephalae Rhizoma),
Chen Pi (Citri reticulatae Pericarpium), and
Mu Gua (Chaenomelis Fructus). This is
called Shi Wei Xiang Ru Yin (Ten Ingredient
Mosla Drink). To sum up the use of Xiang
Ru (Moslae Herba), it is indicated in case of
cold dampness in the exterior but cannot be
used for summerheat without evidence of
cold dampness.

”

If there are no exterior
symptoms such as
chills and headache,
one need not include
the acrid, fragrant
scattering of Xiang Ru.

（四一）濕熱內滯太陰，鬱久而為滯下，
其證胸痞腹痛，下墜窘迫，膿血稠黏，理
結後重，脈軟數者，宜厚朴、黃芩、神
曲、廣皮、木香、檳榔、柴胡、煨葛根、
銀花、炭荊芥、炭等味
41. Damp-heat stagnating internally in the
taiyin constrains the qi dynamic over time to
cause discharge [i.e. dysentery]. The pattern
includes chest focal distension, abdominal
pain, tenesmus, thick, sticky pus and
blood in the stools, internally binding with
heaviness following evacuation, and a pulse
that is soft and rapid. Use:
Hou Po
Huang Qin
Shen Qu
Chen Pi
Mu Xiang
Bing Lang
Chai Hu
Ge Gen
Jin Yin Hua
Jing Jie

Magnoliae officinalis Cortex
Scutellariae Radix
Massa medicata fermentata
Citri reticulatae Pericarpium
Aucklandiae Radix
Arecae Semen
Bupleuri Radix
Puerariae Radix roasted
Lonicerae Flos
Schizonepetae Herba, carbonised

古之所謂滯下，即今所雲痢疾也，由濕熱
之邪，內伏太陰，阻遏氣機以致太陰矢健
運，少陽失疏連熱鬱濕蒸，傳導失其常
度，蒸為敗濁膿血，下注肛門，故後重氣
壅不化，仍數至圊而不能便，傷氣則下
白，傷血則下赤，氣血並傷，赤白兼下，
濕熱盛極痢成五色，故用厚朴除濕而行滯
氣，檳下逆而 破結氣，黃芩鬥清庚金之
熱，木香神曲疏中氣之滯，葛根升下陷之
胃氣，柴胡升土中之木氣，熱侵血分而便
血，以銀花荊芥入營清熱，若熱甚於當用
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At the onset of
dysentery when dampheat is very strong,
sour and astringent
Bai Shao (Paeoniae
Radix) would cause
the pathogen to
stagnate.
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黃連以清 熱，大實而痛，宜增大黃以逐
邪，昔張潔古制芍藥湯治以治血痢，方
用歸芍、芩 連、大黃、木香、檳榔、甘
草、桂心等味，而以芍藥名湯者，蓋謂下
血必調 藏血之臟，故用之為君不特欲其
土中瀉木，抑亦賴以斂肝和陰也，然芍藥
味酸 性斂，終非濕熱內藴者所宜服，倘
遇痢久中虛，而宜用芍藥甘草之化土者，
恐難 任芩連大黃之苦寒，木香檳榔之破
氣，其下痢初作，濕熱正盛者，白芍酸
斂滯 邪，斷不可投，此雖昔人已試之成
方，不敢引為後學之楷式也。
Xue comments further: What the ancients
called “obstructed descent” (滯下 zhì xià) is
now called “dysentery” (痢疾 lì jí). It is due
to damp-heat pathogens lurking interiorly in
the taiyin. They obstruct the qi dynamic with
the result that the taiyin is unable to invigorate
transportation while the shaoyang loses its
function of dispersing transportation so that
gradually the constrained heat steams the
dampness. The pathways of transmission
lose their normal function, the steaming
causes decay, turbidity, pus and blood which
pour down to the anus. As a consequence,
there will be post-evacuation heaviness and
clogging of qi no longer able to digestively
transform, resulting in frequent visits to the
toilet while being unable to defecate. If the
qi is damaged the stool will have pus, if the
blood is damaged the stool will have blood.
If qi and blood are both damaged there will
be simultaneous pus and blood.
Extreme damp-heat dysentery produces
five colours. Accordingly, one employs Hou
Po (Magnoliae officinalis Cortex) to get rid
of damp and move stagnant qi; Bing Lang
(Arecae Semen) to direct rebelliousness
downward and break knotted qi; Huang
Qin (Scutellariae Radix) to clear the heat in
the Large Intestine; Mu Xiang (Aucklandiae
Radix) and Shen Qu (Massa medicata
fermentata) to course the middle burner’s
qi stagnation; roasted Ge Gen (Puerariae
Radix) to lift sunken Stomach qi; and Chai
Hu (Bupleuri Radix) to lift the wood qi
within earth. For heat invading the blood
aspect causing bloody stool one employs
Jin Yin Hua (Lonicerae Flos) and Jing Jie
(Schizonepetae Herba), which enter the
constructive and clear heat. If heat in the
interior is abundant one employs Huang
Lian (Coptidis Rhizoma) to clear this heat.
For severe excess and pain, one further adds

Da Huang (Rhei Radix et Rhizoma) in order
to expel pathogens.
In ancient times Zhang Yuansu composed
Shao Yao Tang (Peony Decoction), which treats
bloody dysentery. The formula employs Dang
Gui (Angelicae sinensis Radix), Bai Shao
(Paeoniae Radix), Huang Qin (Scutellariae
Radix), Huang Lian (Coptidis Rhizoma), Da
Huang (Rhei Radix et Rhizoma), Mu Xiang
(Aucklandiae Radix), Bing Lang (Arecae
Semen), and Rou Gui (Cinnamomi Cortex).
He gave it the name Shao Yao Tang (Peony
Decoction) to indicate that to treat bleeding
from the lower body it is necessary to regulate
the visceral system that stores the blood.
Accordingly, he employed Bai Shao (Paeoniae
Radix) as the chief not only because he
intended it to drain wood from earth, but also
because he relied on it to astringe the Liver
and harmonise yin. The flavour of Bai Shao
(Paeoniae Radix) is sour and its nature is
astringent, hence it is not appropriate to give
it for damp-heat accumulation in the interior.
In case of chronic dysentery with middle
burner deficiency it is appropriate to employ
Bai Shao (Paeoniae Radix) and Gan Cao
(Glycyrrhizae Radix) as they transform Earth,
but one should be circumspect regarding the
use of bitter cooling Huang Qin (Scutellariae
Radix), Huang Lian (Coptidis Rhizoma) and
Da Huang (Rhei Radix et Rhizoma), and
the qi breaking of Mu Xiang (Aucklandiae
Radix) and Bing Lang (Arecae Semen). At
the onset of dysentery when damp-heat is
very strong, sour and astringent Bai Shao
(Paeoniae Radix) would cause the pathogen
to stagnate. It absolutely cannot be used at
this stage. Although this is a set formula
composed by the ancients, it should not be
taken as a set script by younger students.
雄按嘔惡者忌木香，無表證者忌柴葛，蓋
胃以下行為順，滯下者垢濁欲下而氣滯也
雜以升藥，濁氣反上衝而為嘔惡矣，至
潔古芍藥湯之桂心，極宜審用，熱邪內盛
者，雖有芩連大黃之監制，亦恐其有跋扈
之患也，若芍藥之酸，不過苦中兼有酸
昧，考本經原主除血，破堅積，寒熱疝
瘕，為斂肝氣破血中氣結之藥，仲聖於腹
中滿痛之證多用之，故太陰病脈弱其人續
自便利，設當行大黃芍糜者宜減之，以胃
氣弱易動故也，蓋大黃開陽結，芍換開陰
結，自便利者宜減，則欲下而窒滯不行之
痢，正宜用矣。
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Wang Shixiong’s comment: If a patient
has nausea, Mu Xiang (Aucklandiae Radix)
is prohibited. If there are no exterior
symptoms, Chai Hu (Bupleuri Radix) and
Ge Gen (Puerariae Radix) are prohibited.
As for the Stomach, downward movement
is its normal direction of flow. In dysentery
(滯下 zhì xià) the turbid filth wants to move
down but the qi has stagnated. It is difficult
to justify the use of ascending medicinals
as they will cause the turbid qi to rush up
contrarily leading to nausea. With regard
to Rou Gui (Cinnamomi Cortex) in Zhang
Yuansu’s Shao Yao Tang (Peony Decoction),
it is extremely useful to consider its
deployment. For even as the exuberance of
heat pathogens in the interior is controlled
by Huang Lian (Coptidis Rhizoma), Huang
Qin (Scutellariae Radix) and Da Huang
(Rhei Radix et Rhizoma), one still needs
to worry about the potential harm of their
domineering nature. With regard to Bai Shao
(Paeoniae Radix) sourness, this does not go
beyond the addition of medicinals with a
sour flavour to those with a bitter one, and if
one examines the original nature of Bai Shao
(Paeoniae Radix) as described in the Divine
Husbandman’s Classic of the Materia Medica,
it mainly governed eliminating blood and the
breaking of solid accumulations, cold-heat
bulging disorders and accumulations. That
means it is a medicinal that astringes Liver
qi and breaks qi accumulations within the
blood. The sage Zhang Zhongjing frequently
used it for patterns characterised by fullness
or pain in the abdomen. Therefore, in a patient
with taiyin disease who has a frail pulse and
diarrhoea without difficulty if you do want to
use Da Huang (Rhei Radix et Rhizoma) and
Bai Shao (Paeoniae Radix) then you should
reduce the dose. Da Huang (Rhei Radix et
Rhizoma) opens yang knotting, while Bai
Shao (Paeoniae Radix) opens yin knotting.
Hence, while they should have a reduced
dose if there is diarrhoea without difficulty,
in cases of diarrhoea where the desire to
defecate is accompanied by difficulty voiding
then this is exactly the right thing to use.
（四二）痢久傷陽，脈虛滑脫者，真人養
臟湯，加甘草、當歸、白芍。
42. For chronic dysentery with injury to the
yang that manifests with a deficient pulse
and efflux abandonment use Zhen Ren

Yang Zang Tang (True Man’s Decoction to
Nourish the Organs) with the additions of
Gan Cao (Glycyrrhizae Radix), Dang Gui
(Angelicae sinensis Radix) and Bai Shao
(Paeoniae Radix).

”

If a patient has
nausea, Mu Xiang is
prohibited.

脾陽虛者當補而兼溫，然方中用木香，必
其腹痛未止，故兼疏滯氣，用歸芍必其陰
分虧殘，故兼和營陰，但痢雖脾疾，又必
傳腎，以腎為胃關，司下焦而開竅於二陰
也，況火為土母，欲溫土中之陽，必補命
門之火，若虛寒甚而滑脫者，當加附子以
補陽，不得雜入陰藥矣。
Further comments: For those with Spleen
yang deficiency one should combine
tonification with warming. The fact that the
formula employs Mu Xiang (Aucklandiae
Radix) implies that in this case abdominal
pain has not ceased, hence one also disperses
qi stagnation. The use of Dang Gui (Angelicae
sinensis Radix) and Bai Shao (Paeoniae
Radix) implies that the yin aspect is deficient,
so that one also harmonises nutritive yin.
Although dysentery is a Spleen disorder, it
will invariably transmit to the Kidneys, and
the Kidneys themselves are the gateway of
the Stomach that manage the lower burner
and open into the orifices of the two yin [i.e.
the anus and urethra]. Furthermore, as fire
is the mother of earth, if one wants to warm
the yang within earth one must tonify the
fire of the gate of vitality. If deficiency cold is
severe as indicated by efflux abandonment,
one should add Zhi Fu Zi (Aconiti Radix
lateralis preparata) in order to tonify yang
without complicating the strategy through
the addition of yin herbs.
雄按觀此條似非一瓢手筆，而注則斷非本
人自注，葉香岩雲，夏月炎熱，其氣皆浮
於外，故為蕃秀之月，過食寒冷，鬱其暑
熱，不得外達，食物厚味，為內伏之火，
煅煉成積，傷於血分則為紅，傷於氣分則
為白，氣滯不行，火氣迫於肛門，則為後
重，滯於人腸，則為腹痛，故仲景用下藥
通之，河間丹溪用調血和氣而愈，此時令
不得發越，至秋收斂於內而為痢世，此埋
甚明，何得誤認為寒，而用溫熱之藥，余
歷證四十餘年，治痢惟姒疏理推蕩清火，
而愈者不計其數，觀其服熱藥而死者甚
多，同志之士，慎勿為景岳之書所誤以殺
人也，聶久吾雲，痢疾投補太早，錮塞邪
燕在內，久而正氣已虛，邪氣猶盛，欲補
而澀之則助邪，欲清而疏之則愈滑，多致
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Based on 40 years
of evidence treating
dysentery solely by
using the method
of dispersing and
improving flow,
washing away filth
and clearing fire, I
have cured countless
patients, while I have
observed many deaths
among those patients
who took heating
medicinals.
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不救，徐洄溪雲，夏秋之間，總由濕熱積
滯，與傷寒傳入三陰之利不同，後人竟用
溫補，殺人無算，觸目傷懷，尤拙吾雲，
痢與泄瀉，其病不同，其冶亦異泄瀉多由
寒濕，寒則宜溫，濕則宜燥也，痢多成於
濕熱，熱則宜清，濕則宜利也，雖泄瀉有
熱證畢竟寒多於熱，痢病亦有寒證，畢竟
熱多於寒，是以泄瀉經久，必傷於陽而腫
脹喘滿之變生，痢病經久必損，於陰而虛
煩痿廢之疾起，痢病兜澀太早，濕熱流注,
多成痛痹，泄瀉疏利過當，中虛不復，多
怍脾勞，此余所親歷，非臆說也
Wang Shixiong’s comment: Examining
this paragraph it seems that it does not stem
from a single source, and the commentary, too,
is not the author’s own. Ye Tianshi said that
the summer months were characterised by
flaring heat where all the qi floated to outside.
Hence, they are known as the flourishing
months. Excessive consumption of cold food
constrains this movement of summerheat,
not allowing it to reach the exterior. Foods
with a rich flavour smelt the fire lurking in
the interior producing accumulations. If it
damages blood aspect, the stool is red, if it
damages qi aspect, the stool is white. As qi
stagnates and doesn’t move, fire qi presses
down on the anus, which causes heaviness
following bowel movement. If it stagnates
in a person’s Intestines it leads to abdominal
pain. Therefore, Zhong Zhongjing employed
downward draining medicinals to unblock.
Liu Hejian and Zhu Danxi employed the
method of regulating blood and harmonising
qi to cure this condition. If in this season
heat is not diffused, when autumn comes
this heat is contracted inside and dysentery
occurs. This reasoning is very clear. How
might one mistakenly think of cold and use
warm and hot medicinals?
Based on 40 years of evidence treating
dysentery solely by using the method of
dispersing and improving flow, washing
away filth and clearing fire, I have cured
countless patients, while I have observed
many deaths among those patients who
took heating medicinals. Fellow gentlemen,
be cautious not to kill people through the
mistakes in Zhang Jingyue’s books. Nie Jiewu
said in cases of dysentery if one prescribes
supplementing herbs too soon, one will trap
the pathogen in the interior. If this situation
persists for a long time the upright qi will
become deficient while the pathogenic qi

alone flourishes. Once this has occurred if
one tries to supplement and astringe, one
strengthens the pathogen, while if one tries
to clear and dredge, it becomes increasingly
slippery and the situation frequently become
unrecoverable.
Xu Huixi says between summer and autumn,
accumulation and stagnation generally arise
from damp-heat and therefore are not the
same as dysentery caused by cold damage
being transferred into the three yin. Still,
later generations persisted in using warming
tonifying medicinals killing countless
numbers of people, a situation that is sad to
behold. In my humble opinion dysentery and
diarrhoea are different diseases, and one has
to also treat them differently. Diarrhoea often
arises from cold dampness. In case of cold it
is appropriate to warm, if there is damp it is
appropriate to dry. Dysentery is more often
produced by damp-heat. In case of heat it is
appropriate to clear, if there is dampness it is
appropriate to facilitate flow.
Although diarrhoea can manifest with heat,
ultimately cold will exceed heat. Although
dysenteric disorders can also manifest with
cold, ultimately the heat exceeds the cold.
Therefore chronic diarrhoea will damage the
yang producing additional symptoms like
swelling, distention, panting, and fullness.
Chronic dysentery will damage the yin giving
rise to deficiency vexation, limpness and
wasting. If you give astringent medicinals
too early in dysenteric disorders, the dampheat forms multiple abscesses that frequently
cause painful block. As for diarrhoea where
flow is carelessly facilitated, the middle
becomes so deficient that it cannot not
recover, which often results in Spleen
taxation. This is what I have personally
observed and not mere conjecture.
或問熱則清而寒則溫是矣，均是濕也, 或
從利，或從燥何歟，曰寒濕者寒從濕生，
故宜苦溫燥其中，濕熱者濕從熱化，故宜
甘淡，利其下，蓋燥性多熱，利藥多寒，
便利則熱亦自去，中溫則寒與濕俱消，寒
濕必本中虛，不可更行清利，濕熱鬱多成
毒，不宜益以溫燥也，合諸論而觀之，可
見痢久傷陽之證，乃絕無而僅有者，然則
真人養臟湯，須慎重而審用矣，猶謂其雜
用陰藥，豈未聞下多亡陰之語乎須知陽脫
者亦由陰先亡而陽無依，如盞中之油，乾
則火滅也。
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Another question that may be asked is this.
It is accepted that heat is cleared and cold
is warmed. As for dampness, should one
treat it by promoting flow or by means of
drying? My answer is that in cold dampness
cold is produced from dampness. Therefore,
it is appropriate to use bitter and warming
medicinals to dry the middle. In damp-heat,
dampness is transformed by heat. Therefore,
it is appropriate to use sweet and bland
medicinals to facilitate flow in the lower
burner.
The nature of drying medicinals is often
heating. Medicinals that facilitate flow
are often cold. When one defecation and
urination are facilitated then the heat leaves
naturally. When the middle is warmed
cold and damp are both eliminated. Cold
dampness invariably has middle burner
deficiency at its root. One cannot further
move, clear and facilitate flow. Damp-heat
constraint often produces toxicity. It is not
appropriate to increase this even further
through warming and drying.
On the basis of viewing all these treatises
together, it is clear that chronic dysentery
manifesting with damage to the yang are
with a definitive lack but this happens only
rarely. Therefore, one should be extremely
cautious and circumspect in the use of Zhen
Ren Yang Zang Tang (True Man’s Decoction
to Nourish the Organs).
Furthermore, how is it that there is nothing
said regarding the frequent loss of yin in
relation to the mixing in of yin medicinals as
deployed in this formula?
One must realise that yang abandonment
can arise from yin first being lost so that yang
has nothing to hold on to. This is like the oil
in a small bowl drying out and extinguishing
the flame.
（四三）痢久傷陰，虛坐努責者，宜用熟
地炭炒當歸，炒白芍，灸甘草，廣皮之
屬。
43. Chronic dysentery that damages the yin
manifests with vain straining. Use:
Shu Di Tan
Dang Gui
Chao Bai Shao
Zhi Gan Cao
Chen Pi

Rehmanniae Radix, carbonised
Angelicae sinensis Radix
Paeoniae Radix alba, fried
Glycyrrhizae Radix praeparata
Citri reticulatae Pericarpium

結欲便，坐久而仍不得便者，謂之虛坐努
責，凡結屬火居多，火性傳送至速，鬱於
大腸，窘迫欲便仍不舒，故痢疾門中，每
用黃芩清火，甚者用大黃逐熱，若痢久血
虛，血不足則生熱，亦急迫欲便，但坐久
而不得便耳，此熱由血虛所生，故治以補
血為主，結與後重不同，結者急迫欲便，
後重者肛門重，結有虛實之分，實為火邪
有餘，虛為陰營不足，後重有虛實之異，
實為邪實下壅，虛由氣虛下陷，是以治結
者，有清熱養陰之異，治後重者有行氣升
補之殊，虛實之辨，不可不明。
Xue comments further: Knotting with the
desire to defecate, where the patient sits for a
long time yet is unable to defecate, is referred
to as vain straining (虛坐 xü zuò). Knotting
more often pertains to fire excess. The nature
of fire is to spread rapidly. When it constrains
the Large Intestine it manifests with an
urgent desire to defecate accompanied by
tensions. Therefore, formulas in the section
on dysenteric disorders invariably employ
Huang Qin (Scutellariae Radix) to clear heat,
and if severe they employ Da Huang (Rhei
Radix et Rhizoma) to expel heat. In case of
chronic dysentery with blood deficiency, the
insufficient blood also generates heat. This
also leads to to an acute and urgent desire to
defecate, yet the patient sits for a long time
without being able to defecate. Because this is
heat that is generated by blood deficiency the
focus of treatment is to tonify blood. Knotting
and tenesmus are different. Knotting is
the acute urgent desire to defecate, while
tenesmus refers to anal heaviness. Knotting
can be divided into excess and deficiency.
Excess is due to a surplus of fire pathogen.
Deficiency is due to insufficiency of yin
and constructive. In tenesmus excess and
deficiency are different. There, excess is due
to clogging of pathogenic qi, while deficiency
is caused by qi deficiency falling downward.
Therefore, in treating knotting the difference
is between clearing heat and nourishing yin.
In treating tenesmus it is between moving qi
and ascending tonification. In each case, it is
essential to understand how to differentiate
between excess and deficiency.

”

The nature of drying
medicinals is often
heating. Medicinals
that facilitate flow are
often cold.

（四四）暑濕內襲，腹痛吐利，胸痞脈緩
者，濕濁內阻太陰，宜縮脾飲。
44. When summerheat dampness attacks
the interior and this manifests with
abdominal pain, vomiting, diarrhoea,
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‘‘

Only the rapid and
large pulse that
suddenly becomes
empty on pressure
allows one to know
the manifestation of
vexation and thirst is
due to deficient yang
overstepping towards
the exterior rather
than heat pathogens
harassing the interior.

chest focal distention, and a moderate
pulse shows damp turbidity internally
obstructing the taiyin. It is appropriate to
use Suo Pi Yin (Contract the Spleen Drink).
此暑濕濁邪，傷太陰之氣，以致土用不
宣，太陰告困，故以芳香滌穢，辛燥化濕
為劑也。
Xue comments further: Here summerheat
dampness turbidity pathogens damage
the qi of the taiyin with the result that the
earth’s function does not propagate and the
taiyin is encumbered. Accordingly, one uses a
prescription composed of aromatic fragrant
medicinals to wash away the filth and acrid
drying medicinals to transform dampness.
（四五）暑月飲冷過多，寒濕內留，水谷
不分，上吐下瀉，肢冷脈浮者，宜大順
散。
45. If during the months of summerheat
one consumes excessive cold fluids then
cold dampness remains in the interior
so that water and food are not separated.
Where this manifests with vomiting above
and diarrhoea below, cold extremities and a
floating pulse Da Shun San (Major Smooth
Flow Powder) is appropriate.
暑月過多於貪涼，寒濕外襲者，有香薷
飲，寒濕內侵者，有大順散，夫吐瀉肢冷
脈浮，是脾胃之陽，為寒濕所蒙，不得升
越，故宜溫熱之劑，調脾胃利氣散寒，然
廣皮茯苓似不可少，此即仲景治陰邪內侵
之霍亂，而用理中湯之旨乎。
Xue comments further: Regarding
disorders during the months of summerheat
caused by excessive consumption of cooling
foods, those due to attack of cold dampness
in the exterior are treated with Xiang Ru Yin
(Mosla Drink), and those with cold dampness
invading the interior by Da Shun San (Major
Smooth Flow Powder). Vomiting, diarrhoea,
cold extremities and a floating pulse indicate
that the yang of Spleen and Stomach is
veiled by cold dampness so that is unable to
ascend and effuse. Therefore, a warming and
heating prescription is appropriate in order
to regulate Spleen and Stomach, promote the
qi dynamic, and disperse cold, while Chen Pi
(Citri reticulatae Pericarpium) and Fu Ling
(Poria) are equally indispensable. This is
how Zhang Zhongjing treats sudden turmoil
disorder due to invasion of yin pathogens
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into the interior. Hence, one takes Li Zhong
Tang (Regulate the Middle Decoction) as
one’s guide.
（四六）腹痛下利，胸痞煩燥口渴，脈數
大，按之豁然空者，宜冷香飲子。
46. For abdominal pain, diarrhoea, focal
distention of the chest, irritability, thirst,
and a rapid and large pulse that becomes
suddenly empty on pressure Leng Xiang
Yinzi (Cooling Aromatic Drink) is
appropriate.13
此不特濕邪傷脾，抑且寒邪傷腎，煩燥熱
渴，極似陽邪為病，惟數大之脈，按之豁
然而空，知其躁渴等證，為虛陽外越，
而非熱邪內擾，故以此方冷服，俾下嚥
之後，冷氣既消，熱性乃發，庶藥氣與病
氣，無擀格之虞也。
Xue comments further: This is not merely
a damp pathogen damaging the Spleen but
also a cold pathogen damaging the Kidneys.
Irritability, heat and thirst are similar to
a yang pathogen disorder. Only the rapid
and large pulse that suddenly becomes
empty on pressure allows one to know the
manifestation of vexation and thirst is due
to deficient yang overstepping towards the
exterior rather than heat pathogens harassing
the interior. Hence, one administers this
formula cool so that having swallowed, the
cooling qi will be eliminated by the effusion
of yang. One need not worry that the qi
of the medicinals and that of the disorder
might cancel each other out.

13.Lěng Xiāng Yǐnzi (冷香飲子 Cooling Aromatic
Drink) is a formula from the book Yang Shi Jia Cang
Fang (楊氏家藏方 Collected Formulas from Master
Yang’s Family) and consists of Cao Guo (Tsaoko
Fructus) 60g, Zhi Gan Cao (Glycyrrhizae Radix
preparata) 30g, Chen Pi (Citri reticulatae Pericarpium)
15g and Zhi Fu Zi (Aconiti Radix lateralis preparata)
7.5g.

